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4 ________________x
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:
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Facility License) : |

8 :
----------------x

9

10 Customs Courtroom
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12
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13
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15
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16
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/O 1 _P _R _O _C _E _E_ _D _I _N _G _S

2 JUDGE FRYE: Good morning. Could we go back on

3 the record, please.

4 Do we have any preliminary matters before we take

5 up the staff's case?

6 MS. WOODHEAD: I have no matters to discuss.

7 MR. CORMIER: There are a couple of exhibits that

8 are trailing from UCLA's direct case, two photographs I was

9 making copies of which I can just distribute at the break.

10 JUDGE FRYE: Fine.

11 MR. CORMIER: In addition, you had asked that the

12 Rudman(ph) thesis which was discussed in connection with Dr.

13 Smith's testimony be made available to the Board. I have

-b
(_/ 14 copies of that which we can identify as UCLA 17. I believe

15 that is the correct number. That also I can distribute at

16 the break.

17 (The document referred to was

18 marked for identification as

19 UCLA-17.)

20 JUDGE FRYE: Fine. Any objection to that? He is

21 identifying it only.

22 MR. HIRSCH: Fine. That was my question. That was

23 17, again?

24 JUDGE FRYE: UCLA-17. Why don't you do that,

25 distribute it at the break. You have already see it, Mr.

/~x
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)

(''' y Hirsch, I take it? Yes.

2 And then the photographs as well, distributed at

3 the break will be fine.

4 Ms. Woohead, do you want to call your first witness '

MS. WOODHEAD: Yes. Judge Fryo, Staff calls Mr.5

6 Sean Hawley as its first witness, and ask that he be sworn.

7 Whereupon,

8 SEAN CHARLES HAWLEY

9 was called as a witness on behalf of the Staff and, having

10 been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

yy DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. WOODHEAD:12

13 Q Mr. Hawley, would you state for the record your

(") 34 name and place of employment?

15 A My name is Sean Charles Hawley. I am employed by

16 Battelle Northwest, Pacific Northwest Division of Battelle

17 Memorial Institute at Richland, Washington.

33 Q Mr. Hawley, did you prepare a document entitled

19 " Testimony of Sean C. Hawley," comprising 19 pages with an

20 attachment of professional qualifications?

21 A Yes, I did.
l

| 22 Q Would you examine this document and tell me if this

23 is the document you prepared?

24 (Document proffered.)

[ 25 A Yes, it is.

|
|
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(m) 1 Q And are those your professional qualifications
\_/

2 attached to this document?

3 A Yes, they are.

4 Q Are there any additions or corrections you wish to

5 make to your testimony?

6 A No.

7 Q And to your professional qualifications?

8 A Yes, I have since changed jobs and I am now working

9 in a different part of the organization, the laboratory safety

10 departmen't -- not the radiological science department. And

11 my job title is Development Engineer, not research scientist.

12 Q Al'1 right. Are there any other corrections?

13 A No.
.m

g ,/ 14 Q Is this testimony true and correct to the best of

15 your knowledge?

16 A Yes, it is.

17 Q And your professional qualifications are a fair

18 statement?

19 A Yes.

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, I move that the testi-

21 mony of Sean Hawley and his professional qualifications be

22 incorporated into the record as if read.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Any objection? Any voir dire? Fine.

24 MR. HIRSCH: An inquiry first. I note that the

25 testimony adopts as part of the testimony the Battelle study.

J
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f~~h
1bQ Are you intending to move that as an exhibit, or should the

2 voir dire go to that?

3 MS. WOODHEAD: I think voir dire would be more appro-

4 priate, after we introduce the documents. Do you object to

5 their. introduction into the record, the testimony and the

6 professional qualifications? Or do you wish to voir dire the

7 qualifications?

8 MR. HIRSCH: Yes, we will have objections, and I

9 wish to voir dire on the qualifications.

10 MS. WOODHEAD: You object to the introduction of --

II JUDGE FRYE: Do you object as to the testimony?

12 MR. HIRSCH: Yes.

13 JUDGE FRYE: And as to the Battelle study?
p
() 14 MR. HIRSCH: Both, and I am trying to figure out if

15 I should do them separately or at the same time.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Do you want to hold off introducing the

17 Battelle study for now? Or do you want to offer that now, as

18 well?

19 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, since the testimony is linked

20 to the Battelle study I believe they will have to be identified

21 and at least moved into evidence at the same time. So perhaps

22 you would defer ruling until we have finished the identificati on.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Yes.

24 BY MS. WOODHEAD:

25 Q Mr. Hawley, I am going to hand you a document

O
V
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() I entitled Analysis of Credible Accidents for Argonaut Reactors.s

2 Can you identify this document?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Did you prepare this document jointly with other

5 writers?

6 A ,Yes.

7 Q Are you familiar with the content of this document?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Is this the document that you and other authors

10 produced under contract with the Nuclear Regulatory Commissior ,

11 by Battelle Laboratories?

12 A I guess.

13 Q At the very back page of the Battelle report there

) 14 is an errata sheet. Is this errata sheet what you prepared?

15 A Yes.

16 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff will move the Battelle report,

17 together with the errata sheet into evidence as Staff's

18 Exhibit 1. And I have previously distributed both the testi-

19 mony and the Battelle report to the parties and I have

20 provided the court reporter with the appropriate number of

21 copies.

12 (The document referred to was marked for

23 identification as Staff Exhibit 1.)

24 BY MS. WOODHEAD:

25 Q Now, Mr. Hawley, I show you a document entitled

l
s_s
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[ l 1 " Analysis of Self-Shutdown Behavior in the Spert I Reactor,"
%j'

2 and wish to ask you if this is the document which you ref-

3 erenced in your testimony.

4 A It is not the same copy, so 19? me look through

5 for a moment.

6 Yes, it is.

7 JUDGE LUEBKE: Excuse me, may I ask, does it have

8 an author or anything else to identify it?

9 MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, it does. I will read the

10 entire cover of the document. The title, once again, is

11 " Analysis of Self-Shutdown Behavior in the Pert I Reactor."

12 The authors are S. G. Forbes, F. L. Bentzen, P. French, J.E.

13 Grund, J. C. Haire, W. E. Nyer, and R.F. Walker.

O
( g/ 14 JUDGE LUEBKE: Sorry I asked.

15 MS. WOODHEAD: And it has an IDO number on it whichs

16 is 16528, which is, of course, the identification of the

17 Idaho Falls document. The Staff offers Exhibit 2 for identi-

18 fication only, as it is referenced in Mr. Hawley's testimony.

19 (The document referred to was marked for

20 identification as Staff Exhibit 2.)i

21 JUDGE FRYE: Fine. It has been previously distri-

22 buted?

23 MS. WOODHEAD: It has been previously distributed.

24 All the documents identified have been distributed to the

25 Board and parties previously. And official copies have been

O
V
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D[O 1 provided the court reporter.

2 And with that the staff moves once again for the

3 introduction of the testimony of Mr. Hawley into the record,

4 as well as the Battelle report as Staff Exhibit 1. I think

5 we can discuss that.

6 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hirsch, you can proceed with voir

7 dire.

8 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. HIRSCH:

10 Q Mr. Hawley, is it correct that your sole post se-

11 condary degree is a bachelor of arts?

12 A It is a bachelor of arts in chemistry.

13 Q And that you obtained that in 1978?
,y \

( ) 14 A That is correct.

15 0 When you say that you have eight years of experience

16 working with research reactors, is that eight years of full-

17 time experience?

18 A No. That is the years that I was a senior operator

19 or reactor supervisor while at Reed College, where I obtained

20 my degree, and approximately two years of full-time experience
21 as reactor supervisor at Washington State University.

22 Q So the bulk of those eight years were all years wher
23 you were in school, and where you did part-time work at the

24 Reed College reactor?

25 A Part time during the normal academic year, and

iv
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b[) i essentially full-time work during the summer.
G'

2 Q You then have no degrees in nuclear engineering?-

3 I would like to run through a list, and you can answer yes or

4 no. You have no degree in nuclear engineering; is that correc t?

5 A I do not have a degree in nuclear engineering; that

6 is correct.

7 0 Or in physics, is that correct?

8 A That is correct.

9 Q Metallurgy?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q Meteorology?

12 A That is correct.

13 0 You graduated in 1978 and then stayed for a year at

/"'N
\ ,) 14 Reed College working at the reactor; is that correct?

15 A No, I was employed at Techtronics, Incorporated.

16 Q And did you return to Reed College?

17 A No. Then I proceeded to Washington State University .

18 Q So your full experience with the Reed College

19 reactor was while you were a student at Reed College; is that

20 correct?

21 A That is correct.

12 Q And the time that you spent at the Washington State

23 University reactor was approximately a year?

24 A Oh, about a year and a half to two years.

25 0 And at that time you joined Battelle?

I
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s ['] 1 A That is correct.
LJ

2 0 This study, Analysis of Credible Accidents for

3 Argonaut Reactors, was this one of your first assignments at

4 Battelle?

5 A Yes, it was my first.
,

6 Q And is it not true that you were junior author of

7 this study?

8 A I am not sure I know what you mean by junior author,

9 MR. HIRSCH: If I may, Judge Frye, when the statement s

10 of professional qualifications were submitted for Mr. Hawley,

11 there were two pages submitted to us. There is only one page

12 attached to his testimony. We would like to distribute that

13 second page and ask questions regarding it, if we may.
,O
( ,) 14 JUDGE FRYE: Any particular reason why the second

15 page was not included?

16 MS. WOODHEAD: I believe that Mr. Hawley gave me a

17 two-page statement of professional qualifications a year or

18 so ago, and then he also gave me a one-page. When I was

19 putting the testimony together with the statements of profes-

20 sional qualifications, I simply put the shorter one. I do not

21 believe that there is a second. If there is, it was inadvert-

12 ently left out.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Well', it has been distributed to all

24 of the parties and to the Board, as I recall. Although I

25 frankly had not picked up the fact that there apparently may

A.
~.
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m
( js I be a difference.*

V
2 MR. HIRSCH: I have copies with me.

3 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, why don't you just distribute thos e.

4 MS. WOODHEAD: Could I ask Mr. Hirsch if he is --

5 I would like to see it first. I think that we are talking

6 about two different statements of professional qualifications.

7 One is a two-page statement, and one is a one-page statement.

8 Perhaps Mr. Hawley could help us clear this up.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Fine. Why don't you distribute it, so

10 we can see it.

31 Now this is only one page.

12 MR. HIRSCH: Correct.

33 JUDGE FRYE: Is this the second page?
p
-(_f 34 MR. HIRSCH: In other words, we received both of

15 these initially. And now there is only one.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Oh, I see.

17 MS. WOODHEAD: Could I ask the purpose of submitting

18 this? Is the idea here that there is some discrepancy? Why

19 is'the Intervenor submitting professional qualifications for

20 the Staff' witness, except for purposes of impeachment?

21 MR. HIRSCH: For purposes of impeachment. Tne par-

22 ticular reason is that I asked him is it not true that he

23 published as a junior author. And he asked me what I meant.

24 I want to call his attention to the fourth sentence in his

25 statement of professional qualifications where he says he

O
k 4
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(m)s t usually publishes as a junior author.
x_-

2 JUDGE FRYE: Why don't you proceed with that.

3 BY MR. HIRSCH:

4 Q Mr. Hawley, did you prepare this statement of

5 professional qualifications?

6 A Yes, I did.

7 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hirsch, be sure you identify which

3 one you are speaking of.

9 MR. HIRSCH: Oh, excuse me. It is a double-spaced

10 document, single page, top line saying "Sean C. Hawley,"

33 second line saying " Professional Qualifications," followed by

12 four paragraphs.

33 BY MR. HIRSCH:
*p
(,,/ 14 Q Is that correct? I mean, you did prepare this?

15 A Yes, I did.

16 Q And it is true and correct to your knowledge and

17 belief, aside from the identification of your title and the

18 particular department at Battelle where you are employed?

19 A The last two sentences go with the job description

20 of Research Scientist. That paragraph, or most of that

21 paragraph, the last sentence is the standard Battelle job

12 description for that position.

23 Q And this was the position that you held at the time

24 you contributed to the study that we have been referring to

25 as the Battelle study, the Analysis of Credible Accidents for

L. ./'
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,

(v) 1 Argonaut Recetars?

2 A Yes, I was a research scientist, and that was the

3 job description, job position.

4 0 And so at the time that you contributed to the

5 production of the study your job responsibl.lity was to, quote,

6 " Provide support to senior staff in external contacts with

7 Lponsors and technical experts, and occasionally direct the

a activities of small groups," and further, that you " occasional ly

9 interact directly with sponsors and scientists external to

10 your group and usually publish as a junionr author," is that

11 correct?

12 A That is the standard description, yes.

13 Q Is it not true that the section of this report on

p)(_ 14 graphite fire was written by Professor Robkin and submitted

15 as a report to Battelle and included in this study after some

16 editorial changes?

17 A That is basically correct. It was a letter report

18 addressed from Dr. Robkin to Mr. Kathren.

19 Q And is it not true that substantial portions of

20 this report were done primarily by Mr. Kathren?

21 A It would be difficult to clearly separate major

12 portions where you could identify Mr. Kathren as the sole

23 author and myself as the sole author of perhapi another

24 portion. There are certain segments where I would.have been

25 the major force behind it or Mr. Kathren.

/~N
! !
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[) 1 Q Were you the major force behind the dose estimates
C/

2 section in the fuel handling section?

3 A No, that was primarily Mr. Kathren's work.

4 0 Was this your first formal publication?

5 A Yes.

6 Q For the record, would you describe for a moment what

7 the laboratory safety section for which you are now employed

a does?

9 Let me ask that more specifically. Is that section

10 involved with reactor accident analysis?

11 A No, Laboratory Safety Department is where I am

12 employed. And Battelle does not operate or maintain any

13 reactors of the type, say, as the Argonaut, or power reactors,
,

( ,) 14 Therefore, most of my duties would not involve reactors.

15 We do, however, have one critical assembly which,

16 according to the Department of Energy is a class of reactor.

17 So technically we have one reactor. But it is slightly

18 different.

19 Q Perhaps you didn't understand my question. But

20 perhaps you have answered it in part. Am I to understand,

21 then, that the laboratory safety section for which you are

12 now employed at Battelle --

23 A Laboratory Safety Department.

24 Q Laboratory Safety Department at which you are now

25 employed at Battelle is not involved with research into

r''x

'A
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[ ) I reactor accident scenarios for reactors outside Battelle,
\. J

2 but is an internal department to maintain laboratory safety

3 at Battelle?

4 A Yes, we are in the service side of the organization.

5 0 I see. And just for the record, you are aware

6 and contributed to the answering of interrogatories directed

7 toward the authors of the Battelle study by the Committee to

8 Bridge the Gap, the Invervenor?

9 A Yes, that was quite some time ago.

10 Q And in those interrogatories the Battelle team

11 indicated, did it not, that Mr. Kathren was at that time at -

'

12 least partially on the payroll of an Argonaut licensee, the

13 University of Washington, and tnat Dr. Robkin was likewise

(N,) 14 full-time on the payroll of an Argonaut licensee, the Univer-t

15 sity of Washington?

16 A The University of Washington?

17 Q Correct.

18 A Yes, I believe that is what was stated in those

19 answers to the interrogatories.

20 Q And in addition in a second set, Dr. Robkin indicated

21 that some of his research and teaching depended upon University

22 of Washington Argonaut Reactor and would cease to exist if

23 that reactor ceased to exist?

24 A I could not answer that without having the document

25 to refresh my memory.

O
V
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l'~'t, 1 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye, may I provide the document
L./'

2 to refresh his memory?

3 JUDGE FRYE: Do you have any objection, Ms. Woodheac ?

4 MS. WOODHEAD: May I see the document?

5 (Document proffered.)

6 MR. CORMIER: I am going to have an objection.

7 MS. WOODHEAD: I object also, Mr. Chairman. The

8 interrogatories that he is discussing state answers by the

9 three authors of the Battelle report. It seems to me that

10 Mr. Hirsch is raising once again the conflict of interest

it issue which he raised some months back, which the Board has

12 already received a brief on, and that this is inappropriate

13 at this time. At the moment neither Mr. Kathren nor Mr. Robki n

(A,) 14 are testifying or attempting to testify. It is only Mr.

15 Hawley who is presenting proposed testimony and who has

16 authenticated the document called the Battelle study. The

17 line of questioning by Mr. Hirsch is out of order at this poirtt.

18 It is irrelevant to the present proceeding.

19 MR. CORMIER: My objection is simply lack of foun-

20 dation. It appears that Mr. Hirsch is going to be asking Mr.

21 Hawley questions about Mr. Robkin's statements in response to

12 interrogatories. I don't know how Mr. Hawley can be expected

23 to answer those questions. The document speaks for itself.

24 MR. HIRSCd: Our response, I find Mr. Cormier's

25 answer rather intriguing, because it is one of our objections

O)\
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7x
( ) I to the whole study. We have just heard testimony that Dr.
G'

2 Robkin wrote the graphite fire section. If we are unable to

3 ask Mr. Hawley questions about interrogatory answers that

4 Dr. Robkin submitted under oath as affidavits in this case,

5 I do not see how Mr. Hawley can testify about the graphite

6 fire section of this report, if he also did not author it.

7 As to the issue of the conflict of interest, the

8 Board explicitly ruled that we were entitled to answers to

9 those questions which were provided by Dr. Robkin, that the

10 issue of potential bias was one that needed to be pursued.

11 Objections to the admission of the Battelle study at this

12 stage can be on several grounds, and we intend to make those

13 cojections on several grounds. One of those grounds is the
r'N(,) 14 bias or the potential conflict of the authors.

15 As the Board ruled, if in determining that we could
,

16 gc ahead with those interrogatories of Dr. Robkin, if one of

17 the authors would be materially affected by an unfavorable

18 outcome related to his research for the NRC, that would pre-

19 sent an indication at least of sufficient bias to color the

|
| 20 conclusion. We want to make that objection on the record.

21 JUDGE FRYE: What specifically do you propose to
,

| 22 ask Mr. Hawley about the interrogatory answers from Mr. Kathren?
!

| 23 MR. HIRSCH: I simply want those answers -- I need

24 to make the objection on a basis. The basis of Dr. Robkin's

25 admission that his teaching and his research would be affected;

i

O
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n

(| ) I were the Argonaut reactor at the University of Washington,

'x ]

2, not be permitted to operate. Since this is a generic study

3 that he participated in, we believe that that colors the

4 impartiality of this authors, their ability to draw the

5 conclusions based on the facts, if indeed their own jobs are

6 in some fashion related to the outcome of the research.
7 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, the problem I am having is I don't

8 see how Mr. Hawley can be expected to answer for them. You

9 have got sworn answers from them --

10 MR. HIRSCH: Correct.
.

11 JUDGE FRYE: -- in terms of their responses to the

12 responses to the interrogatories. And under the circumstances ,

13 it would seem to me that probably whatever motions you want
fN! 14 to make, you are going to have to base it upon the sworn

.
sv

15 answers.

16 MR. HIRSCH: We have no problem with that. It is

17 essentially the sworn answers that provide the basis for our

18 motion. So I will not pursue that question. I will base it

19 on that affidavit of Dr. Robkin, and also by Mr. KatHren's.

20 I guess I am prepared to make our motions, unless

| 21 others have additional voir dire they would like to make.

i 22 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Cormier?

23 MR. CORMIER: No voir dire.

| 24 JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Woodhead, did you want to redirect

| 25 on this at all?

A
(v)

|
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im
l ) I MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, I would like to ask a few
Q/

2 questions.

3 DIRECT EXAMINATION RESUMED

4 BY MS. WOODHEAD:

5 Q Mr. Hawley, you seem to indicate in your response

6 to Mr. Hirsch that in the Laboratory Safety Department where

7 you are now employed in Battelle Laboratory your entire

8 research and occupation is aimed at teh Battelle Laboratory

9 safety. Is this a true statement? Or are there other respon-

10 sibilities which you pursue in your job?

II A Outs.ide of this praceeding right now, all my activ-

12 ities are directed towards Battelle at the Hanford site.

33 Q Could you explain just a little bit more what your

(,s% ,} I4 duties are, what they entail?

IS A In my present job, as development engineer in the

16 Radiation and Nuclear Safety Section of the Laboratory Safety
,_

17 Department, I administer the day-to-day activities of our

18 criticality safety program, and I coordinate safety audits

19 and appraisals for Battelle.

20 0 All right. And in compiling what is now known as

21 the Battelle study, did you work with Dr. Kathren on a daily

22 basis? How often did you work with him?

23 A It was essentially daily. There may be two or three

24 days when I wouldn't see him. But it was essentially daily.

25 0 In the transposition, the physical transposition of

r's
's )v
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m( 't I the fire study section of the Battelle report from Dr. Robkin
V

2 to Battelle Institute. Can you describe how this was reviewec

3 and incorporated into the Battelle study?

4 A Yes. Ron received the --

5 Q Excuse me, could you identify --

6 A Mr. Kathren, Ron Kathren. Mr. Kathren received the

7 letter report from Dr. Robkin. Ron edited it to bring it in

8 style with his writings, our writings. We reviewed it our-

9 selves an asked Dr. Robkin perhaps a few questions to explain

10 a particular unit or other small matters. And then this was

11 incorporated in the rest cf the document.

12 Q So is it a fair statement to say that you are thor-

13 oughly familiar with not only the contents of the Battelle
/^N
( ,) 14 study but the development of the contents and conclusions

15 therein?

16 A Yes, I am familiar with it. And I can speak for

17 some of Dr. Robkin's work up to a point.

18 Q And in the dose assessment connected with the fuel

19 handling accident did you work with Mr. Kathren on this?

20 A In the sense that we would talk to each other about

21 what was going into this particular section, and to review

22 it between ourselves, yes.

23 Q So you are familiar with the development of the

24 dose assessment as well as the contents of the Battelle

25 report as written?

(%.
t /gj
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[ 3 1 A Yes.
\/

2 MS. WOODHEAD: May I have a moment.

3 Judge Frye, at this time, under Federal Rule 702 of

4 Rules of Evidence, the staff moves that Mr. Hawley be qualified

5 as an expert and his testimony be incorporated into the

6 record as if read, and the Staff Exhibit 1 he accepted into

7 evidence.

8 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hawley, you mentioned that you

9 are responsible for the criticality safety program at Battelle .

10 What machines does that involve?

11 THE WITNESS: I was responsible for just the day-to-
_

12 day activities of that program. We do not have machines in

13 the sense of reactors with the exception of our one critical

I
\_,/ 14 assembly location, which has a split table machine and some

15 solution tanks. Most of our work involves the research and

16 development activities associated with our fissionable mater-

17 ials -- prototype, fuel fabrication, analytical work involving

18 fissile solutions in glove boxes, nuclear waste vitrification

19 programs. Those are the types of activities we are involved i n.

20 JUDGE LUEBKE: Mr. Hawley,does this work involve

21 monitoring mostly personnel dose or radiation exposure?

22 THE WITNESS: There is a part of our organization

23 that does do that, yes.

24 JUDGE LUEBKE: But you don't?

25 THE WITNESS: No, I do not, personally, no. |
|
1

f \
'
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s[\j 1 JUDGE LUEBKE: Would it be correct, then, that
U

2 your position is mostly administrative?

3 THE WITNESS: Yes.

4 MR. HIRSCH: Might I follow up on one question you

5 have asked?

6 JUDGE FRYE: Yes.

7 FURTHER VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9 0 When you say that your work is with criticality

10 safety, am I to understand that what you mean by that is

11 prevention of criticality accidents where in fuel fabrication .
,

12 for example, too much fussionable material may be brought

13 together and create a criticali ty incident?

) 14 A Yes, we establish administrative controls, phyiscalg ,

15 controls to prevent those types of situations.

16 Q Is it not true that you did not access criticality

17 accidents, however, what we are referring to as the Battelle

18 study?

19 A That is correct.

20 MR. HIRSCH: We are ready to make our objections.

21 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, why don't you make your objection,

|

22 MR. HIRSCH: We have several classes of objections.

23 One is that we are presented with a study written by three

24 individuals, portions of which were written exclusively by

25 other individuals than Mr. Hawley. Those portions on which

A
\v)
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('') 1 Mr. Hawley contributed he contributed as a junior author.
L.J

2 This was the first publication he has ever had. His work on

3 it began approximately two years after he graduated from

4 college. He degree is a bachelor's of arts in chemistry,

5 not in nuclear physics, or nuclear engineering. He admits

6 that he has no degrees in metallurgy, meteorology, or other

7 areas that directly relate to this study.

8 so we have a situation where the people who perhaps

9 may have the qualifications to testify to significant portions

10 of this testimony and study are not here sponsoring it. But

11 it is being sponsored by a young man recently out of Reed

gy College with a degree in chemistry who didn't work on some

13 of the sections, and in the other sections he worked en

) 14 primarily as a junior author.

15 In addition there is the issue cf potential bias on
1

16 the part of the other authors, both of whom are on payroll of

17 an institution which can be affected by the results of that

is study, one of whom admits directly his research and his

19 teaching will be affected were that study to indicate Argonaut

20 reactors were unsafe and must be shut down.

21 In your order requiring Professor Robkin to answer

22 certain of the interrogatories, you indicated why it was

23 important for us to find out whether there was a potential

24 conflict with Professor Robkin, or with the others. And you

25 said at page 12, and I quote, "Battelle study constitutes the

im

u
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[ ';s 1 Staff's principal analysis of the safety of the Argonaut
ts

2 reactor. Even more, UCLA has now substituted it for its own

3 hazards analysis." End quote. Adn then you go on to indicate

4 why there must be strong assurances that this study is free

5 from technical errors that could be induced by bias.

6 I think that the importance of this study to this

7 entire case, and frankly this is the case -- this study, leads

8 us to a situation which I find rather surprising, that the

9 staff would put up as the sponsor of the study and the testi-

10 mony a junior author who didn't participate in parts of it,

:1 and who has potentially no education in these fields and no

12 training. This was his first project. And for us to find out

13 some very complex scienti fic truths about how Spert I-A and

(n) 14 I-S and I-D behaved and how tnat compares to how UCLA's
,

15 Argonaut would behave, for us to determine the complex matter s

16 of Wigner energy and graphite fire, explosive chemical reac-

17 tions, dose assessment, high over-Q's and so on, seems to us

18 to not be possible with a junior author who did not participat e

19 in much of it, and a person who on his own did not participate

20 in terms of directly in much of it, and in some portions not

21 at all, and a person whose credentials are not sufficient to

22 sponsor this full document.

23 So we object for those reasons.

| 24 JUDGE FRYE: And this goes to both the introduction
!

| 25 of the study itself and the testimony?
|

|D
\, |v
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,-s
/ ) 1 MR. HIRSCH: Yes. And let me specific. It appearsNJ

2 to us that portions of Mr. Hawley's testimony appear to take

'3 issue with the study which he co-authored. We find it par-

4 ticularly difficult to plumb the truth of the study with one

5 author taking issue with parts of it, if the other authors,

6 particularly those authors who may have been the direct author

7 of that portion are not present.

8 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hirsch, we want to defer ruling on

9 your motion until after we have had the cross on Mr. Hawley.

10 We will accept the testiniony and the exhibit with the under-

13 standing that this n.otion is pending. And we will rule on
,

32 it afterward.

13 (The doc ument ref erred to, having been

(~h
y ,/ 14 previously marhed for identification as

15 Staff Exhibit 1, was received in evidence. )

16 MR. HIRSCH: May I inquire also as to the status of

17 the scope objections, if we could have an explicit ruling on

18 the scope objections that have been raised two weeks ago?

19 JUDGE FRYE: I thought we had already covered that.

20 MS. WOODHEAD: I believe we did on the last day,

21 Judge Frye. As I recall the explanation was your view of the

22 CBG objections as to scope was the same as it was for the

23 University testimony. In other words, matters which are
.

24 incidental will be disregarded.

25 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, matters outside the scope of this

O
V
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s( m) I
/~

particular phase of the proceeding we will disregard for this
%)

2 phase of the proceeding. And we wouldn't expect you to have

3 to address them now. It would depend upon how this particular

4 phase is concluded. The same as we dealt with the UCLA testi-
5 ma ny . .

6 JUDGE LUEBKE: I think as an addition, as you go

7 along if those matters can be identified in reading the
8 transcript it would be helpful to me, because it is hard to

9 separate one trom the other after a long while.

10 MR. HIRSCH: If I may respond. We have submitted

II page-by-page breakdowns of the testimony and the Battelle
,

f2 study with the portions that we believe are outside tne scope
I3 rnarked . And I would like to inquire whether or nct those !

(n)

\m / I4 markups for all of the witnesses and exhibits will be includec

15 in the records so that we may preserve that.

16 JUDGE FRYE: At this point I don't think that they

17 have been formally incorporated in 'the transcript. And I

18 certainly have no objection to your including them in some

I9 fashion. I am just trying to think of what would be the most

20 convenient way to do that. Let me think about that one and

21 see how we can do it.

22 MR. HIRSCH: And just to clarify, so that I know

23 what your ruling has been, matters that go to likelihood,

24 matters that go to operational procedure and following those
25 procedures are those incidental matters which are not struck

(x
( )m

I
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[~) 1 from the testimony, but will be disregarded at this phase.
\,_/

2 JUDGE FRYE: Basically background information at

3 this phase.

4 MS. WOODHEAD: Judge Frye, could I speak to that?

5 I believe that most of the areas of testimony, both the

6 University and the Staff, that CBG moved to strike go to

7 the materiality of the particular statements. And it is true

8 that in a generic report that was written for the Staff and

9 general public there are quite a few immaterial statements

10 which are introductory background, et cetera, But -- !

11 JUDGE FRYE: Some statements which basically repre-
<

12 sent the conclusion of the authol.

13 MS. WOODHEAD: And similarly there is a certain
*( ,j 14 amount of immateriality 2n the transcript of this proceeding

,

15 also. It is simply a matter of the final propoced findings

16 of focusing on the material substantial statements that are

17 relevant to the issues and excluding those that are immateria:

18 and irrelevant. And that is true in any proceeding. There

19 is always immaterial and irrelevant evidence to a certain

20 extent in any record. And I think that is the only way you

21 can characterize the objections to testimony and the statements

I
22 of the Battelle by CBG. There are certain statements which!

23 are immaterial. But I don't believe that they would have

24 any significance in the proceeding anyway.

25 JUDGE FRYE: As you go along, when you get to a

m
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("N, I point where you perceive a problem, then flag it at that time.
V

2 We can deal with it, in the event it does not for some reasor

3 fit within what we have said. !

4 MR. HIRSCH: Just to make sure I understand. This

5 proceeding is not to deal witn what is the specific initiatinc

6 event or the likelihood of that event, but what would happen

7 if it occurred and if there is inherent protection against

a that event occurring?

9 JUDGE FRYE: Just a s we have said many, many times

10 the week cefore last, we are a.ssuming that all the reactivity

11 that is evailable get inserted instantaneously. We want to

12 ,know waat rappens.

13 We are also interested in wnat happens in the more

() 14 normal situation, as I recall we said alco. But your conten-

15 tion is, as I understand it, goes to the point that the power

16 excursion is possible. And we want to know what happens

17 should all the excess reactivity be inserted instantaneously.

18 MR. HIRSCH: But there will not be a resolution at

19 this stage as to whether they will follow the procedures.

20 We are trying to find out if the --

21 JUDGE FRYE: That is clearly in my mind phase two.

22 MR. HIRSCH: I just want that clear as we start agai n.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Yes. So, are you prepared to proceed?

24 MR. HIRSCH: My understanding is the Applicant.

25 JUDGE FRYE: Oh, I am sorry.

A
k
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s p)
1 MR. CORMIER: No questions.

NJ'
2 JUDGE FRYE: You have no questions, okay.

3 The testimony of -- Mr. Reporter, in case we missed

4 it, the testimony should be incorporated into the transcript

5 as it is read.

6 CROSS EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. HIRSCH:

8 Q I am going to begin with the first page of your

9 testimony and tnen go to the Battelle study, then return to

13 your testimony. And where poss.ible I would appreciate it

'

11 if you could answer yes or no, If it is not possible to

12 answer in that fashion, indicate se, sut where it is, tt

13 will help the record.

( ,/ 14 Is the purpose of your testimony to explsin and

15 defend the study that we have referred to here as the Battelle

16 study?

17 A Yes, this is to explain some of the material behind

18 the statements, yes.

19 Q And you testimony in particular is designed, am I

20 correct, to show that the Battelle study was conservative?
|

21 A I think that is certainly part of it.

22 Q I will now go to the study itself. I would like

23 to begin with making sure that we are talking about the same

| 24 reactors. To do that I would like to ask you first what you

i
25 mean by a generic study. And I would like to ask whether

i

! x_-

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0t911SSION

'

-

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
-

".

In the Matter of )

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF Docket No. 50-142
CALIFORNIA

(Proposed Renewal of Facility,

(UCLA Research Reactor) ) License)
'

TESTIMONY OF SEAN C. HAWLEY

0.1. Picase state y]ur name and place of employ: rect.

A.I. M/ name is Sean C. Hewley. I am empicyed as a developcent engir.ecr

in the Laboratory Safety Department at Battelle, Pacific Northwest

LaboratoryIPNL),Richland, Washington. A statenent o# my profes-

,,
sional qualifications is attached to my testimonj. ;

t

Q.2. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A.2. My testimony will explain and clarify the analytical bases for the'

| conclusions reached in the document entitled " Analysis of Credible

Accidents for Argonaut Reactors" prepared for the U.S. Nuclear
,

Regulatory Commission in April, 1981, designated as NUREG-/ CR-2079
i

by the Comission and PNL-3691 by Battelle, PNL. I co-authored

this document along with two colleagues at the Battelle PNL. I am
' thoroughly familiar with its contents and adopt'it as my testimony.

| This document has been tenned in this proceeding the "Battelle
i

Study" and I shall reference it this way.'

10 ^

'

|
I

e
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-Q.3. What particular aspects of your Analysis do you intend to explain

or clarify?
,

A.3. I wil-1 explain and clarify the references in the "Battelle Study"

to met ~al-water chemical reactions, the source term, release

fraction, dose calculations in the fuel handling accident analysis,

graphite-stored Wigner energy and temperature coefficient, and the

power excursion models used in the analysis.

A

Q.4. Please explain the bases for the secticn titled "Explosiva Chemical

Reactions" at pp. 28-29 of the "Battelle Study." '

A.4. Certain conditions mest exist in ordet fcr explosive wtal H O
2

reactions to occur. Our literature review indicated that tne c.etal

_
must exist in a molten and nighly dispersed form, or as finely divided i

! particles. We could not conceive of a credible accident mechanism '

i

for an Argonaut-UTR that would produ:e finely divided aluminum

particulates and a resultant metal-H O explosion.
2

,

The precise conditions in a reactor required to produce appreciable

energy from the chemical reaction are unknown, but appear to be a,

combination of heat and shock wave. The heat would ensure that the

metal was in a reactive state (i.e., molten), and the shock wave

would disperse the metal. -

j'

This reaction cannot occur in the normal operation of the
.

Argonaut-UTR. The post-event analyses of the SPERT destructive

test and the SL-1 accident. indicate that a metal-H O reaction2

_ . - .- _ _ .__ - _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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happened after, or as a result of, the combination of heat

9enerated by the nuclear excursion and the dispersal of molten .

aluminum by the shock wave. This chemical reaction is not
,

generally considered as initiating a destructive event, because

the aluminum has to be molten and dispersed before the explosive

reaction occurs. Thus, this reaction needs to be considered only
'

if any of the credible accidents creates an energy release suffi-

cient to melt and disperse the fuel and/or cladding.
:

;

Tile magnitude of the enargy release required to initiate such an
.

exp?osive reaction can be estimated from lat' oratory experiments on
,

the Al-U fuel plate and water reaction. These experiments showed

that the amount of damage and extent of the metal-water reaction,

O'

i varied with the amount of energy deposited per gram ci fuel plcte

material. At 174 Cal /g (0.156 MWs/ fuel plate) the first signs of
,

damage and evidence that a reaction had occurred were detected.

The type of fuel plate damage associated with a large degree of

; metal-water interaction, as in the SPERT and SL-1 cases, required
'

about 704 cal /g (0.631 MWs/ fuel plate). We could not conceive of a

credible accidental power excursion whereby 0.156 MWs/ fuel plate
,

could be reached, let alone 0.631 MWs/ fuel plate. Furthermore, no

other credible accident was conceived that could pYoduce tempera-
!

tures approaching the melting poin't of the fuel or other metals in

the reactor, and disperse the molten metal.

Q.5, Please explain the source tenn you calculated for the fuel

handling accident analysis in the "Battelle Study," p. 46, Table 3.
f

._-m--- _ _ - , . . . _ _,-._,._.m., m., ..,,,,,c ,.w%-.. ,,, ,,.,.-,.,.,_,y-_m,,,rw.,.c.,, . - - _ _ , . , ,,-. , ,-.mm-,y.., -
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A.S. Since typical standard operating procedures for fuel loading or

unloading specify that only one fuel element be moved at a time,
.

our source term used only one fuel element. Since the Argonaut-UTR

has th'e capacity for 24 fully loaded fuel elerr.ents, a single fuel

element would contain, on the average, 1/24 or 4.2% of the total

fission products. Because the power density is higher in the

central portion of the reactor core, a fuel element from this

region would have the greatest uranium " burn-up" and ccnsequently

the greatest fission product accumulation. The largest peak to '

i

average power density ratio we found in the Argonaut-UTR literature
!

was 1.5. The percer.t of total fission products that an average #uel

element would contain was s,ultiplied by 1.5 to give the percer.t of

total fission prooct activity that a fuel element from the central

prticn of the core would be expected to coetain, which we toct at :

7%.i

To determine the actual fission product concentration, we needed

to assume a value for the icngth of operation since all other

variables, constants and conversion factors, such as power level,

fission product yield factors and decay constants for each fission

product of interest, were fixed and known. We assumed the reactor

operated at 100 kW (full power) for 24 hours per day for 365 days

(36.5 mwd) and calculated the fission product ac,tivities at the end

of this period. For this long period of continuous operation the

saturation factor (which combines the production of fission products

q with their subsequent decay) for all of the fission products in
(J

_ - . -- . . _. - _ _ --- . _ _ . -_- __ _
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l
85Table 3, except Kr.reachesthemaximumvalue(i.e.,one).

1.

Readily available conversion factors (see CRC Handbook of
.

Chemi'stry and Physics, 53rd Ed.; Radiological Health Handbook,1970)d

allow 'transfonning the power level into a fission rate which is then'

multiplied by the appropriate yield fraction and saturation factor to

produce the amount of the (particular) fission product. Seven percent of
,

these values (i.e., for the radiciodines and noble gases) will produce

the values (labeled Curies at Shutdown) in Table 3 of the Battelle
I

study. Obviously, our assumed power history of full power, con-
.

i
'

tinuous operation for one year was very conservati re. A typical i

: weekly operatico schedule at a small resurch reactor would tonsist
( ,

cf one or two long (less than 8 hours) full power runs and one or'

.

two ruris of shorter duration (e.g., about 2 hours) or at less than

full power. Therefore, the typical schedule is intencittent, and

: accumulates a maximum of abcut 20 full power hcurs per week. Over
,

a year then, the reactor would accumulate only 4.33 mwd, and this

figure is probably an upper bound given the normal variations in

demand for reactor operations over the school year. For ease of

calculation (and conservatism) the saturated activities of the radio-

nuclides were used in our calculations. For example, continuous

operation of the reactor would have to exceed thirty days to approach
131' 95% of the saturated activity for 1. The typicel intermittent

' operating schedule is characterized by more time shutdown than oper-

ating and this reduces the nominal radioiodine inventory (and the

corresponding thyroid dose) below that which we used in NUREG/CR-2079.

O -

:
. . . . - . . - - - - - . - . - - . , . . - . - . - - - - , . - . _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ . . - . _ .
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As an example of the effect of intermittent operation on the radio-

io' dine inventory consider a regular cycle of 4 hours full power .

operation at 100 kW followed by 20 hours shutdown. This intemit-

tent cycle would produce an equilibrium value of about 26 curies of
131 1 (after about 125 days) as compared to the saturated activity of

164 curies from continuous operation. Since the half lives of the

other radiciodines are short in comparison to the 20 hour downtime,

the maximum activities would be at the end of the operating portiun
132 iof the cycle. These activities veuld be about 172 Ci 1, 50 Ci

133 134 135 '

1, 406 C1 1 and 128 01 of 1. This example is intended to
:

emphasize that our assur1ption of continuous full power opstion

produces an extremely conservative v lue for tne (radioiodino) i

. source term.

Q.6. Explain the derivation of the 2.7% release fraction you used.
1

A.6. For the fuel handling accident, we needed a release fraction for a

solid piece of metal at room temperature. In most fuel elements a

gap getween fuel and cladding creates a space where gaseous fission
.

'

products will accumulate. In the plate type fuel, where the

| cladding is in direct contact with the fuel, there is no manu-

factured gap. However, we postulated that such a gap could exist.

The following quote from Nuclear Reactor Safety (etfited by F. R.

Farmer, Academic Press 1977, page '14) describes,the mechanism we

used for fission product accumulation.

- In reactors with metallic fuels the principal modes of
release of fission products from the fuel material are
related to the fission process itself. The considerable
kinetic energy of recoil initially possessed by a fission

._ - --_.--- . . - -. .-.-.- ._ - _ - .-. _ - __ - _ _ -
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fragment results in a proportion of those formed within 1

range of a free surface being released. The majority of I

these recoil atoms are nomally reembedded in the
- cladding but some will be retained in any fuel / clad

.

interspace. An associated phenomenon known as
"); nock-out" occurs when a fission fragment displaces
atoms of both fuel material and previously formed
fission products from the fuel surface. The range of
fission fragments, like that of alpha particles, is very
small and it is clear that " recoil" and " knock-out" will
normally release only a small fraction of the fission
products fomed in the fuel material. Such release is
usually only of interest as the basis of methods for
detecting and locating fuel elements with failed

! cladding.
'

: For mdern power reactors fuel with porous ceranic
materials operating at higher temperatures than :netaliic'

fuels, increased mobility of the fission products within
tne fuel material subsequent tc. their fornntien, either :

by diffusion or by recrystallization of the fuel 1

i material, lesds to releases many times larger than those ,

dua to teccil and kncek-ou

O For the purposes of the Battelle study, we used the reported range

of fission fragment recoil in aluminum as the maximum depth from'

wnich fission fragments could escape. This small distance, when

applied to the fuel plate shape, produced a thin shell from which wei

assumed all the gaseous fission products would escape and accumulate

in the fuel / cladding interface.

This condition implicitly assumes that both fission fragments within

the recoil distance of the surface accumulate in th,e gap whereas

statistically the actual number would be closer to one.
.

We also assumed that fission products wouId be produced uniformly

throughout each fuel plate of the fuel element. Although the

s' distribution would not be perfectly uniform any variation would be

. -. . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _- _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ . _
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minimized since we were also assuming this would be a centermost
j

lfuel element. A fuel element from this region should have not only .

|

the trIDst uniform fiss on product distribution but also the highest.
;<

:

The amount of activity released would depend upon the circumstances'-

of the accident, primarily on the temperature and exposed surface

area of the fuel. Even assuming fuel handling imediately following

normal operation at full power, the fuel temperature would be low

cnd diffusion would be essentially zero. hence, any reler.se of '

! fission prcducts would M from the scrface cf the fuel, ce for the

purposes of the Battelle study, from a postulated gap. !
'

,

!
,

! Estimating the amount of surface area exposed depends en the
i O -

characteristics of the forces impinging on the fuel element. Jagged

breaks or guillotine breaks, cladding delamination that exposes more

fuel meat, though not visible, are among the factors to consider.

Rather than produce a single estimate or even a range of the amount

of surface area likely to be exposed in an accident, all the surface

area of the entire fuel element (eleven fuel plates) was used. The

nominal dimensions of the fuel meat are 7.23 cm x 0.102 cm x 65.0 cm

and assuming an accident in which the entire surface area of all 11

plates in a fuel element was denuded of cladding,'the total surface
2area exposed would be 10,500 cm . The volume of fuel from which the

;

i

radioactivity could escape would be
31.37 x 10-3 cm x 10,500 cm = 14 cm

3The total fuel volume for the 11 plates is 525.7 cm ,

. - - - - - . -.- - - ..-.- _ _ . -._.- -_
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The 2.7% release fraction we used is simply the fraction of the
3total fuel element volume that 14 cm represents.

.

~

.

Thishostulates100%releaseofthegaseousactivity(i.e., radio-

isotopes of krypton, xenon, and iodine) produced within fission

fragment range of the surface.

This is an upper limit valus and is equivalent to a 100% gap

activity release or 100% cladding failure or postulating that
,

through some unstated rechanism 2.1% of the gaseous activity in ;

f_ tingle fuel element would be released.

i
,

Pecause of the low temperature, any release of other fission

O,

; products, includirig the semivoletiles, such as strontium, nuld be
,

,

negligible. Furthermore, and in contrast to measured release

fractions from molten Al-U fuel where only about 5% iodines and 10%

noble gases were released from a given amount of fuel, we postulated

a 100% release fraction for iodines and noble gases from a given

amount of non-molten fuel. Had we assumed the surface " volume" used

in our calculations to be molten, the experimental evidence would

! require that only 5% of 2.7% of iodines and 10% of 2.7% of noble

gases would be released. Therefore, our release fraction is very

conservative, especially for non-molten fuel.
,

.

In a core-crushing accident, more than one fuel element is likely to

be damaged. The extent of damage can be qualitatively stated as
,

|
,

. _ _ . - - ._ .. . - - _ - - . - _ _ - - - _ . . - - - . - - . . - .
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being partial. In other words, some fraction (i.e., less than 100%)

of'the total fuel plate surface area would be exposed. The sum of .

the exposed fuel meat surface area for damaged elements would most

likely" not exceed the value used for the single fuel element, i.e.,
210,500 cm ,

This is a most conservative assumption for a single fuel element,

but is equivalent to all the fuel elements sustaining partial
' damage. As demonstration of the extreme conservatism used I will

! con: pare the am3unt of damcge, expressed as suillotine, transverse
'

euts assured to be sustairad 1.y cre fuel element (eleven fuel
2plates) to 23 fuel elemerits (264 plate!.) to expose 10,500 cm ef ,

'

fuel meet. The nominal diner.Sions o' the fuel meat give a trarsverse
'O 2

cross-se::tional surface area of (7.23) (0.102) = 0.737 cn . Each ;

guillotine cut across a fuel plate would expose 2 surfaces or 1.48,

2 2cm , and each cut across a fuel element would expose 16.3 cm ,
2Dividing the postulated total surface area exposed (10,500 cm ) by

216.3 cm yields the number of cuts across the fuel element, which is

644. Over the 65.0 cm length of the fuel meat this is equivalent to

cutting completely through all eleven fuel plates essentially every

millimeter (0.040" or about 3/64"). Thus, the fuel element would

have to be completely shredded into strips as wide''as the fuel meat

is thick, or turned into confetti. .

i

A similar process applied to 24 fuel elements (264 fuel plates)
2wouldhave(16.3cm exposed per cut per fuel element times 24 fuel

i

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . - - _ _ . . _ . . - _ . . . - _ .
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2elements) 391 cm exposed per cut and require 27 cuts (or their

equivalent length of 1.03 kilometers) completely through all the .

'

fuel elements (all 264 fuel plates) every 2.41 cm (about 1 inch).

Estimating the surface area exposed due to a jagged cut is beyond

the scope of this discussion. However, once an acceptable value for

the surface exposed per unit length cut is established, a process

similar to that used above could then determine the length of the

cut, rip oi tear. Tne foregoing discussion is not intended to

provide a realistic description of damage to fuel elements, but to <

f snow hw large 10,500 cm really is when ccrpared v.o the fuel plate !
2

| dinension.
.

O
'

<
'QJ. Please expla?n tt:c conservatiscs in the dose calculations la the

"Battelle Study," pp. 47-49.

A.7. The dose calculation derived from the damaged fuel element anglysis

used several conservative. factors. One such factor associated with

the source term was the lack of any decay time between removing the

fuel element from the reactpr and subsequent damage. This

assumption is, for a fuel handling accident, essentially incredible

and thus very conservative, since some decay of the radionuclides

would occur during the time required to remove thr' fuel element from

the reactor. As a research reacto'r with low demands on operating

time, such delays often extend into weeks A delay time of only one

week would reduce the radiciodine inventory considerably. For

O .
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,

J example, the I would be reduced to 0.55, 1331 to 3.2 x 10-3 ~ :),

135
an'd I to 2.8 x 10-8 of the original source terms. All the 132;

,

134
and I would have deca'yed awaj entirely The source term itialf-

was co'nservative since a continuous mode of operation was assumed

131and the consequent saturation activity of 1 was used in the dose

calculation.
/

.

The release fraction for radiciodine was ectually 100% from the

af fected fuel volume whereas a more realistic value for non-no? ten

fuel would be much less than the 5% fraction for molten fuel,
_

b

,

In postulating a release to the envirennent, no credit was tahn for

any filtration, forced dilution or~ plate out. Although such fact' ors,

O'

can be estimated, it would be best to factor these in on a site

specific basis. However, such processes will substentially reduce

the airborn concentration escaping the reactor room. In~ addition,
,

if the fuel element were damaged while covered with water, the

radiciodine release would be reduced to only a few percent of the

dry case.
.

2As discussed earlier,10,500 cm is a truly conservative number for

the area of fuel exposed by damage to a single fueT element.- As an

| example, consider a single fuel element to undergo damage in such a
2way as to expose 1/24 of the total or 438.cm . If some sort of jagged,

2 2cuts are made, which expose not 1.48 cm per cut, but 14.8 cm , tnen.
2to expose 438 cm would require that each of the eleven fuel plates

|

. - - _ ._- _, . .- . .. . . .-
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~O in the element be cut into three or four pieces or the equivalent of
^

296cm(about9'8")ofguillotinecuts.Therefore,assumingthe .

inventory from an intermittent cycle, the release fraction from'

2molten' fuel, a 168 hour decay time and 438 cm of exposed fuel meat,

which yields a " volume" release fraction of 0.11% instead of 2.7%,

the amount of radioiodines released to the reactor room (from the
131fuel element with 7% of the core inventory) would be 840 mC1 1, 12

130 135
pC1 1 and 0.24 nCi 1. With no credit taken for plate out,

3

filtration and dilution, the thyroid dose equivalent is calculated
1

(using the nethod in NUREG/CP-2079) to be 4.1 mrem, most of which is

IIdue to the I.
,

,

| 9

Q.8. Mcw did you account for stored Wigner energy in graphite in your
,

an61 sis?/
'

A.8. In es'.imati19 the amount of stored energy ir the graphite, the value

of 0.3 cal / gram at 50*C was determined by comparing the slopes of

the lines (one for 30*C, one for 50*C) using figure 12-2 on page 329

of Nightingale's book. (Nightingale, R.E.1962, Nuclear Graphite,

Academic Press, New York. Referenced on p. 54 of NUREG/CR-2079).

If equation 12-1 (also on page 329) is used instead and necessary

interpolations of the data in Table 12-1 (page 3307 are made, the

value of stored energy at 50'C for 12 mwd is 4.7, cal /g. This value

will increase with additional mwd of exposure and at 57 mwd would

reach 22 cal /g.

O -

-
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The above values used a thermal flux of 1 x 1012 , e ,-2 3-1 and the

fluence to mwd /aT conversion factor given in Nightingale for use .

with quation 12-1 and table 12-1.

12A thermal flux of 1 x 10 for a 100 kw reactor represents in my

experience, a reasonable maximum value.

,

The exact number of accumulated mwd as well as the maximum flux will

always be site specific and NUREG/CR-2079 used a reasonable approach

using what were the most conservative numbers available.

Q.9. Please explain the positive graphite temperature coefficient.

A.9. Based on the information available at the time NUREG/CR-2079 was

O prepared, the positive. graphite temperature coefficient was

substantially smaller than the negative water coefficients.

Furthermore, during the power excursion or inadvertent transient,

the majority of the heat received by the graphite would have to be

transferred from fuel to the moderator / coolant to the graphite. The

heating would be delayed and consequently the graphite temperature

effect on the power excursion would be negligible. Any " prompt"

heat due to the fission neutrons and gamma rays that would be

delivered to the graphite, would also be delivered *to the water

moderator / coolant, thus manifesting the negative water coefficients

at the same time.
,

O
~
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Q.10. Explain your use of data from the SPERT series of transients in your

analysis of power excursions in Argonaut-UTRs. .

A.10.When { reviewing the available literature for prior power excursion or
'

transient accident analyses, the wide variation in methods and

results was noted. However, there was often insufficient

infonnation presented to analyze or evaluate the methods used.

Simply taking ratios of various coefficients, as done in some,

previous analyses, was not sufficient justification to repeat the

method for our report.

The approach used in NUREG/CR-2079 to model the power excursion and

energy release was what appeared to be a generic method. This
.

simple, generic method predicts that the total energy released in

the excursion is twice the maximum power divided by the reciprocal

of the period.
:

*

The extensive data collection and analysis of the SPERT series of

transients was the best available data on the excursion behavior

(i.e., predicting maximum power from a given period or reactivity

insertion) for Al-U plate type cores. The particular core with the

most extensive analyses was the SPERT ID core, which was the most

similar to the Argonaut-tITR design. The 1A core did have a water
:

channel thickness closer to the Argonaut - UTR than the D core but

the fuel element assemblies were more similar between the UTR and D

core than between UTR and A core.

O ''
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Therefore, our method used a simple, generic model and the best

available data (i.e., most likely maximum power or energy release
. ,

\
-

,

for a given. period) on excursion behavior for Al-U plate type HEU |
|-

cores. '

|

In addition, a hot spot factor was scaled linearly from the SPERT

destructive test to conservatively estimate such a hot spot for the

Argonaut-UTR. The difference in peak to average flux or power.

values were not factored into the comparison. If these differences

are taken into account, the scaled hot spot becomes a factor of

0.625 (1.5/2.4) lower since the SPERT core had a peak to average

value of 2.4 while the Argonaut-UTR is a maximum of 1.5. Therefore,'

instead of a 586*C hot spot for a 12 MWs energy release, it would be'

366*C. Since preparing NUREG/CR-2079 we have received other

documents detailing the SPERT studies. The following quote is from

100-16528, 1959, which reported results on the SPERT A, B and P

cores. (The A core had fixed fuel plates,17 per element with plate

stiffeners; the B core had fuel elements constructed to allow

variation in number of plates per element and the P core was

stainless steel fuel plates with 18 per element).

"In summarizing the transient behavior of the SPERT cores
following a step addition of reactivity, the important results
can be stated as follows: first, the behavioF of all cores on

,

| the basis of (reciprocal period) is remarkably similar, not-
i withstanding the inclusion of both aluminum and stainless steel

cores and the wide range of static characteristics involved;
and second, those changes that do exist are predicted by an
elementary theory which incorporates two experimentally
determined quantities -- the average void coefficient and the
neutron lifetime. The power - or energy - ratio at a constant

Q - (reciprocal period) has been shown to vary inversely as the

|

. , . - . . - - - - , . . . - . , _ _ _ , . , , _ , , _ - . . . . - . - . - . - - , _ . _ . - . . _ - . _ , . - . _ . - . . - . - , . . - _ _ - . - _ , . . . - .
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square root of the void coefficient, divided by the (reduced
prompt) neutron lifetime. Also, on the basis of reactivity,
increasing the void coefficient will result in a core that
releases less energy." .

Simply,fo11' wing the pro ess given in 100-16528, the ratio of energyo

release for the SPERT 10 core to the Argonaut-UTR core is 0.582.

Thus, for a period of 7.2 msec, the SPERT ID core produced 9.32 MWS

total energy release and the Argonaut-UTR core, by the above

process, would produce 16.0 MWs.

Using the same method in NUREG/CR-2079 to calculate the adiabatic

temperature rise,16 MWs would produce an average increase of 320*C

and an estimated maximum increase of 528'C in the center most fuel

plates. Even with an initial temperature of 60"C, this would yield

O a final temperature of 588'C, still well below the fuel meat melting

point.

It should be remembered that these temperatures are calculated

assuming that all the energy generated in the fuel plates remains

there to cause the (maximum) temperature increase. There will be

heat flow to the coolant / moderator and thus actual temperatures will

be lower than those calculated for a no heat flow or adiabatic case.

..

In conclusion, consideration of vo.id coefficient differences between

the SPERT and Argonaut-UTR produces a somewhat higher energy release

than previously calculated, but still well below the fuel melting

point.

O
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D~ Q.11.Please explain the statement on p. 26 of The Battelle Study which

states that consequences of core crushing would be some multiple of
.

the consequences of the fuel handling accident.

A.11 By tha~t staternent we were comparing realistic assessments of

accidents. The sentence on p. 26 should be clarified to read:

"The similar consequences from a core-crushing accident would be

some multiple of the consequence of the realistic fuel-handling

accident."

Q.12 Describe the differences between the Argonaut and the SPERT

reactors.

A.12 The Argonaut is a research reactor, licensed for steady state

operation, using graphite and water moderation / reflection with

essentially fixed core parameters. The SPERT reactors were test

reactors, capable of pulsing, using only water

moderation / reflection and had various cores. .

Q.13 Does the rabbit tube create a danger of rapid insertion and removal

of reactivity?i

A.13 I do not believe it creates a danger although the reactivity can

certainly be removed or inserted rapidly. Given the design of '

typical rabbit systems, the entire sample would haYe to be filled

with elements such as boron, cadmium, rare earths, or uranium (235)

to produce a significant, but not dangerous, effect.

O
U

-

|
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Q.14 Has the increase in excess reactivity and power limits since the

original Argonaut development decreased the raargin of safety?
.

~

A.14 I do not consider the margin significantly decreased because a) I

do not' believe there is a credible means to accidentally insert'

2.6%d k/k stepwise and b) although the power increase will

generally increase the amount of fission products present at any

given time, it is not sufficient to cause fuel melt due to decay

heat.

O
,.

.
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,

k) I what you mean by generic study is that the conclusions of this
v

2 study should be applicable to all reactors of this class?

3 A I think basically a generic study does not involve

4 site-specific characteristics which would require just that,

5 knowledge about the characteristics of the particular reactor.

6
Q Is it your testimony that your understanding of

7 generic study as you used it here means not looking at site-

8 specific characteristics?

' A I think site-specific involves such factors as

10 maybe modifications that may be made to the reactor which

II we would not have knowledge of. I think it also means the

12 actual physical location of the reactor, its buildings, its

13 surroundings. We are looking sort of at the common demoninators,

[V\
14 as we understand them.

15 Q When you say " common denominator," do you mean an

16 average?

17 A I think sometimes it can be an average. I think,

II for example, plate-type fuel is a common denominator.

I'
O When you say it can be an average, isn't that true

20 that with an average, some data points are above the mean and

21 some below?

22 A I believe that is the definition of average, or it

23 can be.

24
Q Would that not mean that if a generic study looked

5 at the average Argonaut, that there might be other Argonauts,

p
G
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V) I or that there might be some Argonauts within that set whose(

2 characteristics therefore are greater or smaller than the

3 generic argonaut you analyzed?

4 A I think what I meant by average is, for example,

5 take void coefficiency. There is an average, there is a

6 range. Now, whether that range is in fact due to differences

7 in the averages.or just differences in measurement, I don't

8 think that we -- I don't happen to agree that when we are

9 taking an average reactor we are taking those factors which

10 we believe to be in common existence among all the reactors.

11 And where there is a large amount of data, sometimes you have

12 to reduce that.

13 0 You gave the example of void coefficients. Would
/3
( ,) 14 not taking the average of recorded void coefficients from

15 several reactors and using that for your assessment of the

16 peak power or energy relesse per reactor end up with the

17 result that would be applicable to some within the set, but

18 non-applicable to.others whose void coefficient was not at the

19 average?

20 A That was a little long for me.
|

21 Q Let me be specific. I will jump ahead for a moment

! 22 on this point so that we can come back. You have the study
!

23 with you?
,

|

| 24 A Yes, I do.
!

25 Q On page 15, the paragraph marked Maximum Excess
;
' eg

(J
1 \

|

>
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m\ 1 Reactivity, is it not correct that what was done in that(d
2 paragraph was an attempt to estimate how much reactivity

3 might be in the system on a cold day?

4 A We used the cold day to increase what would be the

5 licensed -- what we viewed as the maximum licensed reactivity,

6 yes.

7 O But to estimate how much increase in reactivity.ther e

8 would be on a cold day, isn't it true that you used the averace

9 value of reported temperature coefficients for four of the

10 Argonaut reactors?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Does that mean that some Argonaut reactors would

13 actually have greater reactivity in the system than that

s ,/ 14 average value that you assumed?

15 A No, I don't think so, because what is the average

16 void coefficient itself? It could be a maximum void coeffic-

17- ient for the center portions, or perhaps a less-than-maximum

18 coefficient at the edge portions.

19 Q Excuse me, you used the void coefficient to --

20 A I am sorry, the temperature coefficient, I am sorry,

21 not void coefficient.,

22 O I refer you to the sentence beginning "If the coolant

23 moderator is at 4 degrees C',' it goes on, "the temperature of

24 maximum density for water, the excess reactivity will be

25 increased to 2.6 percent, and increase of .3 percent obtained

'

OG
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(m) from the averaged value of reported temperature coefficientsI

2 for four of the Argonaut-UTR reactos (UCLA 1980; VPI 1979.)"

3 A couple of questions. I only see two reactors ther e.

4 A Okay. The UCLA reference, I believe, has the large

5 data sheet, which includes values for other reactors.

6 Q Oh, okay. Isn't it true that on that UCLA data

7 sheet that it indicates a temperature coefficient larger than

8 the average value that you used here?

9 A I would have to look at that to answer that questior ..

10 Q I now provide you with that. You don't have a copy

II of that; correct?

12 A That is correct.

33 MR. HIRSCH: May I approach the witness, please?,

(/) 14 JUDGE FRYE: Yes. Would you tell us again which

15 document this is?

,16 MR. HIRSCH: This is the application for UCLA.

17 JUDGE FRYE: The application.

18
MR HIRSCH: Roman numeral III/695..

19
BY MR. HIRSCH:

20
0 My question to you is would not using the reported

21
value for UCLA mean that on a cold day they could have 2.8

22
percent reactivity rather than 2.6 percent assumed in your

23
study?

24
MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor. I would like

25
to request that we refer to specific values so we know that

i

V
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^

V)( I for the record.

2 JUDGE FRYE: I think that might be helpful, if you

3 could point out where on the page you are referring to.

4 BY MR. HIRSCH:

5 Q On page Roman numeral III/6-5, does it not give

6 a temperature coefficient for the UCLA reactor as minus .481

-2
7 times 10 percent rho per degree Fahrenheit?

3 A Yes, that is indicated here.

9 Q Isn't that larger than the average value you used?

10 A One moment.

11 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Hirsch, are you referring to a

12 certain page in the Battelle study where that temperature

13 coefficient is set out?

(n,) 14 MR. HIRSCH: Mr. Hawley used the temperature coef-

15 ficient at page 15 to indicate that there would be an increase

16 in reactivity at .3 percent if there were a decrease in

17 temperature of 56 degrees centigrade. And he says he obtainect

18 that from the average values of reported temperature coef-

19 ficients.

20 , THE WITNESS: What I would really have to do is go

i 21 back to some of the notes that I made originally or spend a
i
i 12 little more time in calculating those and verify that I have

23 degrees Fahrenheit and degrees centigrade here. But I think

| 24 that what we were looking at with the average coefficient
!

25 here, knowing that some reactors are in Florida and some in
!
t

i [ h
t , 1
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|
1
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[} 1 Southern California, some are in Seattle, Washington. There%>
2 is one in Iowa. There are temperature differences. As a

3 generic report, if we pick one, then we are sacrificing some
4 of the generic aspects, perhaps. I think that that generic

5 aspec.t is also a method or a guide that people can adapt or
6 adopt.

7 BY MR. HIRSCH:

8 Q Am I to understand, then, that you view this as an

9 average analysis which to apply to a specific reactor one

10 would have to alter with site-specific data?

11 A Not necessarily. I think that depends on what you
12 are -- what specific piece of information.

13 Q Let's talk about this piece of information. You
, , - ~

( 14 testified that you used the average temperature coefficient;
15 correct?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Is it not true, then, that some Argonauts will have

18 more than 2.6 percent available on.a cold day, because they
19 have a larger negative temperature coefficient than the

20 average that you used?

21 A Would you go over that just a little more carefully,

22 please?

23 Q You used an average of the temperature coefficients

24 for estimating what the maximum reactivity could be in the

25 system on a cold day; is that correct?

O
V
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['' 1 A Yes.

2 Q And an average obviously means that some of the

3 actual reactors will have a large coefficient and some will

4 have a smaller coefficient. Those that have a larger coef-

5 ficient, would they not have more reactivity in the system on

6 a cold day than the average value used here?

7 A I suppose that means what is a cold day? A cold

8 day in Florida is not the same as a cold day in Iowa.

9 Q Well, you assume a cold day -- cool or moderate of

10 4 degrees centigrade; isn't that correct?

11 A That is just the temperature of water's maximum

12 density.

13 Q Which you used to try to bound the amount of

(g) 14 reactivity that could be in the system. But you didn't try

15 to bound the amount that could be in the system by using the

16 most conservative temperature coefficient.

17 A Well, I am not sure I know what the most conservative

18 temperature coefficient is for.the different geographies or

19 the different reactor.

20 Q The temperature coefficient doest alter by geography ,

21 does it?

22 A Well,when you are talking about the average value.

23 You are talking about the ranges of temperature coefficient

24 reported. No, that did not mean to imply that the coef ficient.

25 in Florida is different because it is in Florida. It may be

.p
V
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s( ,) 1 different because different measurement techniques were used.
2 There are a lot of good reasons.

3 Q But just to understand again, your understanding of
4 a generic study as used in this case is to take average values

5 for the five Argonauts --

6 A For this particular example, yes, we took an average
7 value.

8 O Okay, let's go back to the beginning, then. Para-

9 graph 3 of page 1.

10 MS. WOODHEAD: Excuse me.

11 MR. HIRSCH: Of the Battelle study.

12 BY MR. HIRSCH:

13 0 -- of the Battelle study, you indicate there that
(
(s ,/ I4 "American Machine and Foundry Company, AMF, manufactured the

15 original Argonaut. In the late 1950's, the American Radiator

16 and Standard Sanitary Corporatin replaced AMF as the manufac-

17 turer of Argonaut-type reactors, producing a new design design a-

18 ted UTR-10." And you assert thereafter that all five contem-

19 porary Argonauts in the United States are the UTR model. Is

20 it indeed your belief that all five Argonauts in this country

21 are the UTR?

12 A That and UTR designation implying the parallel,

23 slabs of fuel, not the annular core.

24 Q And you indicate that all UTR's are manufactured by

25 American Radiator and Srandard Sanitary Corporation; correct?

(3
N $
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g ) 1 A To the best of my knowledge, yes.
x/m

2 0 I refer you to page Roman numeral III/7-2 of the

3 UCLA application. Does it not indicate in the upper right-

4 hand corner that the UCLA reactor was manufactured by AMP?

5 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. This line of questioning

6 is irrelevant and immaterial to the issues at hand.

7 MR. HIRSCH: It is precisely relevant. If Mr. Hawley

8 analyzed the wrong reactor, there is no nexus between this

9 study and the UCLA reactor. If he analyzed UTR's and the

10 UCLA reactor is the educator, we have no nexus for this

11 supposedly -- .

12 JUDGE FRYE: We will overrule the objection and see

13 where you go with it.
7~3
( ,) 14 BY MR. HIRSCH:

15 0 Was not the UCLA reactor manufactured by AMF?

16 A It says " Prime contractor." It does not say
l

17 manufacturer. i

18 0 Is it not true that the AMF model is called the

19 Educator, and that the American Standard model is the UTR?

l

20 A I don't know. |

I
21 JUDGE FRYE: Are we enlightened by the 1960 hazards

l

22 analysis?

23 MR. HIRSCH: Unfortunately I was about to do that,

24 yes. Do you want me to?

25 JUDGE FRYE: Yes. I would like to know who built it.

)a
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!

( 's) MR. HIRSCH: I have to pull a spare copy of theI

2 1960 hazards analysis for you.

3 JUDGE FRYE: In fact, Mr. Hirsch, this might be an

! 4 appropriate time to take a 15-minute break; do you think?

! 5 MR. HIRSCH: That is fine. It will take me a few-

i

6 minutes to find it.,

|

7 JUDGE FRYE: Let's do that. Off the record.

| 8 (Recess.)
' JUDGE FRYE: Let's go back on the record, please.

10 Mr. Hirsch, you were --

II BY MR. HIRSCH:

12 Q Yes. I call your attention to the 1969 hazards 1

33 analysis for the UCLA reactor, identified as CBG Exhibit

(G,) 14
'

I call your attention first to page ii, that saysC-1.
|

15 " Forward."

16 A Yes, I have it here.

|
17

O And the third sentence in the first paragraph which

II
reads, "We are particularly grateful to AMP Atomics and the

II
General Nuclear Engineering Corporation for the design of

20
the reactor, and for supplying material for the description

21 of the reactor design."

12
And I call your attention from there to page 25

23 which refers to the reactor as the Educator reactor; and

24
again to page D-11 near the rear which again refers to the

25
Educator reactor.

('~/)
|

x_
!
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[V~') 1 A Okay, page 5, yes, the caption says " Educators

2 reactor."

3 0 Right, and D-11 similarly indicates it to be the

4 Educator reactor. In addition --

5 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye, is this a matter we should

'
6 -- we should clarify this before we go further, it would

7 appear?

8 JUDGE FRYE: What matter?

9 MR. HIRSCH: Whether this is a UTR reactor or that

10 the UCLA --

11 JUDGE FRYE: Oh, yes. I thought that was what you

12 were doing.

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, page D-ll, I see where it says

14 Educator reactor.

15 MR. HIRSCH: If I may show this.

16 If I may approach the witness.

17 JUDGE FRYE: Yes.

18 BY MR. HIRSCH:

19 Q I call your attention to here and here.

20 MR. HIRSCH: I apologize for the bad copy, the

21 Xeroxing. The original article extends to both margins.

22 The original, however, Mr. Hawley has at the moment.

23 THE WITNESS: I find in this document it refers to

24 an Educator and a UTR.

25 XXXXXX

/R.-
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(' ; 1 BY MR. HIRSCH:
v

2 Q Does it not indicate that the Educator is manufac-

3 tured by AMF and the UTR by American Standard?

4 MS. WOODHEAD: Excuse me, could we identify the

5 document before we --

6 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, let's do that, and the particular

7 portions that he is seeing.

8 MR. HIRSCH: This is an article from a publication

9 called Engineering, dated November 4, 1960, page 611, sub

10 section atomic review, sub section more university reactors.

33 Do I have a last number of what our last exhibit

12 was?

13 JUDGE FRYE: Engineering, I take it, is a journal
,-
( ) 14 published by --
v

15 MR. HIRSCH: I don't think it still is. It is an

16 engineering journal that was published in the early 1960's.

17 I am having trouble finding what our last exhibit

18 was. Excuse me. I believe this will be CBG Exhibit C-6.

19 JUDGE FRYE: According to my notes, that would be

20 the next one.

21 MR. CORMIER: Judge Frye, I have a clear recollectic n

22 that you passed out as Exhibits 5 and 6 the Reynolds and the

23 Robertson articles. Do you remember you did those in tandem?

24 MR. HIRSCH: I thought those were 4 and 5. It

25 would help if we can clarify that.

,
,

I )
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s:, ~') 1 JUDGE FRYE: I have 4 as the Reynolds article and
N j'

2 5 as -- 5 and 6, I am sorry. 5 and 6 were articles, 5 on

3 irradiatica effects and 6 on fission gas behavior. This one

4 then would be 7.

5 MR. HIRSCH: To correct the record, this will be

6 then Exhibit CBG C-7.

7 (The document referred to was marked for

8 identification as CBG Exhibit C-7.)
9 BY MR. HIRSCH:

10 Q I ask, does this not indicate that AMF manufactured

11 an Argonaut-type reactor known as the Educator, and that

12 the UTR model was manufactured by.the Advanced Technology

13 Laboratory Division of American Standard?
/ \

i ) 14 MR. CORMIER: Objection. I don't think there hass

15 been any foundation laid for this that Mr. Hawley can attest

16 to what this excerpt from an article says. Either we can

17 read it for ourselves and the document reads for itself, or

18 it doesn't. Mr. Hawley is not qualified to tell us what this
:i

19 one-page excerpt from a 1960 article really means.

20 JUDGE FRYE: What is your foundation?

21 MR. HIRSCH: I don't know. We have a problem where

12 Mr. Hawley seem unfamiliar with the literature and which

23 what particular model. I don't see --

24 JUDGE FRYE: All right, I will permit it, and let's

25 see where we go.

/~'s
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[^/') 1 MS. WOODHEAD: Before we do, could you identify
N_

2 where you are quoting in this document?

3 MR. HIRSCH: I am sorry. The lefthand column under

4 Reactor -- I believe that would be the second paragraph,

5 refers to AMF. .The third paragraph talks about a" low-powered

6 tank kilowatt light water graphite moderator reactor known

7 as the Educator. So far only three of these have been sold.''

8 And then in the next two paragraphs that refer to the UTR

9 reactor, see at the bottom of the second column, and it goes

10 up to the third column, indicating that it has been developed

33 at the" Advanced Technology Laboratories Division of American

12 Standard, ancther offspring from the Argonaut concept."

13 THE WITNESS: From my reading of this article it

) 14 appears that the Educator was sold in Britain, and the UTR

15 was sold in America. That is what I get from reading this

16 article.

17 BY MR. HIRSCH:

18 O So you would say, then, that-the hazards analysis

19 indicating its reactor is an Educator and that the design was

20 from AMP would be in error?

21 A Not necessarily. The design is one thing. The

22 name is another. I think if you want to talk about the

23 design of the reactor I would look at the technical sepcifica-

24 tions, the sink analysis report, blueprints even, if you

25 want to go into that little of detail.

O
U
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[h 1 O Let's pursue that for a moment. You testified
Q ,)

2 before the break, did you not, that none of the five Argonaut-*

3 type reactors in the United States, all of which you assert

4 are UTR models, that none of those are annular designed?

5 A To the best of my knowledge that is correct.

6 Q Is it not correct that the Iowa State Argonaut-type

7 reactor is an annular design reactor?

8 A I believe it is an ATL, parallel slab.

9 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye, Mr. Bernard th an

10 affidvit in response to interrogatories indicated that it is

11 annular. He indicated other differences for the Virginia

12 Polytechnic reactor. How shall we proceed on how to resolve

13 this matter?

,) 14 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, I object to the way it is

15 proceeding at the moment. Mr. Hirsch is testifying directly

16 to the Board.

17 Secondly, the characteristics of the Iowa reactor

18 are not at issue in this proceeding. If it had something to

19 do with the generic analysis, I suggest we proceed to that

20 point. Otherwise, the design and the manufacturer and their

21 particulars are not relevant, unless it is tied to the abilit: r

22 to make a generic --

23 JUDGE FRYE: I would agree with that, Mr. Hirsch.

24 Let's tie it to this particular one.

25 MR. HIRSCH: That is my problem. If I may pursue

/3
f |
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(' ) s 1 that. We have a supposed generic analysis relying on values
%)

2 from reactors believed to be UTR reactors. The UCLA reactor

3 is believed to be a UTR. If the UCLA is an Educator and not

4 a UTR, and if some of these other Argonauts from which Mr.

5 Hawley and his associates took values for their equations

6 are different varieties, there is simply no nexus between

7 this supposed generic study and the reactor that you have to

8 license or not license.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Woodhead, do you suppose Mr. Bernard

10 can straighten us out on this, in connection with Mr. Hawley?

11 MS. WOODHEAD: He most certainly could tell you
,

12 what the Iowa reactor is like. I think the important questior i

13 is what information did Mr. Hawley and his colleages at
m

'

14 Battelle used to obtain the data to do their generic analysis,

15 I don't think that the manufacturer was ever provided to

16 Battelle by the NRC staff.

17 MR. CORMIER: More fundamentally it is whether the

18 reactor analyzed by Battelle was the reactor at UCLA, regard-

19 less of what the name is.

20 JUDGE FRYE: Well, to the extent that data is

21 involved, it would have a bearing, I would think.

22 MR. CORMIER: But we have had this superficial

23 argument about the name used by AMF which was clearly the

24 Educator. It is known to those who are familiar with

25 Argonaut reactors. And AMF's name, I mean, American Standard

Ch
V
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r
( ) I and Foundary talking about a UTR. That doesn't go to any of
r_/

2 the values of the parameters of the reactor. If Mr. Hirsch

3 wants to talk about parameters beind different, then fine.

4 You car look in this exhibit and see where they talk about

5 the core as standardized throughout all versions, for instance ,

6 of the UTR --

7 JUDGE FRYE: Which exhibit?

8 MR. CORMIER: Just on this excerpt that we have.

9 I don't think this is probative to any extent that there is

10 different reactors involved here.

11 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye, I do think it would be

-12 useful to pursue this matter with Mr. Bernard just so we know

13 which reactors we are talking about. Again, it is the offer
7s(,) 14 of proof. Mr. Bernard's interrogatory answers indicate that

15 both the Iowa State University reactor and the VPI reactor

16 are a different design. What I would like to pursue is to

17 what extent that would affect the values used in the calcu-

18 1ations.

19 JUDGE FRYE: Let me ask a couple of questions.

20 I don't know whether it will help or not.

21 Mr. Hawley, we are talking about an annular design,

22 and we are talking about a different type of fuel spacing, I

23 take it?

| 24 THE WITNESS: I would have to check my values or

25 documents. But yes, I believe there would be differences.

p
k
N,./'
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( )) 1 JUDGE FRYE: I have a vague recollection of seeing ,

x. \

2 something that had a circular arrangement.

3 THE WITNESS: I was referring to fuel plate spacing.

4 Excuse me, the arrangement of the boxes, the fuel boxes con-

5 taining the elements, is definitely different-type spacing.

6 JUDGE FRYE: I see. And that is the annular

7 design?

8 THE WITNESS: The annular design is what I would

9 call the Argonaut design as first built at Argon Labs.

10 JUDGE FRYE: How was that? Was that circular, or

11 was it laid out the way UCLA's is?

12 THE WITNESS: No, it was an annular design, a cir-

13 cular, yes.

i 14 JUDGE FRYE: I see. Now, when you prepared ors_

15 worked on the Battelle study, where did your data come from?

16 Just give me a brief summary of where your data came from.

17 THE WITNESS: From the library at Battelle at

18 Hanford, safety analysis reports that we obtained I believe

19 through the NRC, that was a rapid way to obtain them. Other

20 documents that I would have reference to and then have to

21 order from NTIS Service, and whatever other safety analysis-
i

12 type documents that were referenced in other documents I would

23 just have to track down and find. So basically it was
:

| 24 library sources, SAR's or applications for the licensing,

l
25 that type of SAR. The SAR's that were in existence 20 years

/m
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l

,-~') I ago, and journal articles that were available in the library.q
wJ

2 JUDGE FRYE: You mentioned SAR's. Would they be

3 SAR's for the five Argonautn in the United States?

4 THE WITNESS: I do not have the SAR for the Iowa

5 State or the Iowa.

6 JUDGE FRYE: So you didn't rely _on da'ta from the

7 Iowa reactor?

8 THE WITNESS: No, I did have a copy of the hazard

9 summary, as they were termed in those days, that pertained to

10 the Iowa reactor. I think these are referenced as ATL docu-
11 ments in this report, in the Battelle study.

12 JUDGE FRYE: So then you did rely on data that

13 Pertained to the Iowa reactor?
(p,/ 14 THE WITNESS: To my knowledge it pertained. I spoke

15 to the gentleman at Iowa reactor and asked him for copies
16 of his hazard summary. And that is what he sent me.

17 JUDGE FRYE: So it would be fair to say that you

18 relied on data from all five reactor operators?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. I had the preliminary SAR from

20 ATI. I had what appeared to be a current SAR from the

21 University of Florida. And I had the UCLA.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Now, to your knowledge, were any of

23 these of annular design?

24 THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, no.

25 JUDGE FRYE: To your knowledge they were all

7-m
x_-)I
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[''t I similar to UCLA's?
Lj

2 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

3 JUDGE FRYE: Now you, Mr. Hirsch, quote an interrog-

4 atory from --

5 MR. HIRSCH: That VPI is not annualr, but is dif-

6 ferent and Iowa is annular.

7 JUDGE FRYE: And that is from --

3 MR. HIRSCH: Mr. Bernard.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Bernard.

10 Ms. Woodhead, can Mr. Bernard help us cut on this?

11 MS. WOODHEAD: He certainly can.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Bernard, shall I swear you,

13 or are you previously sworn? I guess not.
<-
k ,x) 14 Whereupon,

15 HAROLD BERNARD

16 was called as a witness and having been first duly sworn was

17 examined and testified as follows:

18 DIRECT TESTIMONY

19 THE WITNESS: The reports I looked at, I don't

20 remember the date, responding to the interrogatory, but it

21 indicated that the Iowa State was an annular. Now, I will

22 call the staff back at headquarters. They were there last

23 week. And I will confirm, and after lunch I will come back

24 and say what it actually is that they saw. I could be in

25 error, is what I am saying.

A
( -)_
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,.x

[ h 1 JUDGE FRYE: But at this point you believe that it
%-)

2 is in fact annual?

3 THE WITNESS: Right.

4 JUDGE FRYE: I see. How about the other three?

5 THE WITNESS: UCLA, Florida and Washington are

6 sister reactors. They are the slab type, the array on

7 two columns, two rows. VPI is two rows, but they don't have

8 the six boxes that UCLA has. So it is similar in concept,

9 but slightly different in design.

10 JUDGE FRYE: They have two boxes instead of three

11 -- excuse me, UCLA has six?

12 THE WITNESS: They have six. And I believe VPI has

13 two.
r~

(_ 14 JUDGE FRYE: Has two?

15 THE WITNESS: Correct.

16 JUDGE FRYE: I see. I take it, Mr. Bernard, you

17 are confident with regard to the VPI reactor, or would you

18 like to check?

19 THE WITNESS: I am confident of the VPI reactor.

20 JUDGE FRYE: Why don't we leave this topic for now

21 and wait for Mr. Bernard's report after he makes his telephone

22 call.

23 MR. HIRSCH: Could we add one additional piece of

24 information about VPI for the record, though, at this stage?

25 JUDGE FRYE: What is that?

h
te
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(~x; 1 MR. HIRSCH: There were a few additional differences,

V
2 between VPI and UCLA that Mr. Bernard mentioned in his inter-

3 rogatory answer which for completeness I think we should

4 have in.

5 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, I think that is prob' ably a very

6 good idea. Why don't you shcw that to Mr. Bernard before he

7 makes his telephone call.

8 MR. HIRSCH: And then read it into the record when

9 he comes back -- or, in other words, you should know what the

10 other differences are.

11 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, well, we have got the -- I think,
,

12 I don't suppose I have it right here, but I think we have a

~

copy of his answers to interrogatories.13

((_,x,) 14 MR. HIRSCH: Let me just identify it. It is inter-

15 rogatory number 72 and 74.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Would you read it into the record,

17 Mr. Hirsch. I think that would be better.

18 MR. HIRSCH: I will read the full answer, it is

19 fairly short. "The Iowa State --

20 JUDGE FRYE: Well, maybe it would be helpful to

21 read the question.

22 MR. HIRSCH: Question 72 was "The chart indicates

23 Iowa and Virginia reactors," this is the chart in the SAR,

24 "use only 144 fuel elements, whereas UCLA uses 264. Can you

25 explain the difference? A: How can Iowa and Virginia

r

I
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g) I( function with a core loading 55 percent that of UCLA?,v

2 B: What prevents UCLA from functioning as the other two

3 Argonauts with a loading of only 144 elements? And C: what

4 configuration if the fuel loading at Virginia and Iowa? "

5 And the Answer to A and C are combined. "The Iowa State

6 University reactor core is an annular design reactor, i.e.,

I shaped like a thick-walled cylinder. The amount of U-235 in

8 the ISU core is approximately three kilograms. The Virginia

' Polytehnic application for license renewal, Section 1.3, page

10 1.2 states, quote, 'the reactor core consists of a graphite

II parallel pipes in which are embedded two aluminum tanks con-

12 taining the fuel. The internal graphite reflector is about

33 18 inches wide. Inside the aluminum tanks are 12 fuel

(-)( 14 elements each of which contains 12 fuel plates. The fuel

15 plates are composed of uranium aluminum alloy and are clad

16 with aluminum,' end quote. The dimension of the VPI fuel

17 plates are larger than the UCLA plates. However, the total

I8 amount of U-235 in the VPI core is similar to the amount of

I' fuel in UCLA's core."

| 20 And part B, "The UCLA reactor functions similarly

I to the VPI-SU reactor. The Iowa State University reactor
' 22
! is a different design from the UCLA reactor."

23 And 74 was to please identify the excess reactivity

*
ltmits for each. And the answer is UCLA $3.00, VPI .90,

25
Iowa .78, University of Florida $3.40, and the University of

,
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r~%
s:, ) 1 Washington $3.40.
v

2 JUDGE FRYE: All right, let's move on to a new

3 subject. And we will wait for Mr. Bernard's check with

4 regard --

5 THE WITNESS: I don't know additional information

6 I am supposed to get from VPI.

7 JUDGE FRYE: No he has just got it in the record.

8 If there is any question you have about it you can check.

9 Otherwise, that is up to you. But you were going to check

10 with regard to Iowa.

Il CROSS EXAMINATION OF MR. HAWLEY RESUMED

12 BY MR. HIRSCH:

13 Q Back to page 1, paragraph 2 of the Battelle study.
_

k ,) 34 The first sentence in paragraph 2, the original Argonaut,m

15 you say, was on 20 percent enriched plate-type fuel. That

16 was U-308; was it not?

17 A I am not positive about that. I believe they were

18 called dispersion fuel plates, which had U-02 in the aluminum.

19 But I would want to check that.

20 Q Okay, and so there was a doppler effect and some

21 effect from the oxygen in the original argonaut design?

12 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. The original Argonaut

23 design is not at issue here. It is a design of the UCLA

24 Argonaut as it sits.

25 MR. HIRSCH: All right. If Mr. Hawley's assertions

-
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[~'/I 1 about the original Argonaut design are permitted to be in the
\_

2 record and not struck, we obviously have the right to inquire

3 about it. If it is immaterial it should not be in the study

4 at this stage.

5 JUDGE FRYE: Where are you reading?

6 MR. HIRSCH: Paragraph 2, page 1, first sentence.

7 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I agree. I think that is

8 Probably more in the nature of background information. And

9 you certainly should be permitted a few questions. But if

10 it is not going anywhere with it, if there is nothing there,

11 let's move on.

12 MR. HIRSCH: Yes, it is fairly brief.

13 BY MR. HIRSCH:

(O) 14 Q Your second sentence indicates that there were

15 realtively large negative void and temperature coefficents

16 included in the design. Relative to which research reactors?

17 A I think it was just relative to voids.

18 Q The .25 percent delta k/k per percent void, is

| 19 that not considerably larger than the reported void coefficient

20 for the UCLA reactor?

21 A I believe it is larger, but I am not sure it is

i 22 considerably - .2 percent, .25 percent.

23 0 You indicate that the original reactor was capable

24 of continuous operation at a thermal power of one kilowatt

25 with limited operation at 10 kilowatts. That limited the

|
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[~) 1 fission product inventory available; is that correct?
\_/

2 A- I think it would have, the limitation as I understand

3 it was due to the heatup of the water moderator.

4 Q So there was an inherent feature in the original

5 Argonaut reactor that prevented the reactor from developing

6 larger radioactivity inventories because it would shut itself

7 down after a more-than-limited operation at 10 kilowatts? .

8 A I don't think I can answer that. It might have beer

9 in adminsitrative controls. It might have been the physical

10 design of the system.

11
.

12

13

) -14

15

16

17

18

19

20

| 21

22

23

24

25
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eghp 1 1 I Q Don't you indicate that sustained operation above

\_j 2 about one kilowatt would result in shut-down because of the

3 negative temperature co-efficient?

4 A Oh, I thought you were referring to -- okay, that is

5 the temperature increase I was referring to but it that is be-

6 cause they had their valves throttled down, for example, or

7 some other design feature -- low flow rate, perhaps -- then

8 that would have been sort of administrative control, not really

9 the physical thing I think you were asking about.

10 0 What you are saying is --

11 A I want to make that distinction.

12 0 The design could have been altered by an administra-

p
, i 13 tive design, but given the design it could not operate at 10V

14 kilowatts for very long.

15 A I can't answer about that specific reactor.

16 Q And as background, when you say, none are currently
.

17 licensed to operate beyond 100 kilowatts, you don't mean that

18 all are currently licensed to operate at 100 kilowatts, do you?

19 A I believe that is the maximum thermal steady-state

20 power level.

21 O For all five?

|
22 A I believe so.

!
| 23 Q I refer you to page three of your study.

24 A Okay, Iowa State.p
,

I N.J
| 25 Q So that is not true, then, at least Iowa State is
!

i

;
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ghp 2 1 limited to 10 kilowatts.

[(_-) -2 A Yes, I -- you know, it has been a while since I have'.

3 looked at all the supporting documents for this.

4 Q On page three you refer in the top line to more than

5 20_ years of operating experience and additional research. Did

6 you review the reactor operating experience reports for the

7 five argonaut-type reactors?4

8 A No.

9 - Q Did you review abnormal occurrance reports for the

10 five?

11 A Not specifically,
d

12 Q Did you review the annual reports for each of the

f'') 13 five reactors?
t_/

14 A Only if such information was included in the docu-

15 ments we had, such as prior years operating history.

16 0 But you didn't actually look at the annual reports.
-.

17 You may have found similar information in a document that you

18 did review? ~ Let me be specific. Did you review the specific

19 documents that are the annual reports for these reactors?
I

| 20 A No.

21 0 Did you review the inspection reports for these,

22 five reactors?

23 A No.

24 Q Did you have a computer search done at Oak Ridge
('-}
\.__./

25 for the abnormal occurrence violations, reactor operating

__ _ _ _ _ _ . __. .
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ghp 3 1 experience reports?

V 2 A No.

4

3 0 When you refer to additional research, are you re-

4 ferring to additional research into argonaut reactors? I am
.

5 sorry, in the second line of that page.
;

6 MS. WOODHEAD: Are you still referring to page three?

7 MR. HIRSCH: .Yes, page three.

8 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9' Q You talk about 20 years of operating experience and

10 additional research.
,

11 A I believe you were referring to the SPERT l-D re-

12 sults.

(a"') 13 Q Uh-huh, so you weren't referring to any research on'

14 argonauts?

15 A To my knowledge that is correct.

16 Q On page two you have a description of the UTR design

17 as figurative. You refer to removable stringers. What are

18 their purpose?

19 A I believe that would allow experimental devices to

20 be inserted.

21 Q Do you know how far those removal stringers extend

22- into the core?

23 A I am not certain but I believe they would extend

24
.

to within approximately a foot or two of the end of what they

'
'

25 cal'1 the thermal column, or the end of the thermal column,

_ . _ . _ . . . _ _ __ _ _ - . _ _ , _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ ._ _ . - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ -
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ghp 4 1 certainly within that neighborhood.

O.
\) 2 0 ~When you say the end, do you mean within a foot ofs

3 the fuel and then back to -- would you be more specific? How

4 close to the fuel do those stringers go?

5 A I can't be specific but I believe about a foot or

6 two.

7 Q When you refer at the bottom of page three to only

8 preliminary test results being available from a series of

9 reactor transients using the SPERT-1 reactor, arefyou referring

10 to the fact that the 1-D core had not yet been destroyed?

11 A Yes.

12 O But the 1-A core had been extensively studied by that

j ' 13 time; correct?
s~/

14 A It had been studied, yes.

15 0 And the 1-B?

16 A I believe also by that time, yes.

17 Q And the BORAX?

18 A Yes, certainly.

19 0 on page 4 you refer to two later SPERT-1 destruct *

20 tests using four percent enriched stainless steel clad UO
2

21 fuel which you say is not applicable to the argonaut. Were

22 there other spurt tests -- and I am not referring merely to

23 SPERT 1 -- that involved other reactor types than open-tank

("N, 24 light water cooled -- light water moderated and reflected?

U
25 A There may have been. I would have to go back and

- - . _ . - . _ - - - _ - - _ _ - _ -
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ghp 5 1 look,

#
e \
' ,,/ 2 O Why did you use the SPERT-1 data instead -- excuse\

3 me.

4 Assuming that there were tests at SPERT on reactors

5~ with other characteristics -- for example, a longer neutron

6 life-time than found with the SPERT-1 -- why chose SPERT-1

7 rather than --

8 A It had the aluminum-uranium-plate-type fuel, water

9 moderation.

10 Q Are you aware -- are you aware of no SPERT test using '

11 highly-enriched plate-type fuel but with heavy water as the
'

12 moderator?

( ') 13 A Not specifically, no. I think there was one, but
v

14 I am not that familiar with it.

- 15 0 -Do you know whether the purpose of that test was to

16 extend the results from the light water tests to reactors with

17 longer. neutron life-times?

18 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection; he has already testified he is

19 not familiar with it.

20 JUDGE FRYE: I think that is correct, Mr. Hirsch. I take;

21 it you don't know?

22 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

23 BY MR. HIRSCH:

24
(-] 0 It is true, is it not, that the SPERT-1 tests were per-

\-)'

25
; formed on reactors with considerably different neutron

.- - ... - . _ - . . . .- - .. -. .- . . . - _ _ . _ . _ , . .
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lifetimes than those reported for argonauts?ghp 6 y

A Yes, they were shorter.2

3 O The SPERTS were shorter?

A That is correct.4

5 0 And do I understand you to indicate that the reason

6 you picked that rather than some other SPERT test was that you

7 were not aware of other SPERT tests?

8 A There may be other tests that I am not aware of, but

9 I think the primary reason was that the fuel type, the reactor,

10 were very similar, the rich plate-type fuel, the water modera-

11 tion.

12 O But there were significant differences as well, is

(% 13 that not correct, with the graphite?-! ;%sj

14 A There are differences due to the graphite which

15 lengthen the neutron lifetime in the argonaut, or ETR design,

16 but the fuel type and spacing and arrangement are similar.

17 They are not identical but they are similar.

18 0 Is thc. argonaut an open tank?

19 A It depends on how that is defined. As for example

i 20 a lot of your trigger reactors may be called open tank or

21 open pool as opposed to tightly contained and then have the

22 ability to pressurize. I would consider it an open tank or

23 open pool.

24 Q In the sense that the SPERT-1 was?
p\._J

\ 25 A Yes, it is operating at atmospheric pressure. I

I
,

.....m.. ._ m - . _ , _ , . . , - . . . , ~ _ _ - , , _ . - - - , . . _y -.-......,m.__ .-
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ghp 7 1 think that is the essence there.

[
\ ,/ 2 O on page four and the pages that follow you refer to

>

3 a number of argonaut hazards analyses and these analyses came

4 up with widely varying results; is that not correct, for their
.

5 estimation of the maximum tolerable reactivity insertion?

6 A They had different values, yes.

7 O And you indicated that they all concluded that the

8 reactor should be limited to .6 percent Delta K over K?

9 A No, that is not correct. I think some of them did

10 conclude that, that the reactor was safe because it had this

11 amount, but that there were amounts in excess of .6 percent

12 that could be essentially instaneously inserted and the fuel

f 13 would not melt' or otherwise react to it.
\~J

14 Q Was that not in terms of predicting a safety margin?

15 A I assume that is what its end result may have been,

16 yes.

17 Q All of these reactors, at the time these analyses

18 were done, were limited to .6 percent; is that not correct?

19 A I would have to check that.

20 Q And 10 kilowatts?

21 A Again, I would have to check that but I think that

22
: is probably correct, except for the reactors in England.
L

23 Q The reactors --
i

/' 24 A Except for the reactors in England. I am a little

%.,? *

25 -uncertain about that.

!

- , - . . . . . .- - , . .. .- . _ ~ - - - - _ _ -
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ghp 8 I Q' When you say that the original A&L study concluded
h

(d ' 2 that 4.75 percent is necessary to initiate fuel plate melting - -

3 I am referring to page 5 -- there was a doppler effect for that

4 fuel that would not be relevant to the UCLA argonaut?
5 A I have to -- you have to give me some time to locate
6 that.

7 Q The sentence I am referring to is the second-to-last

I sentence in your large paragraph beginning halfway down the
9 page. The sentence begins, " Based on the BORAX 1 and the

10 SPERT 1 data, the Argonne team calculated that an instaneous

11 insertion of 4.75 percent Delta K over K was necessary to
12- initiate fuel plage melting.

O 13 A Yes, I believe that is the reference to the originalV
14 argonaut.

15 0 Which would have a doppler contribution to snutdown?

16 A With 20 percent enriched fuel it would, yes.

17 Q And it was, however, limited to .5 percent, your last
'

18 sentence in that paragraph?

19 A Yes.

-20 0. On page 6 you indicate that the later ATL analysis

21 . indicated that a 1.5 percent Delta K over K reactivity addition

22 would release 24 megawatt seconds of energy. Is it not true

23 that you analysis says that a 2.3 percent on a cold day would

241 O release half the value ATL assumes would be released fromy'')*

25 1.5 percent insertion?

, - - ..-.- - ___. - - - _ - ,-,_ - ,. . - - _ . . . - - - , -
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:ghp ;9 1 .g 7,,,

:f*)U .2 0 And for your next paragraph, when you refer to the

3 GNAC material', they predict a'32 megawatt second release for

4 a period-of seven milliseconds?

5- g. .Yes, that i's in'.here.

6 - 0 And your study predicts that a 7.2 millisecond period

7 will produce only 12 megawatt' seconds?-

0 A Yes.

9 0 And your.last paragraph on that page indicates that

10 the JASON. reactor determined that either a six megawatt second

11| energy release or a'12 megawatt.second energy release would

12 raise'the temperature of the hottest fuel plate to its melting

13 point?.

I4 .A. Yes, that is what was in there.

.15 0 And you conclude that 12 megawatt seconds will not

II raise the temperature of the hottest plate to the melting

17 point?

l
18 ' A In this s'tudy, yes. '

19
=0 Yes, the Battelle study. You indicate further that.

20
.

a .5 percent Delta K over K reactivity insertion was calcu-

21 lated by.RMC to release 10' megawatt seconds?

A. Yes, that.is what it says.

23 0 And you say 12 megawatt seconds would occur from a

24
. 2.3 percent insertion on a cold day?

%
25 A It would -- 2.6 percent.
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.ghp 10 1 Q And then you indicate that these statements are not
f-(. 2 resolved'in the available JASON documentation. What do you

~

3 mean by that?

4 A There was not enough information to evaluate these

5 results.

6 Q' To determine whether they are true or not?

7 A To determine what method they used.

8 Q I turn you to page 7, the section marked, "Need for
s,

9 New Hazards Analysis." The second sentence, you say that,
/ .

10 "Whil the conclusion that the UTR design is inherently safe

11 from any severe consequences of a large sudden reactivity

12 insertion may still be valid, it should be developed from a

O 13 systemic analysis rather than from relatively broad extrapo-
%)

14 lation of limited empirical data."

15 would you please tell me which you, or it is your under-

16 standing the authors of the study mean by systemic analysis

17 as opposed to relatively broad extrapolication of limited

18 empirical data?

19 A I think basically we were trying to produce a

20 method, or perhaps describe a set of methods that could be

21 applied and were based on simple fundamental principles and

22 that is my interpretation of what systemic means in this sen-

23 tence.

24 0 In the case of power excursion, then, you are asser-

25 ' ting that the difference between your analyses and those of the
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Igh 11- past -- but that you attempted to estimate the danger thresh-

2 hold by fundamental principles as opposed to reliance on

3 empirical data?

4 A Well, we would use both but we would try to show

5 one and the other.

6 Q And you view the other analyses not to have done

that?

8 A If they did there sometimes was not enough informa-

9 tion to determine how they went about choosing certain values,

10 what some of their thoughts were. I don't think the methods

II were entirely visible in the documentation of 20-some years

12 ago.
,

13 0 And when you say systemic analysis as opposed to

I reliance on emprirical data, I understand you to say you do

15 both, but that portion that was systemic, for power excursions,

16 did you not essentially determine what the period would be

17 off the in-hour equation and estimate the power release from

I8 the SPERT-1-D tests? Isn't that essentially all you did?

A No, I think we did a little more than that. We had

'O several approaches in there, several pieces that fit together.*

21 We used just the simple heat capacity of the fuel, the tempera-

22 ture raise, using that heat capacity to determine how much

23 energy could be released to bring the fuel up to the melting

point, given these conservative assumptions.*

25 We had what I would call the generic method which did
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- ghp 12 1 use a reactivity coefficient from SPERT.

( 2 0 1-D?

3 A SPERT-1-D, yes, this was based on the water modera-

4 tion phenomena of water turning into steam to produce the void

5 coefficients.

6 We used what I would call the empirical method which

7 tried the -- excuse me -- adopted the equation and data from

$_ SPERT-1-D report and there was also a hot spot factor which

9 was a linear scaling of the peak temperature that was either

10 estimated or measured in SPERT-1-D to -- we scaled that tem-
4

11 perature based on energy released in SPERT-1-D to our energy

12 release in here.

s.

( ) 13- Q We will go into that in some detail when we get to
. \J

14 that section. When you say that at least four of the five

15 currently licensed reactors have been significantly modified,

16 how have they been modified?

17 A I believe that was the power increase.

18 Q I see. You indicated, though, earlier that you

19 weren't sure how specific ones may have been modified and that

20 is why your study was generic? Did you mean something else

: 21 in terms of modifications there?

22 A I am going to have to ask you to explain that a

23 little more. I am not sure what --

24 O Have there been other modifications besides power,g-~g
U.

25 to the five?

-. _ - __. _. _ _ - . _ - - . - _ , _ _ -- __ _ __ _-
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ghp 13 I A There may have been.
/m
/ 't(,j 2 O But you are not sure of what those modifications

3 might be?

4 A No.

5 0 Let me pursue a bit more of this issue of what you

6, mean~by generic. As I understood your previous testimony,

7 generic as you believe it is used in this study, is an attempt

8 to find a common denominator that describes --

'9 A I said we use common denominators, I believe, but

10 you --

11 Q If'you don't know how specific reactors have been

12 modified, for example, how can the conclusions of a non-site-

/'~'N 13- specific study be generically applicable to all reactors in. t,vj
14 that sub-set?

15 A Because if the modifications do not change the basic

16 characteristics of the reactor.

17 0 But you say you don't know what modifications have

18 been made.

19 A They have plate-type fuel, they have approximately

i- 20 the same enrichment, they have approximately the same power

21 level, graphite and water moderated.

22 0 And is it your testimony, then, that no modification

23 that could have occurred to these facilities of which you

24 aren't aware could effect, for example, the input parameters

25 in your calculations?

- - - . . - - , _
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ghp 14 - I' A There are no modifications of that nature that I am
'h(q) 2 aware of. That would be true.

3 Q But you say that you are not aware of what modifica-

4 tions have taken place.

5 A When I.say modifications I am thinking of perhaps a

0 new pump, perhaps a new flow rate, perhaps a slightly different

7 arrangement of experimental facilities. I do not know if each

0 licensee has the same number of beam tubes, the same size and

' the same location, for example, but I believe, based on the

10 information that we gathered, that they all have plate type

11 uranium aluminum fuel. They all have the water moderation,

12 they all have the graphite moderation and they are all -- the

(O) I3 basic characteristics are similar.
V

Q But the particular reactivity coefficients from one

15 reactor to'another may vary. In fact, don't you indicate

16 that you have fcund them to vary even reviewing the reported

II literature?

' A Reactivity coefficients or other --

I9 0 Void coefficients, thermal temperature coefficients,
i

- 20' for example?

21- A There is some variation but whether that is due to

22 measurement or the actual reactor, I can't tell.

23
Q Your conclusions are dependent upon those input

f numbers, arn they not?
L/

25 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor, the question is

. - . . . -
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ghpf 15 I vague. I would like to know what input numbers we are talking
,

,~

( 2 about here.
,

3 JUDGE FRYE: Please clarify it, Mr. Hirsch.

4 BY MR. HIRSCH:

5 0 Your conclusions are dependent upon the values you

6 use for thermal flux, void coefficient, temperature

7 coefficient --

8 A For what result?

9 Q I could go through each one.

10 A Sure.

11 Q The window (ph. ) energy calculation is dependent upon
f

-12 the figure used for thermal flux, is it not?

13 A That is the -- that method described in here requires
_( )

14 a number for thermal flux, yes.

15 0 And if the number you used was in error, your cal-

16 culation would be in error?

17 A It would be different, but whether it is in error

18 you have to determine based on other variations. It is dif-

19 ficult to say that this is in error if there is a range of
^

20 variables.
!

21 Q And your estimate in your testimony about the effects'

22 of the void coefficient differences is dependent upon the

23 value used for the void coefficient, is it not?

.

24 A If you use a different value for the void coefficient!'
,

-~g
\!

25 yes, you-would produce a slightly different answer..

~ - , - __ . . .. - .- . . . _ _ . -_- - . . . - - . . -
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Igh 16 O And the same thing would be true for using a dif-
2 ferent L over Beta?

3 A Yes. If the numbers changed slightly, then your

4 final answer changes slightly.

5
O What did you do to verify the input numbers, and I

6
refer particularly to thermal flux, void coefficient, tem-

7 perature coefficient and L over Beta?

8 A Thermal flux was the value used -- excuse me, was

9
the number required in the vignor (ph.) energy part of the

10 report. Dr. Rotkin produced that number. Based on what I

11 saw in other reports and my own experience, that 10 to the

12 12th neutrons per square centimeter a second was a reasonable

' 13 number for maximum flux, thermal flux.

14
Q When you say your own experience, your own experience

15 with argonaut reactors?

16 A No, trigger reactors.

17 0 But this is an argonaut reactor.

18 A That is correct.

19 0 When you say 10 to the 12th, do you mean an order of

0 magnitude 10 to the 12th or 1.0 times 10 to the 12th?

21 A I think for purposes of the discussion here, it could

22 be either.

23 0 Your calculation assumed it was 1.0 times 10 to the

(~' 12th, though, did it not?
'

25
A Dr. Rothkin's calculation did, yes.
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ghp 19 1 Q Page 8, you say that values of measured parameters
OA ,) 2 are now available in addition to the current reactors operatings

3 histories.- But did I not understand you to indicate that you

4 had not reviewed the current reactors operating histories?

5 A I think this should be interpreted to mean the up-
s

6 dated SAR's.

7 Q I see. Do I understand you to be saying that your

8 understanding of generic study as used in this analysis means

9 using reasonable. values representative of the reactors within

10 that class?

11 A Where appropriate.-Where otherwise appropriate to

12 use conservative values, we would use conservative values.

. [ ') 13 Q So it does not necessarily mean using conservative
s,/

14 values. Sometimes it used conservative values and sometimes

15 it used average values?

16 A I think that is demonstrated by the temperature co-

17 efficient number, yes.

18 Q For a generic analysis to include within the envelope

19 of its analysis all reactors within that set, need not one --

20 must not one use the most conservative value in each case?

21 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor. We have gone down
J

22 the road of this generic analysis, now, for a long time. What
|

23 is at issue here is the safety of the UCLA argonaut reactor.'

24 I think it would be useful for us, in the time we have avail-(~N
\_ -

25 able for us, to focus on the UCLA reactor and whether this

i

, , . , , _ _ . . . , - . . ..- ,_ _ _ - - .._.m.. ._ -. . . -
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ghp _ 18 1 generic analysis, whatever that means, is satisfactory in
A
( \
A ,/ 2 demonstrating the safety.s

3 UCLA is not particular concerned about whether it

4 properly models Iowa, VPI, Washington or Florida. We are

5 really concerned about whether it models properly the UCLA,

.

6 reactor.

7 JUDGE FRYE: It seems to me that is what he is doing.

8 I am going.to overrule the objection.

9 -THE WITNESS: Was there a question?;

10 JUDGE FRYE: Would you repeat the question,
.

11 Mr. Hirsch?
*

12 BY MR. HIRSCH:

! () 13 0 For a generic analysis to be applicable to all

14 reactors within that set of reactors, must not the values used

15 in that analysis be the most conservative in each case?

16 A No, I don't think so. We are producing this report

17 to be used by the people at these reactors and they can adopt

18 or adapt as they see fit.

'19 0 So in your view the conclusions of this report are

20p not applicable to all five argonauts without modification for

21 the site-specific. characteristics of each?

22 A That was a long question but I think the answer is

23 no as I understand it. Could you explain that just a little

24 bit?-s

v
25 0 Yes, I would like to so I understand your answer

\

[.

,- - . _ , . _ - . . - - - _ , . _ , , .- . . , _ _ , _ _ _ , . . _ - . _ . _ - . _ . _ ._. , - - , . , . . _ - __
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ghp 19 I better.
,F i

2 A I think it is applicable, yes. I think our report is

3 applicable, yes.

4 Q -Without modification.

.5 A I think that for what we described in here, for cer-

6 tain sections -- for example the graphite fire goes into a

7 fair amount of detail -- if such a licensee does not have some

8 of the type of radiation ports, then no, that would not be

9 applicable, but I think using the fuel plate heat capacity is

10 applicable to all licensees. I think using the masses of fuel,

11 the plate spacing, those types of parameters, are applicable.

12 0 Didn't you just testify that you weren't sure whether

13 the plate spacing was the same for all of these reactors?
%)

14 A That was the original argonaut, the NUR argonaut.

15 Q No, I was referring to Iowa State or VPI.

16 A Based on the information that I have -- I would have

17 to go back and check but I think that most of my information

18 did deal with the University of Washington, University of

I9 Florida, UCLA, when it came to the parameters.

20 0 Most of the data.

21 A I don't know if I can say most, but yes, that is

22 where a lot of this data came from.
:

23 0 I call your attention to the last full paragraph

24 on page 8, your last sentence. You say that, "An a prior
;

v
25 calculation of the expected temperature rise from the largest

l'-
- .. _ _ - _-
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ghp. 20 1 possible pulse needs to be performed."
f'N
(_) 2 Is not a priori --

3 A Excuse me, that was the -- using the heat capacity,

4 of the fuel.

5 Q But how do you know what the energy release will be,

6 a priori? Is not a priori meaning based on theory instead of
~

7 experience or experiment?

8 A I don't know about that meaning. What is meant by

9 this sentence here is really a combination of two things, look

10 at the temperature rise. That could be culminated by the fuel

11 based on the h6at capacity. And look at the energy release

12 that we could determine using as simple and as fundamental

/ ') 13 and as widely applicable method as we could derive.~(./
14 Q And it was your. impression that the simpler the

15 model, the more accurate it would be in this regard?

16 A I think the simpler the model, the -- with choice of

17 conservative factors, that applicability would be more like an

18 umbrella, rather than zeroing in on a specific data point.

19 Q On page 9, your last paragraph, you refer to typical

20 values for the void coefficient, negative temperature co-

21 efficient and relatively long prompt neutron lifetime. These,.

22 then, don't represent the most conservative values, but more

23 average' reported values? ,

24 A They are in that sense typical. Yes, that is whatrx

25 it says, typical.

.. .. _- , . - - _ .- _ _ _ . - . - , . . - . . _ . . . . . . . . . .- _ - - . -
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ghp 21- - 1 Q Meaning that some may be above and some may be below

(3( ,) 2 those values?

3 A Yes, by a small amount, yes. I wouldn''t think it

4 would be'a large dmount.
_

''

u
5 0 Wiay did~you include figure 3.o'n page 10?. What is it

: --

6 there for?

7 A Primarily-to show the original argonaut, the core
'

t ,

3 loading, the arrangement.

.Andwhyisitonyourhistsentenceonthispage,9 0

10 did you assert that a rise --

11 A I am sorry, which page?

12 0 Page 11, I am sorry,.that a rise in fuel temperature

('J')
13 will drive the reactor sub-critical apart from the issue of

u

14 loss of moderation.

15 A would you repeat that, please7

16 Q Let me ask it a different way for you then. You

17 indicate in that sentence that there are two ' factors which'

13 would drive the reactor sub-critical through loss of coolant,

19 .one being the loss of.. moderation and the second being- a rise

20 in fuel temperature. .
>

i

21 And I ask you, did you testify earlier --

/, !

22 A No, I don't think that is correct. I.-think it im--

23 plies here that we would' create t'ae voids because the fuel _

-
.

p. 24 plates were hot. . _ . ,

(''#)
'

25 0 Does it: not say, -not' only by creating large voids
_

-
_

I

. . - . - - . ., - , . , a:,- ,- , . - . - - - -.~,.,,,f-,, . - - -
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ghp 22 I with a consequent rise in fuel temperatures, but also because

-

2 the moderator would be lost? Does that not only imply two

3 effects?

'4 A Not the way I interpret this, no.

5 Q So the way you interpret it is that the sole shut-

6 down mechanism is the loss of moderation rather than a tempera-

7 ture effect and the fuel separate from that?

8 A I think there are two effects, but I think as it is

9 written here, it is meant to imply just the loss of moderation.
;

10 I think the fuel will undergo expansion, some loss in density,

11 which should bs'a decrease in the reactivity, but I don't

12 believe that that is implied here.

'( 13 Q And will that-fuel expansion be a significant ef-

14 fect, in your opinion, loss of density?

15 A I don't know. I would have to check into that.

16 0 Your second paragraph indicates, does i.t not, that

17 the reactor is substantially under-moderated?

18 A Okay, you would have to derive that information.

19 The information here talks about the plate spacing and the

20~ critical mass.

21 Q It does indicate that increasing plate spacing in-

22 creases reactivity, does it not?

23 A -It reduces the amount of material necessary to

24 achieve criticality, yes.

L
25 0 And if you have the same amount of material, that

_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . , _ _ ., _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _. - __. _
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ghp 23 1 means an increase in reactivity, does it not?
,

) 2 A Yes, for the situation described in here, yes.

3 0 Your next section is entitled, Development of Realis-

4 tic Accident Sequences. Is it your impression'or understanding

5 that this study is to address realistic accident sequences?

~6 A I think in particular Dr. Rothkin's sequences have

7- some of the c'omplexity of a real accident sequence. I think

8 that realistic is closely alligned with incredible as opposed

9 to incredible.

10 0 Which we will now have to pursue. The title of your

11 entire report is "An Analysis of Credible Accident Scenarios."

12 Does probability enter into a determination of what is cre-

rm
( 13 dible?

14 A Not in a quantitative fashion.

15 0 In a qualitative fashion?

16 A I would assume so, yes.

17 0 Based on judgement?

18 A Such judgement as would be needed to supplement the

19 laws of nature.

'

20- O Has the Battelle team performed a probablistic risk

21 assessment of the accident scenarios analyzed and of those

22 it decided not to include in the envelope of credible scenarios

23 to review.

24 A We did not do such a study of probabilistic risk

V
25 assessment, no.
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ghp 24 I Q You used your judgement, then, to determine which

Q 2 reactors were within the credibility envelope -- which acci-

3 dents were in the credibility envelope and which were not?

4 A I am not sure I quite understand that.

5 0 You have no empirical -- in the form of test data --

6 on which you based the determination of what is credible and

7 not; is that correct?

8 A I guess I don't understand test data.

9 0 You performed no faultry (ph.) analysis for these

10 accident scenarios; correct?

11 A That'is correct.

12 0 You used no input data for failure rates for dif-

13 ferent components, for example; is that correct?

14 A That is correct.

15 0 Are you aware of any testing to failure of argonaut

16 reactors?

17 A of the reactor or reactor components, no, I am not

18 aware of any.

19 Q Are you' aware of any empirical data on release of

20 fission products in uranium aluminum flat plate fuel from

21 being crushed?

22 A Prom being crushed, no.

23 Q So in determining which accidents you viewed as

24 credible and which you aid not, was based upon judgement as

25 opposed to data, empirical tests and probabilistic risk
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()
V 2 A I am sorry, you said it was not based on those?

'

3 Could you~ repeat the questioa?

4 0 It was based on judgement as opposed to test data

5 for argonauts, empirical testing for failure of argonauts or

6 faultry probabilistic risk assessment analysis?

7 A I guess with the type of accidents it would be hard

I to see the need for that test data. You know, ne were des-

9 cribing very general type accidents here and I think as an

10 example of what was in our minds the water was in the core and

11 it couldn't suddenly, you know, disappear or reappear.

12 You know, we tried to think of items that were at

13 least not non-credible -- I mean clearly impossible.

I4 Q As a distinction --

15 A But we were, for example -- I think some of the

16 conservatisms were pushing the bounds of credibility. I think

17 a good example is the continuous operation for a year.

II Now it is not impossible to do that. I don't think
_

19 there is an administrative control, depending upon the type of

20 fuel or fuel history. There may be a physical control but we

21 didn't see a law of nature impossibility there.
'

22 Q Did you not, in other parts of your study, say that

'23 such-and-such an event is not likely because, for example,

24p there would be review of an experiment and such a hazardous

V
25 experiment would not be permitted?

. _ - - - , _ . _ - _ - -. _. . - , -
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~.() 2 0 And also you have indicated that there were certain
,

3 fire scenarios that were possible but it seemed unlikely that

4 a fire suppression team would not arrive in time to put it

5 out?

6 A I believe that is in the graphite fire section, yes.

7 O So some of what you call credibility is not related

8 to physical law. It is related to judgement about probabilitie s

9 .of response or the administrative review?

10 A Yes, I think that those type of questions with this

11 complexity of the scenario would be appropriate to some of

12 the scenarios and not to some of the others. I think that

(~') 13 that may be the distinction that I have difficulty reconciling
%.)

14 into one question and answer.

15 o We will get to those then. At the bottom of page 11

16 you say that the SPERT and BORAX studies identified the reactor

17 period as the fundamental variable controlling the magnitude

18 of temperature rise from a pulse or transient. When you say

19 fundamental variable, do you mean that no other variables

20 effect the temperature rise?

21 A Given the core, given that reactor. When you make

22 that reactivity insertion to produce that period, that is

23 going to control your energy release.

24 Q So what you believe this sentence to refer to is,

3 - 25 that given the same reactor --

!

. . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ .--. __ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . - _ _ _ _
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2 O Bottom paragraph.

3 A Okay.

4 Q Given the same reactor, what determines the magni-

5 tude of temperature rise is the period on which it is placed?

6 A The period determines the power rise which deter-

7 mines the total energy release and then the characteristics

8 of the fuel and the shut-down coefficient determines -- or

9 helps determine -- that. That would be the temperature rise

10 ultimately.

11 I am just trying to point out that there are steps

12 between period and temperature rise. That is what I was in-

( ) 13 tending there.
w/

14 0 But your sentence says it is the fundamental

15 variable. Are you saying it is the fundamental variable be-

16 tween different reactor types or simply the fundamental

17 variable with the same reactor?

18 A With the same reactor.

19 Q And is it not true that the basis of your analysis

20 of power excursions was to assume that the energy release at

21 the UCLA argonaut would be the same as the energy release at

22 SPERT-1-D for the same period?

23 A Using the reactor period as the variable, once that

''1 24 is picked the power rise and the energy release are therefore
!

~

25 determined.
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s,) 2 that case?

3 A That would be for any reactor, but to go from there

4 to the temperature, I think you would have to take into con-

5 sideration some of the fuel.

6 Q Your testimony is that any reactor placed on a

7 7.2 millisecond period of release, 12 megawatt seconds of

8 energy?,

!

9 A Not any reactor. I think within certain variables,

10 a certain range of energy.

11 0 Let's say SPERT reactor, SPERT-1 cores', that any

12 SPERT-1 core placed on a 7 millisecond period will produce

~'T 13 about 12 megawatt seconds of energy?(d'

14 A No, in fact I think -- I would have to go back and

15 look but I think there is a little confusion and if we look

16 at the rate of power rise, ,the period, and that determines the

17 maximum power. We integrate into that to give the energy.

18 Then for different periods you are going to get different

19 energy.

20 Now the period at SPERT, they gave a particular

21 energy. I would have to go back and check it out, look at

22 the numbers, to answer the question specifically, but I think

23 you do have to look at some of the core variables.

24 Take for example the size of the core..,

'''
25 o Let me ask my question again. Is it your testimony

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ .
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(3(_) 2 produce a 12-megawatt second energy release?

3 MR. CORMIER: I am going to object to that mainly

4 because I don't -- I think the phrase any SPERT-1 core is

5 confusing or ambiguous. Do you mean any SPERT-1 core of some

6 particular size or variables? What are we referring to?

7 JUDGE FRYE: I think he is trying to explore it. I

8 am going to overrule the objection.

9 THE WITNESS: As I remember, the data from the

10 SPERT-1 series of tests, that reactor, on a 7.2 millisecond

11 period produced about 9 megawatt seconds of energy, not 12.

12 BY MR. HlkSCH:

('') ' 13 Q Let me back up the question. If you assume it pro-
V

14- duces 9, is it your assertion that SPERT-1-A on a 7.2 milli-

15 second period will also produce 9 megawatt seconds of energy?

16 A . ould you repeat that, please?W

17 0 I will back up and see where we are. You have testi-

18 fied that the reactor period is the fundamental variable and

19 that from the period you can estimate the energy release.

20 You testified that you estimated the energy release

21 at UCLA by taking the energy release estimated for SPERT-1-D

22 for that period.

23 By question is, for the same period, do you always

24 get theesame energy release, even within the same SPERT-1 core-~s
u)

25 but with different -- does SPERT-1-A get the same result as

. _ . ._ _ _ , _ . _ .
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fg
\s,) 2 A No, I believe there are some differences.

3 Q If there are differences between SPERT-1-A and

4 SPERT-1-D as to how much energy is released from the same

5 period excursion, how can we know -- how can you assert -- that

6 UCLA will produce 9 or 12 megawatt seconds on a 7.2 millisecond

7 period?

8 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection; the Battelle report is not

9 a conclusion aimed at any specific licensee. It is a generic

10 study. I have been instructed by the chief counsel at

11 Battelle Laboratory that no Battelle witnesses are offered

12 for testimony on a specific reactor except for the facts or
-s

(JT
13 the data that might be indicated in the report.

I4 MR. HIRSCH: I make a motion to strike full testimony

15 and the document. This man isn't testifying about UCLA and

16 is prohibited from testifying about UCLA and if the relation-

17 ship between the study and UCLA doesn't exist, this is all

18 useless.

19 JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Woodhead?

20' MS. WOODHEAD: If I may comment on that, this is a

2I generic study about the design and characteristics of the

22 argonaut which are fully set out within the Battelle report.

23 It contains the data obtained from teh UCLA license

24 application but it incorporates the other four argonauts also.''

L
25 There is nothing in the study that says that UCLA with the

, _ _ ___ _. __._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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ghp 31 I excursion of a certain amount will obtain an energy release of
(
U 2 a certain amount.

3 It does state that an insertion of $3.90.or
4 2.6 percent Delta K over K will result in a certain excursion.

5 This ia a generic study which is applicable to all argonauts

6 to the extent that it is applicable and it does tot take the.

7 specific license tech specs of UCLA and come to a conclusion

8 about them.

9 It is a generic scientific study in which it states

10 that a certain insertion of reactivity in an argonaut design

11 reactor, certain physical events will occur.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Cormier, as I recall, UCLA has

13 adopted this study?

14 MR. CORMIER: Yes, but I have to second NRC counsel's

15 remarks. Maybe it is too obvious but if you examine a reactor
s

16 with an excess reactivity of 2.6 percent, or $4.00 as UCLA

17 would call it, and based on the assumption that the charac-

II teristics of'that reactor -- basic UTR design reactor -- are

19 the same as UCLA's and you determines that that is safe, it

20 follows -- it should follow as night follows day -- that the

; 21 UCLA reactor with an excess reactivity less than that -- sig-
~

22 nificantly less than that at $3.00 is going to be safe.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Woodhead, do you have any problem

('s 24 with what he just said?

d
25 MS. WOODHEAD: No, that is exactly right. By

_ ,_ _. -- , .._ _ _ -_ .-_~ _ ___ _ - . .
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2 licensee. It is a generic study of BWR's, PWR's, whatever

3 the subject is, but it is not aimed at the specific parameters '

4 of one reactor.

5 JUDGE FRYE: But we have got a problem here, too, as

6 to -- how shall-I phrase it -- of its applicability, how we-

7 can draw conclusions from it. Let's break for lunch at this

8 point. We will pick this up afterwards.
'

9 Why don't we come back, then, at 1:35.

10 (Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the hearing in the above-

11 entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 1:35 p.m. that

12 same day.)

() I3
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_ _ _ . . _ . - _ _ - . _ . . - - . - _ . . _ . _ ___
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i ;

' ./ 2 (1:43 p.m.)s

3 JUDGE FRYE: Let's go back on the record, please?

4 Picking up where we left off, Ms. Woodhead, I take it you have

5 other witnesses that are going to address the applicability

6 of the Battelle study to the UCLA reactor?

7 MS. WOODWARD: Yes, Judge Frye, that is the purpose

8 of the SER for the UCLA reactor. The staff uses the Battelle

9 study, the Los Alamos study and the Brookhaven study as generic

10 documents to support licensing of particular reactors, so that

11 my caveat about the witness from Battelle being prohibited

12 from testifying as to the specifics of a specific reactor is

( ) 13 true by agreement between NRC and Battelle, that his purpose

14 here is to discuss a scientific document which is generic in

15 nature and to that extent applicable not only to UCLA but to

16 the other argonauts.

17 But I perceived that Mr. Hirsch was beginning to ask

18 questions specifically about one reactor, namely the UCLA

19 reactor, which would require number one, more specific know-

20 ledge than Mr. Hawley would have in terms of the specifics,

21 which are different than the general design characteristics.

22 And secondly, even if he had the knowledge of the

23 specific character of this reactor in terms of its differences

24(3 from other reactors, he is not here -- or is not proffered --
Lj '

25 as a witness to support the UCLA application, but to support
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(3( ,) 2 JUDGE FRYE: Okay, now which witnesses are going to

3 address the applicability of the Battelle Study to UCLA?

4 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Bernard. It will support the

5 safety evaluation report for the UCLA reactor and of course

6 as we know the SER relies on the generic studies and then

7 applies it in particular to the specific license application.

8 JUDGE FRYE: And is that or how about the accident

9 evaluation branch people?

10 MS. WOODHEAD: The accident evaluation branch per-

11 son -- let me clarify for the record we intend to present

12 only-Mr. Lowe, will talk about the analysis of maximum credible

(} 13 accidents specifically in terms of the scientific methodology

14 used by the labs and its applicability to this specific
*

15 reactor.

16 JUDGE WEBER: I just wanted to comment about your

17 use of the phrase, maximum credible accident. As was reviewed
'

18 early this morning, Judge Frye said, we are here to determine,

19 given a fast insertion of this excess reactivity, what are the

20 consequences. That is not the maximum credible accident you

21 just meant when you spoke the phrase, is it?,

22 MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, it is in terms of one specific --

23 JUDGE WEBER: And Mr. Bernard is going to testify to

24 that?.(-
"

25 MS WOODHEAD: You mean in terms of UCLA?
!

!
l
,

- w .- -- - - -. - r . . . _ . _ - - - . - - . - - - - - - , _ _ - - - , _ . - _ _ . . . . _ _ - - - , - . _ - - . . . ..
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35 I JUDGE WEBER: Yes, ma'am. It is quite a technicalghp-

L 2 subject.

3 MS. WOODHEAD: Yes. Well, he relies on the Battelle

4 and the Brookhaven studies in terms of the basic science in an

5 argonaut of transients.

6 JUDGE WEBER: My problem with it is it will be an

7 overview. I just have to speculate that he didn't do the
i

8 work.

9 MS. WOODHEAD: On what in particular?

10 JUDGE WEBER: Well, he is not the author of all those

11 numbers that w"e are going to be concerned with in the conse-

12 quences of a rapid insertion of the allowed excess reactivity.

(O) 13 MS. WOODHEAD: In his testimony? In the SER? I am
,

14 not sure what document to which you are referring. It is my.

15 understanding that Mr. Bernard is indeed the author of the

16 numbers in his testimony --

17 JUDGE WEBER: He is the author of it.

18 MS. WOODHEAD: Which is dispersion and dose cal-

19 culations.

20 JUDGE WEBER: But he didn't do them.

21 MS. WOODHEAD: Pardon me?

22- JUDGE WEBER: He did not make the calculations, I

23 would suspect. Maybe I am wrong about this.

24gs MS. WOODHEAD: You are mistaken, I believe.

(_ -

25 JUDGE WEBER: I am sorry.

_ . _ . _.-._ _ _ _._ - - - _ - - -. . . . _ . . _ . ,
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2 You have had the SER for two years and I think you are aware

3 that the SER references the generic studies by the three

4 national laboratories and uses them as basis for licensing

5 and applies their generic analysis to the UCLA reactor.

6 JUDGE WEBER: Well, there is no use to carry this on.

7 MR. HIRSCH: Just one point of clarification,

8 though. As I see the SER I see one paragraph, for example,

9 on excess reactivity insertion which simply repeats the con-

10 clusions of Battelle and then says, therefore, UCLA is oaky.

11 I guess our problem is, if the void coefficients are

12 wrong the temperature coefficients are in error, if they are
_,-

13; not sufficiently conservative to indeed be generic for all
_,

14 five argonauts, then the nexus between the Battelle study and

15 what we are doing here doesn't exist.

Ib And I don't see Mr. Bernard's testimony addressing

17 that nexus. I see it accepting the conclusions and coming up

18 with a dose estimate for an earthquake.

19 JUDGE FRYE: Well, it seems to me that what you are

'O goint to have to do is address Mr. Hawley with regard to the*

'"l assumptions and conclusions reached in the Battelle study and

Mr. Bernard's testimony relating those to the UCLA reactor and

23 the SER, obviously, are going to have to stand up all on their

24
; own merits.

' -

But I think if you look at Mr. Hawley's testimony, he
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l') ;
\s ,/ 2 analyses and conclusions reached -- excuse me, to clarify the

3 analytical bases for the conclusions reached in the Battelle

4 study.

5 And it would seem that it is only fair to address

6 questions to him in the light of that qualification to his

7 testimony.

8 I think what you are raising here is what you per-

9 ceive is a basic weakness in this case.

10 MR. HIRSCH: I think it is whether or not -- it goes

11 to the question, again, of the admissibility of this material.

12 This is not-a generic rulemaking on all argonaut reactors. It

(V) 13 is a review of this particular reactor.

14 For this generic study to have nexus, it must en-

15 compass all argonauts and Mr. Hawley doesn't seem to be very

16 familiar with all argonauts or familiar with this study, for

17 that matter,.iand it seems as though that nexus hadn't been

18 demonstrated and this material is not admissible for that

19 reason.

20 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think that is really going to

j

21 weight at that point.

22 MS. WOODHEAD: Judge Frye, can I comment on

23 Mr. Hirsch's previous point. I think he is quite right in

24 inquiring as to the data on which the generic study is based
V(''g

25 and the parameters of it to see if it encompasses the

_._ _ . . . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ , . - - . - - - . . _ _ .. . _ . _ . . _ - _ . - . _ . . _.
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n.

'
2 To that extent it is valid or invalid. That is, in my mind,

3 a perfectly appropriate point of inquiry.

4 I did not mean to imply in any way that it was not

5 appropriate. Certainly.if it is a generic document it should

6 be applicable to all argonauts and it should incorporate a

7 range of data that would make it applicable.

8 My only point was tha't it is a generic study and

9 Mr. Hawley is not here to make definite conclusions, even

10 though they may be quite obvious, he is not here as an expert

11 on the UCLA argonaut but on.the argonaut as it is designed

12 and operating and its general characteristics.

') 13 so certainly as a generic document, in order to bea
14 validly applicable to all argonauts, it must incorporate the

15 variables which might exist in the different reactors and

16 Mr. Hirsch is wrong if he thinks that is not an appropriate

17 point of inquiry.

18 JUDGE FRYE: Well, with that clarification,

19 Mr. Hirsch, why don't you pick up -- let's talk to Mr. Hawley

i 20 with regard to the bases of his analysis.

21 MR. HIRSCH: May I address what I was going into?

22 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, but I think your specific question

23 that prompted the question did refer to, how could he make

24("] such-and-such an assumption regarding UCLA.

\/
25 MS. WOODHEAD: One preliminary matter before we

__ _ _ ._- .__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _. . . . _ _ _ _ _ .
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'O( ,) 2 office and would like to correct his previous statement,

3 if this is an appropriate time.

4 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, why don't we do that.

5 Whereupon,
.

6 HAROLD BERNARD4

7 a previous witness on behalf of the NRC, resumed the stand,

8 and testified further as follows:

'
9 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Resumed)

-10 THE WITNESS: I called the-office and spoke to the

11 project manager from Iowa State and she said that it is a

12 slab type array. It is not an annular and I was mistaken.

/''T- 13 JUDGE FRYE: Is it the same six?
U

14 THE WITNESS: It is more like VPI.

15 JUDGE FRYE: More like VPI than UCLA.

16 THE WITNESS: But smaller.

17 MR. HIRSCH: Excuse me, I am not sure I heard that

18 last statement, but smaller?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes.

20 JUDGE FRYE: If you all will indulge me, I need to

21 take about five minutes before we take up the questioning

22 again.

23 (Brief recess.)

24 (Witness leaves stand.). ,-s
( l
'' ' \ 25 ///

..- . . - - - -_- - - .__ . - - _ _ . . . _ .
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( ~3

2 SEAN C. HAWLEY

3 a previous witness on behalf of the NRC, resumed the stand

4 and testified-further as follows:

5 CROSS EXAMINATION (Resumed)

6 ~BY MR. HIRSCH:

7 Q Mr. Hawley, I call your attention to page 8, the

8 last paragraph and I would like to, through a series of ques-

9 tions, ask you about the scope of your study, what was within

10 the scope and what was outside the scope.

11 The last few sentences in the last paragraph on

12 page 8 indicate, do they not, that detailed aspects of shock

. 13 ray phenomena were not fully evaluated but that it would take

14 further research and was beyond the scope of the present

15 study? Yes or no, if that is possible, please.

16 A Yes.

17 Q And on page 12, the first full paragraph, beginning

IO' with, "Re-evaluation of potential inadvertent transients,"

19 indicates that a conventional type of explosion will not be

20 among the ways considered to release fission products?

21 In other words you did not, within the scope of your

22 study, consider the facts of a conventional explosion?

23 A That is true.

24 -Q And among the reasons you indicate that, while
. p)\.

25 commonplace substances may not always be recognized by an

, . - . . --- - - -. _ .- .- . . - - . .
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-ghp _41 1 individual as having explosing capabilities -- for example,
2 monium nitrate -- the required review system for experiments

3 at research reactors and the small quantities usually involved

4 preclude a severe explosion.

5 So is it correct, then, that the reason you did not

6 consider accidental explosion was because of the review system

7 and the usual small quantities involved?

8 A I think that is a fair statement, yes.

9 'O The next paragraph indicates that natural disasters

10 such as earthquakes or tornadoes could cause mechanical re-

11 arrangement'of the boxes and so on. Aside from the reactivity

12 effects of an earthquake or flooding or some other natural

A
r 13 event, isn't it true that a detailed analysis of the fission

14 product release was not included in your analysis?

15 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection; I think his line of

16 questioning is.asking him if the statements in the Battelle-

17 - Study are true, which is what he testified earlier.
'

18 MR. HIRSCH: I am attempting to clarify the scope

19 of'what the study does and does not purport to do.

20 MW. WOODHEAD: I think it is clearly set out in the

21 Battelle Report.1

22 JUDGE FRYE: I am not sure I undertsood your ques-

23 tion completely.

24 MR. HIRSCH: I can rephrase it.(~N
t 1

Q
-25 JUDGE FRYE: Rephrase it.

,

W - _:
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2
O Fission product released from an earthquake in terms

3 of the mechanical damage to the fuel was outside the scope
4 of your study?

5 A A realistic assessment of such damage and such
6 release, yes.

Q A conservative assessment was outside also?
0 A No, I think that the type of rearrangement which

9
we were describing, this perfect rearrangement, was conser-

10 vative.

11
Q Let ine be more clear with my question. I am not

12 referring to mechanical rearrangement which leads to a reacti-

(; 13 vity accident. I am referring to fission product release

14
due to crushing of fuel during an earthquake.

15 A No, we did not produce a model which describes how

16 this piece of metal will twist or bend or cut.

17
Q If you can answer yes or no, that would help.

18
The second sentence indicates a secondary effect,

19 such as fire and flooding, could cause additional fission

20 product release. Isn't it true that you did not consider

'*l
the secondary effects, particular fire, from an earthquake,

22
in your detailed analysis?

23
A We did not explicitly combine them in a separate

24
section.

' i
"

25
0 When you say in the next sentence, however the metal
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2 word however?

3 A Thinking back to when this was written, I think this

4 means not only -- it relates back to the sentence in the pre-

5 vious paragraph where it talks about secondary effects such

6 as fire or flooding and the metal water reaction, I assume

7 this is water from flooding and that we would talk about the

8 metal water reaction. I think flooding could also be applied

9 to solvate some of the fission products and carry them out

10 floor drains as a type of contamination. There is another

11 aspect of that.

12 o okay, on page 13 the paragraph, chemical reactions,

f I3 which reads, " Chemical reactions that cause dissolution of the

14 cladding and fuel would also allow escape of fission products."

15 You did not consider that senario, however, in your analysis;

16 is that not correct?

17 A We did not consider that specific one. I think the

i 18 analysis that we did use where we denude the cladding would

19 be construed to be equivalent.
,

20 0 But that was in air rather than in water; is that
1

I not correct?

A Yes, and I think that is a conservative assumption.

23 Aren't some fission products water soluble?o

24 A Yes, and they would stay in the water.'

25 If the water stayed where it is supposed to.Q
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() 2 long as it remained water.

'
3 0 In your next paragraph you say that, in the last

'4 two sentences, "Moreover, the water used to extinguish a fire

5 could lead to steam or other explosive reactions, including
.

6 the aluminum water reaction."

-7 You', however, did not in the rest of this document

8 deal with the aluminum water explosive reaction in fighting

9 the fire; is that not true?-
t

10 A We didn't see the fire as putting the fuel boxes in

11 a molten condition.

12 Q And is it not true that part of the reason for that

() - 13 is because you assumed there would be rapid fire fighting?

14 A Fire, fighting, do you mean --
4

15 Q Fire suppression?

16 A I believe that is what is implied in Professor

17 Rothkin's statements that summarize his section.

18 Q~ In Professor Rothkin's section did he detail what

19 -kind of accidents might occur if inappropriate fire fighting

20 techniques were used?
,

21 A I am sorry, if appropriate?
J-

22 0 Inappropriate.

'

23 - A I don't recall any information like that being in

24 here explicitly.

v
25 0 Thank you. I note in your statement of

.

- , , - r-- , ,, - + ,- ,.,.v--ev,-., w, ..v--,,.-.a~-~n,- --,------- - - , - - - , , - - , - - - - - , - - - - , , . - - - . ---
-
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,m

2 trigger reactors. Isn't it true that there were some addi-_s

3 tional hazard scenarios in that study that you did not con-

4 sider in this study, which was of radiation sample accidents?

5 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection; that document is not in

6- evidence and it is irrelevant..

7 MR. HIRSCH: I can ask it, did you consider a

8 radiation sample?

9 MS. WOODHEAD: Could I have a ruling?

10 JUDGE FRYE: What is the relevance?

11 MR. HIRSCH: We are trying to find the scope, what

12 is in and outside the scope of this in terms of, is it

?m
13 credible. We basically have a conclusion that the only thing( )
14 that is credible is a fuel handling accident.

15 That conclusion rests upon what they considered and

16 what they didn't. If there is something he didn't consider

17 that can cause worse consequences, then the whole conclusion
,

18 is wrong.

19 MS. WOODHEAD: I have not had a ruling yet from the
.

20 Board on the questioning, which is simply, what does the

21 Battelle Study say and I think the document speaks for itself.

22 JUDGE.FRYE: Well, I think it is fair to ask him.

23 I think I will overrule. I think it is fair to ask him what

24 he did and didn't consider.
{'
\s

25 pjj.

- _ _ _ . _ - . - . - . - - - - .. .. ._ _ _ . _ . . _ . ,_ ,_
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ghp 46 1 BY MR. HIRSCH:
/ '\
t \
V 2 Q You did not consider, nor did your Battelle team

3 consider in this analysis, the --

4 A We did not keep a log book or a record of every

5 accident or potential accident that we did or did not consider.

6 Q Excuse me, that is not my question. In terms of

7 addressed, which accidents you actually analyzed and wrote up

8 an analysis on, you did not consider in terms of written

9 analysis lost experiments or accidents involved in radiation

10 samples; is that not correct?

11 A It is not in here, that is correct.

12 O I was asking you a series of questions regarding the

p. 13 relationship between exponential period and energy release

I4 for different reactors.

15 A yes,

16 0 And I imagine that you may have thought about that a

17 bit over lunch. Do you still stand by your previous discussion

18 about the exponential period being the fundamental parameter

19 in terms of energy release?

20 A Yes, it is a fundamental parameter.

21 Q A fundamental, or can one predict energy release

22 purely off of the period?

23 A- Within limited circumstances, yes.

24 0 What are those limited circumstances?m

25 A Well, I think you have to know the factors that go
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ghp 47 I into it, the equations that predict period from the reactivity

2 insertion.

3 Q Excuse me, my question was, for the same period.

4 A What same period?

5 0 Let's go back to the example. You assume a 7.2

6 millisecond period in your study; is that not correct?

7 A That is correct.

8 O And you assumed that that would release 12 megawatt

9 seconds in your study?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q And you say that in actuality SPERT-1-D released

12 nine-some-odd megawatt seconds?

I3 A Yes.)
,

14 Q Is it your assertion that because SPERT-1-D released

15 less than 12 megawatt seconds with a 7.2 millisecond period,

16 that an argonaut type of reactor, on a 7.2 millisecond period,

17 will also release 12 megawatt seconds or less?

18 A You are going to have to cut that in half or some-

19 thing.
|

20 Q You agree that -- it is your assertion that

21 SPERT-1-D released less than 12 megawatt seconds of energy

22 from a 7.2 millisecond period.

23 A Yes.

r' 24 0 And is it your assertion that because of that fact
! 4

25 a 7.2 millisecond period excursion at an argonaut will also
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ghp 48' I release less than 12 megawatt seconds of energy?

(V)'
,

2 A Could you explain because of that fact? I have a

3 little difficulty understanding what you mean by that. I

4 mean, I think if you will look at the masses of the core, the

5 active volume of the cores, as I pointed out earlier, the

6 specific energy is also a very good way to show the behavior

7 of these reactors.

8 Q- We will discuss that in a minute. You did not con-

9 sider the mass of the core in the Battelle Study, did you?

10 A What we did consider --

11 Q Would you answer that question, though, please? You

12 did not consider the mass of the core.

[] 13 A I am considering that.
%J

14 Q Pardon me?

15 A Excuse me, I am answering that. In our process

16 here, in which we had the two or so methods for predicting

17 either the energy release or final temperature, we used this

i 18 reactivity coefficient.

19 And this reactivity coefficient describes, very

20 simply, all the complex behavior that is going on in this

21 reactor. Now if you look at the masses, of active volumes,

22 of the cores involved, they are very very close.

23 Q You used a reactivity coefficient, am I not correct,

A 24 in SPERT-1-D?

25 A That is correct. It was the --

.. _ - _ - - __
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ghp 49 1 Q Excuse me, l'f you ban answer yes or no, you used a
_

-

() 2 reactivity' coe'fficient for di)ERT-1-DI is that not correct?

_3 A Yes, that is correct.

4 Q There were other reactivity coefficients from other

5 SPERT cores, other BORAX cores and other cores, are there not?

6 A Yes', there are. -

7 0 And is it no,t true that the' reactivity coefficient

8 used from 1-D is the least conservative of any of tho'se

9 available reactivity coefficients?

10 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor. What does

Lil Mr. Hirsch mean by least conservative?. With respect to what?

12 JUDGE FRYE: I will~ overrule that.' I think conser-
s

~13 vatism is fairly ell. understood.
0

14 THE WITNESS: I am sorry, I don't understand what --
'

-
1

15 I am sorry, I don't understand the-proceedings.,s

16 JUDGE FRYE: Is the reactivity coefficient which you

17 used the lease ~ conservative of those reactivity coefficients

18 for the.SPERT-1-D series, is i't ? '
' '

_

19 MR. HIRSCH:, No, for any SPERT or BORAX series.

-20 JUDGE FRYE: S' PERT or'EORAX series.

21 THE WITNESS: To my knowledcje, .no, Ilbelieve it is

22 the conservative one for that period.'
/

23 BY MR. HIRSCH:

24 Q When you say conservative do you mean that no ex-
\ ~

25 cusion at the 7.2 millisecond period would produce more energy

,
,

7
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ghp 50 1 for another SPERT or BORAX core? |

(m- )
\s / 2 A I am going to have to ask you to rephrase that or

3 clarify.that.

4 JUDGE FRYE: Let me interject. I am having trouble

5 following you too and I think that is because you tend to go

6 very rapidly. Slow down a bit. I think it may help.

7 MR. HIRSCH: I am sorry. Thank you.

8 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9 0 when we say conservative in terms of reactivity
.

10 coefficient, do you mean that it predicts the largest energy

11 release for the same exponential period?

'12 A I picked the reactivity coefficient from a reactor

() 13 that was, in my judgement, the closest to the argonaut for
'

14 the same period.

15 Q My question was, if you picked the reactivity co-

16 efficient from a different SPERT or BORAX core, would you have

17 estimated a larger energy release?

18 A I don't know until I do that calculation.

19 MR. HIRSCH: We have an exhibit that we would like to

20 introduce at this time. It is one of the documents that your

21 witness referenced. To identify this for the moment, this is

22 an article entitled " Experimental Study of Transient Behavior

23 in a Sub-Cooled Water Moderated Reactor," an article from

24('') NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, 1957.

\m /
-25 ///

,
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k? I 1 BY MR. HIRSCH:

( 2 0 Is that correct?

3 A Yes.
_

4 Q Is it correct that you reference this in your study,

5 Mr. Hawley?

6 A Yes.

7 MR. HIRSCH: For identification purposes I request

8 that this be identified CBG-C-8.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Fine, if the reporter could mark it.

10 Incidentally is the reporter getting three copies?

11 -

(The document referred to was

12 marked for identification as
n

(} 13 'CBG-C-8.)

14- BY MR. HIRSCH:;

15 0 And to ask again, you and your colleagues relied on
i

16 this study in preparation of your analysis; is that not cor-

17 rect?

18 A It was one of our references, yes.

19 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye. 1 would move this into

20 evidence at this time.

' 21 ~ MR. CORMIER: Object 1w.

22 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, on what basis?

23 MR. CORMIER: No foundation laid. Mr. Hawley did

24 say-he referenced it. I don't know what he relief on. Maybe' 's-
)s

''
25 he relied on one thing and not another. I don't know that this

.
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ghp 52 I whole thing is probative on any facts in evidence yet.,

. o\i's_,/ 2 JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Woodhead, do you have any objec-

3 tions?
4

4 MS. WOODHEAD: I have objected from the beginning

5 with CBG moving things into evidence before time for their

6 case in chief, but I have to continue to operate under the

7 assumption that this is for impeachment, since this is the

8 only type of evidence that they are procedurally submit right

9 now.

10 What is very difficult to handle in this method of

11 -proceeding is not knowing in what way. The normal procedure

12 offers impeachment documents into evidence after the impeach-

.m

( )\ 13 ment occurs.
'w,

14 At this point we have a document whose purpose we

15 assume. We don't know. I see no harm in it. It is obviously

16 referenced by the Battelle Study.

17 JUDGE FRYE: He said he relied on it.

18 MS. WOODHEAD: To clarify it, I would like CBG to

19 identify the.particular point they want to make by reference

20 to the document before they submit it. At that point we will

21 know why it is submitted.

22 MR. HIRSCH: This directly impeaches Mr. Hawley's

23 assertion that a 7.2 millisecond period produced 12 megawatts,

24 seconds.
p% J

25

, _ ._ . _ _ . _
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ghp 53 1 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection; I would like to have that

O)
!

(,. 2 statement stricken. Th&t is testimony by Mr. Hirsch. He has

3 not at all --

4 JUDGE FRYE: You asked him why he was doing it and

5 that is why he is doing it. You can't have it both ways.
'

6 Judge Luebke?.

7 JUDGE LUEBKE: For clarification, if Mr. Hirsch or

3 the witness could' point to what page in the Battelle Study

9 the Shroeder et al report is used, I think most references

10 are in parenthesis by author's names.

11 MR. BIRSCH: The reference is on page 55 where they-

12 list it as a reference. As to whether they.have it in

13 parenthesis anywhere else, perhaps Mr. Hawley can tell you.
V

14 THE WITNESS: I would hav< to peruse the document.

15 MR. CORMIER: Judge Frye, I would also like to

16 clarify, I heard Mr. Hawley to say that it was cited as a

17 reference. He specifically did not say that he relied on this.

18 JUDGE LUEBKE: That is what I am trying to determine,

19 if there is a sentence in here with Shroeder in parenthesis

20 on page 33 or some other page. That is where I am going.

21 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hawley, for what purpose did you

22 use this particular study?
|

23 THE WITNESS: This was one of a number of studies

24
; that detailed the SPERT experiments and I think for the pur-
'

\. J
25 poses of the portion of our report where we talk about the

. . - . . . . -- - . . - . .
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ghp- 54 I maximum energy release, most of that data came specifically
(3
(_,) 2 from that-Miller Solla and Cardle (ph.) document which I be-

3 lieve contains very similar if not identical information.

4 So the answer to your question is, really I cannot

5 pinpoint the exact use of this document in here but I can

6 pinpoint the use of information in the Miller, Solla and

7 McCardle document. -

8 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hirsch, why don't you go on and
|

9 ask your questions based on this document and we will rule on

10 the objection afterwards.

11 MR. HIRSCH: Okay.

12 BY MR. HIRSCH:

:(U) 13 Q Mr. Hawley, I turn your attention to page 107 and'

14 to figure 13, which is entitled, " Energy Released for the Time

15 of Maximum Reactor Power as a Function of Reciprocal Reactor

16 Period" and I ask you whether that chart does not indicate

17 that in excess of 10 megawatt seconds are released just to

18 peak of power from a reciprocal period of 10 .

1

19 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor. Again, this

20 is the air of just taking an excerpt from.this. It is not

21 clear from here what reactor we are talking about, what core,

22 what the characteristics are. We are just going to a chart.

23 JUDGE FRYE: It is not in evidence at this point.

24
('% MR. CORMIER: How can it be used for impeachment?

25 It is the only legitimate purpose he can have for identifying

.- - .- --- . . -. . _ - -
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ghp 55 I it and introducing it.

2 JUDGE LUEBKE: When it says SPERT-1 and shows a

3- picture of SPERT-1, that doesn't identify anything?

4 MR. CORMIER: It doesn't identify the core mass.

-5 JUDGE FRYE: I am going to permit the question.

6 THE WITNESS: Without benefit of drawing lines in

7 with a straight-edge, yes, it looks like a 7 millisecond

8 period you get a reciprocal about 138 and that is certainly

9 greater than 100 which would show greater than 10 megawatts

10 seconds.

11 BY MR. HIRSCH:
i

12 Q When you say 138, it was the 138 reciprocal period

13 that you used in your analysis; is that correct?
s

14 A Yes.

15 0 Which is the equivalent of a 7.2 millisecond period?

16 A Yes.

17 o I turn your attention to page 111, figure 20. That

18 indicates, does it not, a transient of period 7 milliseconds

19 _ releasing energy of nearly 24 megawatt seconds? I call your

i
| 20 attention to the far right, the graph, the line marked

21 energy.

.22
~

A Yes.,

e-

23 - Q And your testimony is that based on SPERT-1 data,

24'p for a --

25 A SPERT-1-D.
,

,

'
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ghp 56 I Q For a 7.2 millisecond period, you estimated 12
(
V 2 megawatt seconds of energy released, yes or no, please.

3 A I guess I am a little confused by your question.

4 If you look at the SPERT-1-D data that I have that I used it
|

5 shows that for a 7.2 millisecond period SPERT-1-D released

6 9.32 megawatt seconds total energy. I have the document here.

7 Q So less than half the energy from the SPERT-1-A

8 test?

9 A I assume this is SPERT-1-A.

10 Q Is it then not non-conservative -- strike that.

11 Would the correct energy release figure for a

|
12 7.2 millisecond period, 23 megawatt seconds rather than thel

!

13 12 assumed in your study? Would that not alter your con-

14 clusions?

15 A What conclusion?

16 0 Conclusions as to the temperature rise in the fuel

17 or whether melting would occur.

18 A Based on the method that I have outlined in the

19 Battelle Study, if you change the megawatt seconds of energy

20 released, then that would increase the fuel temperature.

21 Q And I am correct, am I not, that you estimated a

22 12 megawatt second release would bring you to within approxi-

23 mately 50 degrees centigrade of melting?

24'/7 A Yes, I believe that is correct.
\,.)

25 0 So if the correct figure were 23 megawatt seconds,

- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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-ghp 57 I it would appear that melting would occur?
,m
( j) 2 A With those very conservative assumptions.s

3 0 I turn you to page 16, the fourth line down, in which

4 you are discussing the possible addition of positive reactivity

5 and in which you are discussing the reactivity facts of

6' additional of 100 grams of natural uranium. Is it not true

7 that if, instead of 100 grams of natural uranium, 100 grams

8 of highly enriched uranium were inserted, that there would be
'

9 considerably greater reactivity effect than that estimated

10 in this paragraph?

11 A It should be higher, yes.

12 0 In your paragraph below where you discuss the inser-

13
. tion of heavy water,or some other superior moderator and de-

I4 termine it is not credible, do.you mean it is not possible

15 for the -- do you mean it is not possible?

16 A Well, as long as there are openings into it or

17 determined people, I suppose it is possible but we did not

18 know of any -- in our knowledge we did not know of any way

19 in which such quantities of heavy water would be -- would

20 take the place of the light water.

21 Q You have testified, have you not, that you did not

22 review annual reports, special reports, reactor operating

23 experience reports nor occurrence reports; is that correct?

24 A That is correct.p)c
25 Q Therefore you don't know whether at any of these

_ _ , __ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ ._ . _
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ghp 58 1 five argonaut. reactors heavy water has, indeed, been used

O)\m 2 inside the reactor core for various experiments?

3 A For specific experiments, that is true, I do not

4 know, but I know that heavy water is a rather expensive

5 commodity and it would be carefully controlled and experiments

6 would be rather carefully thought out and planned.

7 0 You give a.value for L, the mean prompt neutron
|

8 lifetime, at the bottom of page 16. You say it ranges from

9 .14 on up. Isn't it true that for VPI and for Iowa State
10 the neutron lifetime is lower than .14?
11 A It may be .135 but I don't think it is any lower
12 than that.

(m) . 13 Q For both reactors?
v

14 A I would want to check to make sure.
15 Q The method that you use on page 17 -- I want to back
16 up for a minute to talk about that. method. Let me back up to

17 page 9 for a moment, the last sentence. The last sentence
18 says that the long prompt neutron lifetime, largely a function
19 of the graphite reflection, requires that a greater amount
20 of reactivity be inserted to achieve a given rate of power
21 rise or reactor period.

22 My question is, you took that into account, correct,
23 through your use of the in-hour equation.
24 A This version of it here, which is equation one.--

m
25 - Q And in that way the longer neutron lifetime for the
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ghp 59 1 argonaut is helpful for it in terms of safety, in that it takes
./ N,.

, .
2: more excess reactivity-inserted to produce the same period?

3 A The same period with a different neutron lifetime,

4 yes.

5 0 But is it'not true that the exhibit that you.have

6 attached to your testimony of the SPERT-1 analysis indicates

'

7 that a longer --

0 A I am sorry, which exhibit?

9 Q I shall identify it more specifically.

10 A Attached to my testimony.

11 Q The forbes et al. 1959 study, " Analysis of Self

12 Shutdown Behavior in the SPERT-1 Reactor."

13 A That is the document -- yes.

14 Q Is it not true that the Forbes et al -- are you

.

15 having trouble finding it?

16 A. Yes, I have it.

17 Q Is it not true that the Forbes et al analysis in-

18 dicates that a longer neutron lifetime increases the energy4

19 release of'the same period?

20 A This reference, the Forbes et al document, was not

21 available to me when this was written. In my testimony that

22 reference to this document, I used the method outlined in here

23 which in these authors' writings shows the use of those para-

24,/ meters.
'

\
25 0 we will get to your testimony for a bit so I will

_ - - - _ _ . . _ - _ ., . . _ - _ . _ _
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I save those_ questions for them.g h ..~6 0 ...

( ).. 2 The Battelle Study took credit for the longer neutron
\

s_

3 lifetime ~in terms of producing a longer period. It did not

4 take credit -- it did not go in the other direction to com-

5 pensate for the large energy release at the same period caused

6 by the longer lifetime.

7 A I guess I am a little confused by that.

8 Q Other than parts. You took credit in your analysis

9 for the longer neutron lifetime --

10 A well, it was a fact.

11 Q But you did not take into account the fact that the

12 lenger lifetime would also produce greater energy for the

(/) 13 same period.
x_.

14 A As this --

15 Q The study'does not take that into account.

16 A It is separated in time.

17 0 I understand. The study does not take that into

18 account; is that correct?

19 A I guess I have difficulty answering that because I

20 would want to fully evaluate this document over the length

21 of time that I have had some of this other material.

21 Q Which document do you want to fully evaluate?

23 A Well, this was used primarily to show their method.

i

24gx It seemed to -- questions were raised about void coefficients,

(.. ..<;

25 etcetera, so this document was used to --

!

.- , , _ . ~ . . . __ __ _ . - . _
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ghp .61 1 0 You are referring, when you say this document, to --
m.

)
v/ 2 MS WooDHEAD: objection; could the witness please

3 be allowed to answer?

4 JUDGE FRYE: I was about to ask the same question.

5 Could you please identify what this document is?

6 THE WITNESS: The Forbes, et al. document.

7 JUDGE FRYE: -Thank you.

8 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9 Q Is it your testimony that you have not fully evalua-

10 ted the Forbes et al document?

11 A No, I am saying.that in order to answer your ques-

12 tion I would like a little time to think about it. I am not

[] 13 positive that I understand your question.
V

14 Q Let me try to make my question clearer.

15 A Okay.

16 Q The Battelle Study says that a long prompt neutron

17 lifetime, as at the argonaut, requires that a greater amount

18 of reactivity be inserted to achieve a given rate of power

19 rise or reactor period; is that not correct?

20 4 Are you reading from the document?

21 g yes,

22 A Then I would stand by it, yes.

23 0 And you took that into account in this Battelle

24 analysis?

25j- A Yes, in this method.
,

|
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hp 62 1 Q The Forbes et al study, which you found after doing
1

( ,/ 2 this Battelle Study, indicates that there is a counterveiling'

3 effect, does it not, for a longer neutron lifetime?

4 A I believe that may be mentioned in there.

5 Q And that was not taken into consideration in the

6 original Battelle Study.

7 A That is correct, I didn't have this.

8 Q The analysis estimated from the version -- excuse me.
.i .

9 You used a version of the in-hour (ph.) equation

10 identified as equation one; is that correct?

11 A Yes.

- 12 Q You used equation one to estimate what an insertion

I') 13 of a certain amount of excess reactivity, what period that
'%.J

14 would result in.

15 A Yes.

16 Q From that period you then estimated an energy re-

17 lease based on SPERT-1-D data.

18 A Yes.

19 0 You did that based on the assumption that the period

20 is the controlling parameter?

21 A Yes, in part .

22 O Is it not true that there are two components to
;

23 total energy release, the exponential rate of increase and-

24 the reactivity coefficient to shut off the increase?
g-w)g\_

25 A Both shape the pulse, yes.

i

*
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ghp 63 1 Q ~And we refer -- one is dependent on alpha period and4

f

2 what that we refer to as b --

3 A' Alpha is essentially the period.

4 Q And.the other effect you refer to as B, the reactivit (

5 coefficient?

6 A Yes.

7 Q You found Alpha from the in-hour equation that you

8 used..

9 A That is correct.

10 Q But you took B, the reactivity coefficient, from

11 SPERT-1-D?

12 A That is correct.

( 13 0 Your assertion that the energy release you estimated

14 will be correct for an argonaut on a period of 7.2 milliseconds

15 is dependent, is it not, on the reactivity coefficient for

16 spERT-1-D being the same reactivity coefficient as for the

17 argonaut?

18 A Similar.

19 0 If it were different you would have a different,

20 energy release, would you not?

21 A Yes.

22 0 What empirical evidence do you have that the re-

23. activity coefficient for the argonaut is identical to the

24 reactivity coefficient for SPERT-1-D?

s
25 A When you say identical, do you mean quantitative?

1

., .-. . .- - - -...- -- - - - . - . - . _ . . . -. _. _
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ghp 64 1 0 Quantitatively the same reactivity coefficient.

V 2 A I think that that was not an issue here. I think,

3 that the. qualitative behavior, given the other assumptions

4 in the study, were sufficient to demonstrate, or to show this

5- method. The reactors with the plate-type fuel, the water

6 moderation, obey the same fundamental principles. The shut-.

7 down mechanism would be the same and the value for the

8 SPERT-1-D, since it in my judgement was the reactor most

9 similar to the argonaut, provides the best value for the

10 argonaut.

11 Now to arrive at a value of B for the argonaut, I

12 guess there are several ways this could be done, either

13 actually pulse the reactor, take measurements, possibly com-

14 puter calculations,. sophisticated computer calcuations could

15 be done. Then we could compare on a quantitative basis.

16 But I guess I do not have the ability to compare

17 those other than the shutdown mechanism, water turning into

18 steam, would be the same between the two reactors.

19 Q So your testimony is that the shutdown mechanism is

20 qualitatively similar.

21 A I would say it is qualitatively identical.

22 Q When you say mechanism, you are talking about steam

23 formation, but the coefficient as to how effective, how rapid,

24Q that shutdown mechanism is, you say, would require certain

NJ
25 detailed computer models and more empirical evidence.
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'

ghp 65 l A No, I said to actually measure it, to provide that
(s
(, 2 quantitative comperison, I'would have to have two very quan-

3 titative numbers to give you that.

4 0 Which you do not have.,

5 A I don't know anyone that has both numbers.
.

6 Q The shutdown coefficient B for SPERT-1-A, judging

7 from chart -- figure 20 in this exhibit --

8 MS. WOODHEAD: Excuse me, could you identify --

9 MR. HIRSCH: Excuse me, CBG-C-8, figure 20, page

10 111.

11 BY MR. HIRSCH:

12 Q The reactivity coefficient B for this core is dif-
"

( )\
13 forent, is it not,.than for the SPERT-1-D core which you used?

x.

4 - 14 A I am not sure I am looking at the same graph.

15 Q Do you have Figure 20?

16 A Yes, it is entitled "Instaneous Excess Reactivity,

17 During 7 Millisecond Period."
,

18 -Q And I asked you earlier -- we discussed that this

19 indicates a 23 megawatt second or so release from a 7 milli-
.

20 second period?

21 A For the SPERT-1-A, I believe, it says.

22 .Q Right. Does that not mean, then, that there is a

23 different reactivity coefficient for SPERT-1-A from the

24f~'x reactivity coefficient you used for SPERT-1-D?>

-t ),

G'
25 A I think that is logical based on the differences

.
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ghp 66- I between the reactors.

. /D
(-) 2 Q- Isn't SPERT-1-A --

3 A In the mass or the active volume.

4 Q Isn't SPERT-1-A considerably more similar to

5 SPERT-1-D than the argonaut is to either of the reactors?

6 A Not when we look at the active volume.

7 Q Did you take into' consideration active volumne in

8 either the Battelle Study or in your testimony?

9 A I think implicity with the use of this shut-down

10 coefficient. I wish I had made an explicit, but my audience

11 didn't foresee this. But yes, implicity because this simple

12 . number here describes a lot of complex behavior.

[ } 13 Q This simple number B describes a lot of complex

14 behavior accurately?

15 A I believe its accuracy is good. Again, what

16 measurements were used, how were they done, you know, there

17 are other questions, but as I understand the general intent

18 of your question, yes, it has good accuracy.

19 Q You say that measurements could effect its numerical

20 accuracy?

21 A Measurements can effect any --

22 Q Do you have an error bar for the value of B to 95

23 percent confidence?
-

<~ 24 A No, I do not.

L
25 MR. HIRSCH: Judge Frye, at this point I would like

!

!

!

i.
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ghp 67 1 to move into evidence this exhibit, CBG-C-8.

C)
(/ 2 MR. CORMIER: I would like to object. The basis of

3 my objection is this is not an integrated document. If you

4 look on page 97 of the exhibit, the last sentence in the

5 right-hand column, it says: "The important nuclear charac-

6 teristics of the core are given in Table 1."

7 very conveniently Table 1 is eliminated from that.
,

8 You would see that you are talking about a different reactor

9 core if you had Table 1 in. You can simply count the fuel

10 elements in the diagram down there and see that you are talking

11 about a different core. That is a 28-element core, I believe.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Different from.

13 MR. CORMIER: Different from the SPERT-1-D, different

14 active volume, which is the substance of Mr. Hawley's testi-
~

15 many, that it depends on the active volume.

16 Now if he wants to introduce the entire document,

17 the entire article, I would have no objection to that, but I
|

18 want all the data in the record and not these excerpts that

19 misstate what it is that trehnical experts are saying when

-20 they write these articles, at least Table 1.

21 MR. HIRSCH: We would have no objection to including

22 the full document. I suspect the applicant would have more

23 problems with the full c'.ocument than the excerpts.

24 JUDGE FRYE: Do you have any objections,
,

v
25 Ms. Woodhead, to having the full document?

,

L
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Igh 68 MS. WOODHEAD: No, I have no objection.

2 JUDGE FRYE: Okay, why don't you provide the full

3 document for us and we will accept it.

MR. HIRSCH: All right.

5
(The document identified as

6 CBG-C-8 was received into

7 evidence.)
8 BY MR. HIRSCH:

9 0 Mr. Hawley, you have testified that implicit in

10 your analysis is the consideration of active core volume;

11 is that correc't?
I A Yes.

-

I3
Q The reason you did not use 1-A data is because of'

14 the active core volume?

15 A The reason I used SPERT-1-D data is because I had

16 a very excellent compilation, in my opinion a very good re-

17 port that described the experiments one by one, that provided

18 me with a sufficient amount of information to use that. Had

I had a similar amount of information on SPERT-1-A, I might
|

20 have done the same thing and compared them perhaps -

21
o So is your testimony --

22
A But the conscious choice of SPERT-1-D, and all that

23 implies, was based on its similarity to argonaut. There were

( a large number of factors that we would look at, gather the
^'

: ;

*5' information, evaluate them as best possible and decide that
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:ghp 691 I this was the closest reactor.
/N4 :

(,,), 2 O You said you'didn't consider 1-A in doing so.

3 A The data I had, yes, but that showed me that

4 SPERT-1-D was the better choice.

5 Q How does the neutron lifetime compare for 1-D to

6 the argonaut?

7 A I believe one is about -- roughly an order of magni-

8 tude, about 2 times 10~ for'the argonaut versus about .5'

9 time 10- .

.

10 0 When you refer to active core volume, are you re-

11 ferring to the mass of the metal?

12 A I refer to the mass of the fuel, the volume of the

ts
t i I3 fuel. There are always going to be slightly different
V

14 variations on one definition over another.

15 0 We have had some testimony here -- and I want to ask

16 you if you are aware of it -- first let me ask you, have you

17 read Mr. Ostrander's testimony?

4 18 A I have read it but I have not studied it.

19 0 Have you read the transcript of the testimony that

20 he gave in person?

21 A I have read portions of it but I have not read all

22 of it.

23 0 Is it your testimony that if -- that the mass of

24
("~'N the core explains differences in energy release at the same
v)s

25 period for two reactors?

- _ . ,__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ . _ _ _.___ _ _. _ _ _
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I A I think it is a very reasonable'way to describe it,

ghp-]707
~ 'q,/ 2 yes.

3 Q' And'if you had two cores, one of which was more#

4 massive than the other, one of them would give considerably
.

^

5 more -- would get more energy than the other one?

6 A Yes.

7 0 You mentioned Thompson and Beckerly in this chapter

I on destructive. accidents in your study; is that not correct?

9 A I believe that reference talks about the magnitude

10 .of the-fissions. It relates to the megawatt --
'

11 Q You did not read the rest of that chapter dealing

12 with destructive accidents and destruct testing?

I3(v) A That is quite a large chapter, or at least that por-

I4 tion of the volume. I don't think I read the entire chapter.

15 Q I.will ask you a question about part of it and see

16 if you are familiar with it. First, you also referenced the

17 SL-1 report?

II
; A Which SL-1 report?

19 Q Additional Analysis of the SL-1 excursion, GE, 1962?

20 Page 53 of your references.

21 -

Yes.A

22 0 Does not that analysis and repeated in Thompson and

23 Beckerly's chapter on destructive tests and accidents, indi-

24p cate that the controlling parameter is the void coefficient
%J

25 and the plate surface area, as opposed to the volume of the

. -. _ - . - - , , -. . - - - . . . _ , . _ - . - . . . . . . . .- . . . . _ _ . .-. .
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'ghp 71 1 plates?
. /3
L/ 2 A My understanding of that material, which I believe

.3 precedes the graph, talks about the volume of core or water

4 that would have to be replaced by steam and I believe they
5 give a conversion factor of so many cubic millimeters of

6 steam per millimeter of plate surface area.

7 Q And did they not find out or postulate that the

8 controlling parameter is the surface area of the plate that
9 can therefore create those voids?

,

!

10 A That may have been their conclusion.

11 Q And wasn't that conclusion indeed that the smaller
12 the plate space involved, the more energy release because of

C)/
( 13 less voiding can be created?

14 A I would have to read that to answer your question.
15 O So you don't remember ~whether, in fact, Thompson and
16 Beckerly and that SL-1 report indicate that the smaller-plate
17 space --

|

!
18 A What I remember'is using I believe it was void
19 coefficient to calculate how much core s.- how much of the
20

core water would have to be turned into a void to shut the
21 reaction down or compensate and they did use a steam to sur-
22

face area' conversion factor and by using that I believe they
23

demonstrated that the SL-1 was shy of the necessary fuel plate
24 surface area.

'~
25

But I believe that if you do that calculation you
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ghp 72 I will see that the argonaut apparently has sufficient area.

- 2 Q But wasn't the thrust that smaller plate space area

3 hurts?

4 A. Plate space?

5 0 Surface area.

6 A Surface area, okay.

7 Q The smaller the surface area, the greater the amount

8- of energy released, given the same void coefficient?

9 A I am not sure about that. I think that the smaller

10 plate surface area, you may have a counter-acting effect there

11 where your unit volume of void becomes more significant. I

12 would have to, you know, re-read that.

(n) 13 0 If it indicated that smaller surface area created
G

14 larger energy release, would that not be a counterveilling

15 effect --

16 A I am not sure it does.

17 Q Excuse me, let me just finish the hypothetical. If

18 it said that smaller surface area produced larger energy

19 release, all things being equal, would that not be a counter-

20 veilling effect for your postulated mass at the core?

21 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection.

22 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor.

23 MS. WOODHEAD: It is a hypothetical assuming facts

24 not in evidence./''\
t )
%J

25 MR. HIRSCH: This will come into evidence.

,
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ghp. 73 1 MS. WOODHEAD: It is not in evidence.

,

'd 2 MR. CORMIER: In addition there is a foundational

3 problem. He is clearly implying that he is reading from

4 Thompson and Beckerly yet he is not producing the Thompson

5 and Beckerly study and he is misinterpreting it in the process.,

6 JUDGE FRYE: You are going to connect this up, is

7 that your position?

8 MR. HIRSCH: Yes, Thompson and Beckerly will come

9 in and witnesses to talk about it.

10 JUDGE FRYE: In your case.

11 MR. HIRSCH: We would be pleased to bring in

12 Thompson and Beckerly if you like.

13 JUDGE FRYE: No, if you are going to connect it up,

14 we will permit it in for now, subject to being connected.
,

15 BY MR. HIRSCH:

16 Q My question again is, assuming that Thompson and

17 .Beckerly and the SL-1 analysis referenced in your study indi-

18 cated that the smaller the surface area the larger the energy

19 release, would that not be a counterveilling effect to your

20 - presumed mass of the core effect?

21 A I don't think so because I think there are other

22 compensating factors that would become apparent upon further

23 study of the material.

24p Q Is it your testimony that you don't know because you

\
-. . 25 need to review that material?

_ ,- - _ - - . . _ , __ _ . _ .
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ghp 74 1 A I would sure like that opportunity if I am going to

((,) 2 be questioned on it.

3 0 Why don't you review that material and when we con-

4 tinue at some other point we_can talk about it.

5 Is your testimony that the larger the mass of the

6 core, the greater the energy release?

7 A I am not being that specific. I am saying that this

8 energy coefficient B, I believe, takes those types of con-

9 cerns into account.

10 0 I am not sure I understand how. If we have a

11 SPERT-1-A core, several SPERT-B cores, a SPERT-D core, BORAX

12 core, SL-1.

p 13j Your testimony is that you picked the SPERT-1-D;

14 correct?

15 A Yes, I picked the SPERT-1-D.

16 Q Even though other cores have greater energy release
)

17 at the same period?

18 A That is correct, and I think that can be explained

19 by looking at the active volume or some other normalizing
20 parameter.

21 0 Some other -- could you --

22 A If it is not fuel plate area, perhaps it is the

23 volume, perhaps it is the mass. There are possibly a number

24 of ways to normalize the core.
%J

25 Q But you haven't done that analysis.
|

|
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221: 7
,;ghp 75 1 .A No, I have read it but I have not done it myself.

2 0 You have not done that calculation for the different

3 SPERT-1-A, B cores for example?

4 A No, I have not.

5 0 So you are saying there might be some factor which

6 shows that it was okay to use 1-D, but you don't know that
t

7 from having done the calculation?

8 A I am not sure I need to do the calculation to recog-

9 nize the correctness of it.4

! 10 JUDGE FRYE: Why don't we take a 15-minute break at

11 this point. <

12 (Brief recess.)
:
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(/jl 1 JUDGE FRYE: We'll go back on the record, please.
s-

2 Mr. Hirsch, do you want to resume?

3 MR. HIRSCH: Yes.

4 BY MR. HIRSCH:

5 4 Mr. Hawley, would you please identify the factors

6 which can affect the value B, the reactivity coefficient from

7 one reactor to another?

3 A I'm not sure I can identify all of them.

9 G Please identify the ones of which you are aware of.

10 A Okay. I think that the mass of the core, I think

li that the mechanism -- I think the basic difference as I under-

12 stand is the actual mechanism. I believe on the one document

13 here, the excerpt, the Schroeder et al study, on Figure 13,

(O) 14 where it shows the shape of the reciprocal period changes, I

15 think if you look at that, I believe that that indicates some

16 of the different regimes or the behavior of these cores where

17 you may have density changes in the water while it's still

! 13 water, and then perhaps shifting to steam. And I think that
l

! 19 those and possibly other variables play a role. Although the

20 fuel is highly enriched, there is a small amount of 238, and

21 maybe a small doppler component. The changes the fuel under-

12 goes, expansion, there may be some changes there which affect
i

23 it. I think that's the -- I think one of the largest differ--'

24 ences that I know of, or would think reasonable.
,

|

| 25 G What is the largest difference?

(h
U

p
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#

vc[ \v; Is what shutdown mechatiism you're actually dealing1 A

2 with. Is it just the density change in water due to heat-

3 ing. Or is it that abrupt change when it turns to steam? Or

4 is it some other factor such as doppler or fuel plate expan-

5 sion, perhaps.

6 G Does thickness of fuel plate affect-the shutdown

7 coefficient?

8 A It might, but I can not answer that.

9 G Does -- I asked you before about the surface area.

Ip And you said you weren't sure whether that would, affect it, or

11 will it affect it?

12 A I think that uncertainty was in reference to another

13 question.

(h
(_,/ 14 G Well, let me ask this question. Will surface area

15 differences affect the reactivity coefficient, the shutdown

16 coefficient?

17 A I think as that relates to the mass of the core, it

18 might, yes.

19 G Will plate spacing affect the reactivity coefficient ,

20 the shutdown coefficient?

21 A That I'm not sure about. It may be a very, very,

12 very localized phenomena. It may -- it may not, I don't know.

23 G Will differences in void coefficient affect the

24 shutdown coefficient?

25 A Perhaps, yes.

O

c.
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vI \
1 Q And differences in L over beta?b ;

2 A That is prompt neutron lifetime over the effective
i

3 delayed neutron fraction?

4 G Right.

5 A They might, I couldn't answer for certain.

6 G Isn't it your testimony that to correct for differ-

7 ences between the Argonaut and the SPERT 1D, one must take

8 the inverse square of the void coefficient over the reduced

9 prompt neutron lifetime?

10 A They may use the term reactivity coefficient to '

11 describe that parameter. Is that what you're --

12 G My question was, is it not your testimony that in

13 order to correct for the energy release between the Argonaut
N

) 14 and the SPERT 1D, one must take the inverse of the square ofsv

15 the void coefficient -- square root, excuse me -- square root

16 of the void coefficient over the reduced prompt neutron life-

17 time?

13 A .To follow this method in here, yes.

19 G Isn't it your testimony that you should follow that

20 method?

21 A It's my testimony that this is another method to
:

12 produce a value for megawatt seconds. That's really all it

23 is.

24 G With what accuracy, what error bars?

25 A I can not answer that. I don't know what error bars

n'

s_-

>
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[''') I were assigned to all these components.
v

2 % What is the relative importance in terms of the

3 shutdown coefficient between mass of the core and the void

4 coefficient?

5 A, I'd have to think about that for some time.

6 % In your analysis, did you take into account, quan-

7 titatively the differences between the Argonaut and the SPERT

3 1D that might affect the reactivity coefficient?

9 A As you can see from the process outline on these

30 pages of my report -- our report, Battelle Study 16 and 17,

31 there is not an explicit accounting of differences.

12 G In fact, there is no consideration dif ferences . In

33 fact, you took the reactivity coefficient from SPERT D without

O)(, 14 correction?

15 A That's correct. That was the best available value.

16 And it had a rather large data base to support it.

17 G And it is your testimony that a 50' centigrade

Is margin of safety is sufficient?

19 A I believe Mr. Kathren answered that interrogatory

20 that way.

21 0 What do you believe is a sufficient margin of safety

22 in degrees centigrade below the melting temperature given

23 the uncertainties in this analysis?

24 A I think that the value that we have here, which is

25 about 50', given the conservatism in our analysis, is reasonable.

fx0

L -
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veI') 1 C But you have also testified that if you used the
v

2 SPERT 1A data, you would have a considerably larger energy

3 release?

4 A Well, I think that using the SPERT 1D is the appro-

5 priate way to go. It's the reactor in our judgment that'was

6 the closest model -- and I use the word, model, meaning it

7 had the experimental data base. It's the most appropriate

3 value, the most appropriate reaitor study to use.

9 G Did you not testify that SPERT lA's channel thickness

10 is closer to the Argonaut than the D core?

13 A I believe it is slightly smaller -- I believe it is
,

12 closer in the channel spacing, but I believe that ti.e elements

13 of the A core were quite a bit different. They had the --
,,

14 they were divided into three parts. They had these stiffener

15 bars in between them, and there were 28 fuel elements of 17

16 plates apiece. The SPERT 1D had 25 fuel elements. The Argo-

17 nauts that I'm -- we're describing, 24 and 12 plates. And

13 we're assuming 11.

19 0 Were not the fuel elements of SPERT 1D differently

20 constructed than at the Argonaut?

21 A I'm sure there must have been minor differences in
I
'

22 the construction, but --

23 G How did you account for those differences in deter-

24 mining what the correct values for B should be?
,

25 A We -- we -- the correct value for B. I guess I

A
'

L,
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y 1 don't see how that applies. What we did do was not use that

2 extra mass as a heat sink, extra tie bolts or other supporting

3 frames, and we just assumed the mass of the fuel, and cladding ,

4 I believe.

5 G, SPERT 1A was not identical to the Argonaut?

6 A I guess only an Argonaut would be identical to an

l
7 Argonaut.

i

8 G And you're aware of no empirical data on reactivity

9 excursions for Argonauts?

10 A That's correct.

11 % You picked the 1A -- the ID you say because you

33 think it's closer to the Argonaut than others, that's correct?

13 A Yes.

14 G But there are dif ferences between 1D and Argonaut,

15 yes?

16 A Yes, there are.

17 G But those differences are not factored into your

18 reactivity coefficient?

19 A I would say that's correct.

20 G Is it not true that if the correct energy release

21 for a 7.2 millisecond period were off just by 10%, your own

22 model would indicate melting?

23 A Without going through the numbers, it may, but that

24 would depend on which way you calculated the fuel temperature

25 rise or the amount of damage that the fuel could sustain. If

/^s

b
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(r) -1 you used the heat capacity of the fuel in a very simple fash-
v

2 ion in the no heat flow case, then it may. I would have to

3 go through and do that. And if you look at the fuel damage

4 studies, then you might find another bound, perhaps lower

5 bound,, recognizing the real behavior of fuel samples as they

6 were exposed to pulses. So what I'm saying is that there are

7 a couple of methods which give lower bounds. One is this

8 heat capacity use to calculate the temperature rise. And the

9 other is the fuel damage study.

10 0 What is your understanding of the r ure of a

11 conservative safety analysis as applied to reactor safety?

12 A I guess that depends whether I've got a specific

13 reactor or how much knowledge I have in it to determine what
CT
( ,/ 14 factors I can say are realistically described -- excuse me,

15 accurately described since abscissa is valued to four or five

16 decimal places or some equivalent. That might be quite a bit

17 different type of analysis as opposed to one in which there

18 are some reasons where we use less specific data. And so

19 automatically add in factors to compensate for those situa-

20 tions when we don't have the realistic or accurate pieces of

21 information.

22 % You've -- your study indicates that other studies
|

23 have taken place which come up with estimates of energy

24 release two to three times higher than you do, is that not

25 correct?

[ i
'J'
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vf ) 1 A Yes, but they'll all conclude, I believe, that the
v

2 reactor would not have a fuel melt, or would otherwise be

3 safe.

4 G You view your analysis as -- first of all, it's

5 your understanding the GNAC analysis indicated fuel melting

6 will not occur?

7 A That depends on what values you're using. I mean,

8 I think they indicated that up to a certain level of reactivity

9 insertion, the fuel would be safe.

10 0 And at that level would be the point at which melt-

11 ing could occur?

12 A Yes.

13 G Page 15 of your testimony, not your study, for a

() 14 moment. You indicate that by reviewing available literature

15 for prior power excursion accident analyses, the wide varia-

16 tion in methods and results was noted. And you go on to say,

17 " Simply.taking ratios of various coefficients, as done in

18 some previous analyses, was.;not sufficient justification to

19 repeat the method for our report." That -- There are the

20 differences between the Argonaut and the SPERT and BORAX,

21 correct?

22 A Yes.

23 G And other analyses took ratios of various coeffi-

24 cients that were different between the two to attempt to

25 correct for those differences in the analyses?

ps
G

[I
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fm
v 1 A Yes.

2 G And your statement here is that simply taking ratios

3 of various coefficients was not sufficient justification for

4 you to do that yourself?
'

5 A Yes, I wanted to understand the re-1soning behind

6 some of these reports.

7 G So when you didn't understand why the various -- a

a coefficient was compared, you didn't do it yourself?

9 A I didn't do it myself?

10 0 In your analysis?

11 A Well, as it shows here, we did not make explicit

12 corrections.

13 G Okay. Are there positive void coefficients anywhere
( %.

( ,) 14 in the Argonaut core?

15 A I have no certain knowledge of any.

16 G Does that imply an uncertainty in the actual void

17 coefficient or reactivity behavior in a transient?

18 A No, it implies that I do not have that type of spe-

19 cific knowledge about an Argonaut.

20 0 You indicated in an interrogatory answer, did you

21 not, that the temperature below melting at which volumetric -

22 changes might lead to cladding damage was unknown to you and

23 would require further research?

24 A It's been a while since I've seen that. But as I

25 remember, I said that it's possible there are some -- perhaps

-

,
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v{^T) I changes in the fuel elements as a result of melting. Increase
/

2 in pressure or internal -- I think I used the phrase, internal

3 pressure. Like in quotes. And that's to determine the --

4 you know, if there are some stresses on the fuel elements .

5 That would require some calculations which -- is what Rand
,

6 did, if I remember right.

7 G Calculations which you have done?

3 A No, I have not.

9 4 And are you referring to volumetric changes breach-

10 ing cladding --

11 A I'd like to have a copy of that if I may.
,

12 MS. WOODHEAD: I was going to ask that the witness

33 be shown a copy of that.
- es() 14 MR. HIRSCH: Do you have yours as well?

15 BY MR. HIRSCH:

16 0 Perhaps you could read question 46, 47 and the

17 answer that you gave?-

13 Since that is the only copy, perhaps you could read

19 that for all of us?

20 A Oh, certainly. Question:46 reads, "At what temper-

21 ature below the melting point of the meat does the cladding

22 become ductile, and cladding failure due to internal pressure

23 begin to occur with this kind of fuel? Please provide all

24 facts and references to support your answer."

25 I'll read my answer then. "The cladding of the fuel

L
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es
vel i I plates is generally specified as aluminum. However, theV

2 cladding is probably not pure alundnum, but contains other

3 albeit minor constituents. Thus the exact properties of the

4 cladding including ductility could be expected to vary from

5 those of pure aluminum. Furthermore, the properties would be

6 expected to vary according to the condition, form and treat-

7 ments given the metal. Aluminum is ductile to some degree at

a any temperature below its melting point.until some tempera-

9 ture when brittleness will supersede ductility. Therefore,

10 there is no specific temperature at which aluminum becomes

11 ductile. To discover a specific temperature, temperature

12 range or temperature threshold at which the cladding fails

13 because of ' internal pressure' or expansion of solid or

('h() 14 liquid components inside the cladding, stretch the cladding

15 beyond its limit of ductility would require further research."

16 G Okay, Just for the re cord, on page 19 where you

17 indicate that the peak temperature would be 74* below the

la melting point for the fuel meats, referring to that statement

19 twice in the first paragraph --

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Excuse me. Which document are you

21 referring to?

12 MR. HIRSCH: I'm referring to Battelle Study, page

23 19.

24 THE WITNESS: Yes, that is an error.

15 ///

b-
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1 BY MR. HIRSCH:v;uj
2 g Okay. It is indeed 54* centigrade?

|

3 A Yes. |

4 g And when you talk about -- well, okay. That error

5 was du,e to taking the melting temperature of aluminum as

6 opposed to the eutectic?

7 A It may have been. I do not recall the exact source

8 of the error.

9 % And on page 21, the second sentences in that para-

10 graph that begins with -- a few lines down the page, "the

11 accidental addition of significant reactivity from external
,

12 sources is not considered realistic." Do you mean by that

13 it's not possible?

g,) 14 A Well, I suppose given enough time and ingenuity,

15 a lot of things can become possible, but I think this can

16 refer back to one of your questions earlier about the reac-

17 tivity affect of adding one hundred grams of natural uranium

18 or a hundred grams of say, 93% enriched uranium, and we do

19 not consider any other external sources, i.e., fuel additions

20 through experiments or sabotage or other means to be realistic .

21 G Did you analyze the reactivity ef fects of inserting
|

; 22 a 32 gram plutonium 239 beryllium source?

23 A Where?

24 G Into the core.

25 A What I really meant was, which part of the core?

bl
V
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V
) 1 G Did you analyze it in any part of the core?

2 A No, we did not. I think that is definitely a site

3 specific characteristic, the type and nature of the source.

4 For example, most of the neutron sources that I've used were

5 americium beryllium, not plutonium beryllium.

6 0 I see. So you say that's a site specific matter?

7 A I would consider it so. Generally, again, from my

8 experience, when we would use an americium beryllium source

9 on the periphery of our core, we could detect no reactivity

10 difference. Yes, it was a dif ferent reactor.

Il G On --

12 A But that's just from my experience.

13 0 Is this a fissionable americium isotope?

() 14 A Americium 241 is, I believe, fissionable, yes.

15 G And how many millicuries were you using?

16 A I don't remember.

17 G Page 22 of your study. You indicate that severe

18 structural rearrangement can increase reactivity, is that

19 correct? Yes or no, if that's possible, please.

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Could you point out the reference

21 you're making on page 22?

22 MR. HIRSCH: Well, it's the passage beginning on

23 page 22. It's the section that goes for the next five or

24 so pages.

25 THE WITNESS: What that means is that if you --

b
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v~'J
1 BY MR. HIRSCH:

'

2 G Can you answer yes or no, just so I could move along?

3 A Well, could you ask the question again please?

4 0 You indicate that severe structural rearrangement

5 could increase reactivity of the core?

6 MR. CORMIER: Objection, Your Honor. Again, that's

7 ambiguous. If he's referring to something specifically -- he' s

3 asking whether the text indicates that, that's one thing.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Overruled. Overruled.

10 THE WITNESS: I feel uncomfortable with a yes or

11 no answer.
.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Why don't you give it a try, and then

eXP ain it?l13

O
\ ,/ 14 THE WITNESS: Okay. Yes, I believe these types

15 of large catastrophic forces may shift components within the

16 core, but the type of rearrangement, the type of end configu-

17 ration that is examined in here where somehow to bring the

18 slabs together, graphite would have to -- a large amount, some

19 hundred kilograms or thereabout, would have to be removed,

20 jostled, somehow removed, to allow those slabs to be brought

21 together. Likewise, the air spots where the control veins

12 fit between the fuel boxes, they would have to be -- there

23 would have to be some sort of substantial force to push those

24 together. So if there are changes in the fuel element spacing ,

25 perhaps orientation, maybe some of the blocks shift a little

;
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v/ ) I tighter, you know, I'm speculating really -- then yes, that's
\~-

2 a type of rearrangement and that may produce a minimum critical

3 mass. But that -- but this introductory sentence , I think,

4 should' be examined in light of what we are -- what we were

5 descri,bing with these massive changes .

6 BY MR. HIRSCH :

7 G It will go.a lot faster if I can get a yes or no on

3 a foundational question so we can pursue it. It sounds like

9 your answer was yes.

10 A Yes, it was at the beginning.

II 0 And it is true on page 27 that you indicate that

12 complete collapse was calculated to produce an increase in

-

reactivity of 18.5% delta k over k?13

14 A That's this tremendous rearrangement where the slabs

15 are brought together without having anything interfering with

16 that --

17 g I understand.

18 A And having the air slot collapse.

19 G Again, if you could say yes or no, it would really

20 help us to move along. We have to get out of here by six.

21 g 18.5% delta k over k would virtually complete

22 rearrangement, is that correct?

23 A Yes, in that it didn' t have water in the -- in

24 between the fuel plates.

'
25 G Okay. Does not your analysis indicate that some-

fx
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.

[#%16 I whene around 3% delta k over k could produce enough of an
\m /

2 excursion to yield fuel melting? s

3 A If you use that adiabatic temperature rise in the

4 fuel plate heat capacity, then without checking your answers,

5 I feel it would be close, yes.

6 0 So perfect rearrangement is not necessary if 18.5%

7 is available and 3% causes melting?

8 A But to extrapolate from essentially zero rearrange-

9 ment to complete rearrangement, or interpolating between there ,

10 I would not want to do that because of the dif ficulty in

11 calculating for my own self what possible rearrangements there

12 really could be if we had an earthquake or some other cata-

13 strophic event.

( >)(,, 14 0 I see. So your analysis doesn't indicate where

15 between zero and 18.5% delta k over k a reactivity change

16 could occur from an earthquake?

17 A Yes, I think'that's correct. You could make some

18 assumptions, but --

19 G You didn't calculate that?
/

20 A That's right.

21 G You calculated maximums?

22 A That's correct.

23 G On page 26, there are two paragraphs dealing with

24 core crushing accidents. Am I correct that that scenario is

25 a core crushing accident induced by dropping a shield block

/~T
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rn
vf ) 1 onto the core?
V

2 A Yes.

3 G And you indicate that is possible for such a core

4 crushing accident to occur?

5 A, Possible, but not probable.
.

6 G You do indicate, however, that a dropping accident

7 is credible, in your second to last sentence in your first

8 Paragraph?

9 A Yes, yes,

10 Q You also indicate that the heaviest block might not

11 be able to be dropped directly on the core, since it might --

12 you might have to take the heaviest one off first?

13 A That's correct. I --
A
t \

(_/ 14 G Do you know if that is the case at all Argonaut

15 reactors?

16 A No, I do not have specific knowledge of the proce-

17 dures that they follow in loading or unload -- or covering or

18 uncovering their --

19 0 A core crushing accident could also occur when a

20 lighter block than the heaviest one fell onto the exposed

21 core, is that not correct?

22 A I think the way this is described, the accident

23 could occur with any kind of block dropped onto the core

24 provided there is access to the core.

25 g on page 25 you talk about the possibility that a --

/^s
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() 1 I'm talking about your first paragraph there -- that a shock

2 -- I'm talking about a sentence near the middle of that para-

3 graph. Where you claim that such a configuration is considered

4 incredible because a shock intense enough to produce the

5 required extensive mechanical rearrangements would also shear

6 water lines and create other paths for water to leak out of

7 the core. Is it not true, though, that in a reactivity acci-

8 dent, that accident could be over long before water had

9 drained out of the region by sheared piping?

10 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. Could we clarify the

11 subject here? We've sort of taken one sentence out of a

12 section of the Battelle study, and it's not clear to me what

13 the subject is.

L() 14 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think he's simply asking, you.

15 know, is it possible that a reactivity accident could occur

16 before a sheared water line would give the water an opporunity

17 to drain out. Questioning that statement.

18 THE WITNESS: I think I'd have to have a little more

19 items specified. Would we shear the line and somehow magically

20 pulse this reactor at the same time? What -- I guess I need

21 a little more information. As I understand it, you're trying

12 to couple two accidents together, a pulse and a rearrangement

23 or flooding, and I'm not doing that in this part of the report .

24 BY MR. HIRSCH:

25 0 You're not. Let's see if we can explore that. Is

v
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v[ 1 not the purpose of this section to determine what the reactiv-
\_

2 ity effects would be of catastrophic mechanical rearrangement

3 or flooding?

4 A Yes, if we rearrange the fuel boxes into some more

5 compact, more reactive configuration.

6 G And aren't you therefore trying to find as in Table

7 2 the net percent reactivity that would cccur from a shock

8 which rearranged the core?

9 A Or from anything that rearranged the core, yes.

10 G And aren' t you arguing that the 13.7% delta k over

11 k reactivity increase you referred to in the previous sentence

12 is not credible because a shock intense enough to produce that

13 level of mechanical rearrangement would also shear water lines ?
m
k_) 14 A That seemed very reasonable to me, yes.

15 0 And is it not true that by the time the water had

16 drained from those sheared lines, the reactivity accident coul d

17 be over?

13 A Not the way I envision it to occur.

19 JUDGE FRYE: Could you explain that, how you envis-

20 ion it?

21 THE WITNESS: Well, I really don't think we had a

22 specific accident sequence in mind, whereas we had certain

23 forces that would remove the graphite center blocks, otherwise

24 create something that would get this core together. We're jus t

25 stating here sort of a maximum theoretical type end points,

rh
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-[ ) 1 JUDGE FRYE: But now --
\_/

2 THE WITNESS: And my point was that there was this

3 large amount of catastrophic type forces impinging upon this

4 reactor which created, which had to do incredible amount of

5 movement of material to bring about some sort of perfect

6 rearrangement, and then there would be much damage associated

7 with the facility, associated structures, and that's why I

3 feel it was not -- we did not feel it would be -- you would

9 have the water remaining in the fuel boxes.

10 JUDGE FRYE: But you're assuming, aren't you, that

11 you would have this catastrophic earthquake, for instance,
,

12 created your perfect rearrangement of the core, would happen

13 virtually -- within a very short period of time, I suppose?
/~N
( ,) 14 THE WITNESS: No.

15 JUDGE FRYE: No?

16 THE WITNESS: I'm not implying that these reactiviti es

17 are to be inserted instantaneously. No, I am not. That was

13 never our intent here. It was to show that as they're brought

19 together -- I can not imagine a force which would bring them

20 together quickly, an accidental force. I'm saying that as the r

21 would come together, and if they got to this point, then this

22 is what you would have, this amount of reactivity. But that

23 mechanism, fast or slow, is not -- we're not relying on a fast

24 brining together of these slabs to create a pulse or a tran-

25 sient. We can assume that --

O
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v{'") 1 JUDGE FRYE: I guess the problem I have with it is
L.J

2 if that's so, -- I mean, with that assumption, it really

3 doesn't matter whether the water line's sheared or not, does

4 it?

5 THE WITNESS: If we -- you mean, if we assume that
,

6 it can't happen the way --

7 JUDGE FRYE: No, but if you assume that it happened

8 slowly.

9 THE WITNESS: Slowly --

10 JUDGE FRYE: I'm borrowing your assumption there.

11 THE WITNESS: Ye ah . I think slowly for a transient

12 is on the order of milliseconds or less. And slowly for --

13 you know, could be minutes or seconds or some larger fraction

s) 14 of time. I guess if I understand it correctly, you're saying

15 that if we had the graphite vacant and the slabs to be brought

16 together very quickly, would you get a pulse that would be

17 equivalent to adding 13.7% -- okay, that's not your --

18 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Hawley, I guess when I look at this

19 -- excuse me, Mr. Hirsch.

20 MR. HIRSCH: Please.

21 JUDGE FRYE: You're talking about catastrophic

22 mechanical rearrangement, I assume we're having a power excur-

23 sion because of this. We 're having an excursion of some sort

24 because of this.

25 THE WITNESS: No. We're just taking the static core

v
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}/ s\s) I and without specifying particular mechanisms, saying that if

2 we could achieve this end point, that this is what we would

3 have in terms of a reactivity gain.

4 JUDGE FRYE: You're assuming then -- but you're

5 assuming no power excursion?

6 THE WITNESS: That's correct. But if this --

7 JUDGE FRYE: But if there 's no power excursion, then

8 it doesn't matter whether the pipes break or not, does it?

9 THE WITNESS: Well, if the slabs are together, and

10 then the water drains out, your end result is a net increase

11 of 13.7%. But what time period that occurs over is r.ct

12 specified.

13 JUDGE FRYE: Well, maybe I'm misunderstanding you.
/~N
() 14 Are you assuming that this catastrophic rearrangement would

15 take place over a sufficient period of time and that the

16 water pipes would shear or break sufficiently early in the

17 process of this rearrangement that by the time you got to the

18 point where you might- have a power excursion, the water would

19 have drained?

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, yes.

21 BY MR. HIRSCH:

22 G Mr. Hawley, do you have any seismic background?

23 A I have not had training in earthquake analysis.

24 O Do you know the period for earthquake pulses?

25 How long it takes -- an acceleration due to this seismic event

n
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,.

vi j I takes place over what period of time?
U

2 A No, I do not have specific knowledge of that.

3 0 Was it your assumption in doing this analysis that

4 the core crushing event would take place in minutes?

5 A I guess we -- did we jump back to something? We

6 were talking about --

7 G I'm trying to follow up on Judge Frye's question.

8 A Okay. We were talking about rearranging the core

9 components and now you asked about --

10 G From an earthquake?

11 A Core crushing.
,

12 G I'm confused. Is this section not about mechanical

13 rearrangement of the core due to some core crushing incident?

(');.

\, , 14 A That's one section of it here, yes .
_

15 G And if that core crushing incident were initiated

16 by an earthquake, what time period did you assume that to

17 take place over?

13 A Well, first of all, to get this core crushing acci-

19 dent, in my mind, they would have to be in the process of

20 uncovering the shielding blocks or having some other thing,

21 so that would -- there 's an additional factor that I see in

12 here that's not being mentioned.

23 G I'm not sure we're communicating. I'm not referring

24 to the two paragraphs on page 26, okay?

25 A Which is labeled, " Core Crushing Accident."

{s
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v( J)
I g I'm referring to the other analysis contained in

%
2 your overall section referred to as " Catastrophic Mechanical

3 Rearrangement or Flooding," and does not that section from

4 page 22 to 27, aside from the paragraphs on page 26, does

5 not th,is entire section attempt to estimate the reactivity

6 effect of catastrophic mechanical rearrangement or flooding?

7 A Not in a realistic sense. It gives the end points

8 to such rearrangements and flooding.

9 G And the end point that you conclude on page 27, is

10 that a maximum of 18.5% delta k over k is available?

11 A That's an estimate -- well,that's a value based

12 on the computer codes, yes. I think the answer to your ques-

13 tion is yes.
.r
( 14 g And an event that could produce mechanical rearrange -

15 ment or flooding sufficient to increase reactivity by a frac-

16 tion of that 18% would occur over what period of time, to your

17 analysis?

18 A It's unspecified.

19 G So it could occur fast enough that the core, the

20 draining of the water would be long after the reactivity event

21 was over?

22 A In my opinion, no.

23 g That opinion is based on your understanding of how

24 quickly earthquakes occur and rearrangement follows?

25 A No, it's based on my understanding of the structure

A
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[m15 1 of the Argonaut reactor, and normal buildings and facilities
\_/

2 and equipment that are asssociated with it.

3 0 So it's your understanding that an earthquake

4 rearranging this core would take minutes?

5 A I really don't know how long it would take, but that

6 is --

7 MR. HIRSCH : Judge Frye, could we have a couple

8 minute break to see where we are? Would that be possible?

9 JUDGE FRYE: How much time do you want?

10 MR. HIRSCH: Two minutes would be fine.

11 JUDGE FRYE: All right. Of f the record. j

12 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

13 JUDGE FRYE: On the record. Are you ready to pro-
,~.

(). 14 ceed again, Mr. Hirsch?
,

15 MR. HIRSCH: Yes.

16 BY MR. HIRSCH:

17 0 Turning to page 44 of your study. Ycur first para-

18 graph, last sentence, says, "A fuel-handling accident scenario

19 appears to be the only realistic postulated accident that might

20 result in significant radiation exposure or radioactive.

21 contamination." One, that sentence means, does it not, the

22 only, in your view, realistic accident of those that you con-

23 sidered within the scope of this study?

24 A Yes, even those that we thought about but did not

25 include for various reasons.

(DV
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[m) 1 g Again, we're going to be pretty late if you can't
LJ

2 answer yes or no.

3 A I'll do the best I can.

4 G And when you say, " realistic postulated," that is

5 in distinction to possible or -- you are not saying V'ere are

6 no other accidents that can possibly occur, you are merely

7 saying that you don't view the others that you considered as

8 credible?

9 A Well, this is the only kind of accident that we felt

10 could cause release of radioactive materials.

II O This is the only kind that could cause release of

12 radioactive materials, or this is the only accident which

13 could occur?
r(_y) 14 A This is certainly not the only accident which could

15 occur. But there are all kinds of accidents which could occur ,

16 but looking at the ones that are described in here, in order
.

17 to get a release of radioactive material, this is the one

18 that would do it. And none of the others .

19 % Your second sentence, the second paragraph says --

20 A A significant release.

21 0 The second paragraph says, that this is a " worst

22 case" situation involving two mutually independent events.

23 The first independent event is extremely unfavorable meteor-

24 ology with a downwind observer at the point of maximum expo-

25 sure. The second one being a large fission product inventory

s.,
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1

!

p)
1 in the fuel. The meteorological conditions that you assumedv( V
2 were what windspeed and what stability class?

3 A We did not explicity assume those.

4 g Well, then, how can you say that this is a " worst

5 case" , situation, or that it requires two mutually independent

6 events if you had no specific windspeed or stability class?

7 A Because faced with the site specific characteristics
.

8 of meteorological conditions at various points in the country,

9 it would be very difficult to pick one location because that

10 would truly be site specific. And may not be the worst case

-2
11 at another location. The daiover q that was chosen, 10 ,

12 represents a -- for these kinds of models, diffusion disper-

13 sion models, a very high number.

(O) 14 0 You say these kind of models -- these are models

15 that begin at 100 meters?

16 A I don't think they begin at 100 meters. But that's

17 where they become, perhaps, reproducible. And there's a fair

18 amount of confidence placed in measurements made at -- and I

19 think that's really derived from the graphs that are in common
:

20 use,,

t

21 g Which model did you use?

! 22 A Okay. Basically it's the continuous release. I
i
|

23 think any time you pick out the chi over q, we're assuming that

24 we have -- for this long exposure, we 're not assuming a puff

25 release, we're assuming a continuous release following the --

' q
'
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n
I what I believe is termed the normal galcion by varied distri-V)v'

2 bution.

3 0 You believe it's called --

4 A Well, I have the --

5 G, can you specify which particular dispersion model

6 by author or title that was used here?

7 A Okay. That I can not do because this was authored

3 -- most of this was authored by Mr. Kathren. But my under-

9 standing of the meteorological models that are in use, the

10 -- for example, the past will stability classes, I don't know

11 if there is an exact name given to these models.

12 0 Are you familiar with the computer code, WRAITH,

13 W-R-A-I-T-H?

f%d 14 A. Yes, I am.

15 0 Is it not true that that computer code predicts

16 concentrations 50% larger than you assumed as the maximum

17 predicting those at 100 meters downwind?

18 A I would have to -- I do have a computer run that

19 I did some time af ter this was written. I would have to go

20 back and look at that run. But as I remember, the results

21 from the WRAITH run gave very good agreement to this informa-

22 tion presented here. But that WRAITH model or use of that

23 computer was not the basis for the work in here.
I

24 G I understand, but I'm asking whether another model

25 produces results 50% higher than you considered maximum, and

V
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m

(J'9 1 got those results full 100 meters downwind?;

2 A I would want to go back and look at the readout

3 or computer printout for that run.

4 0 Would you want me to provide you with one of your

5 public,ations that makes that assertion?

6 A Sure. I mean, I can read it and interpret it here,

7 I suppose, or read back what it says there.

8 MS. WOODHEAD: Is this to show that Battelle has

9 done some dispersion modeling?

10 MR. HIRSCH: It's to impeach the estimate included

11 in the study. Impeach it with an estimate made by Mr. Hawley
,

12 in another report.

13 THE WITNESS: By me in another report?
(~h( ) 14 MS. WOODHEAD: By Mr. Hawley?

15 MR. hIRSCH: Yes.

16 THE WITNESS: I did not author that document, WRAITH?

17 MR. HIRSCH: No, no --

18 MS. WOODHEAD: Oh, well, ask him about it.

19 BY MR. HIRSCH:

20 % This is entitled, " Credible Accident Analyses for

21 TRIGA and TRIGA Field Reactors." Did you co author this?

12 A Yes, I did.

23 G On page 43, does it not indicate that using the

24 WRAITH model at a range of 100 meters, at E over q which you

12
25 say is the equivalent to a chi over q of 1.5 times 10 to the,

p
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vf,-~~) 1 minus two, excuse me.
~

G
2 A Yes , that 's what it says , yes .

3 G And you assumed that the maximum chi over q any dis-

-2
4 tance downwind in your Argonaut study would be 1 times 10 7

5 A., Yes, that was an assumption. I also note that that

6 was published some time later than this one. I had -- I did

7 not have knowledge of WRAITH when this was written.

8 G And you can't remember which model was used for the

9 Argonaut study?

10 A We did not use an explicit model. But when the chi

11 over q in this type of dispersion, diffusion is done, those

12 models are implied.

13 G You indicate that to do a detailed analysis requires

) 14 site specific review of the architectural situation, the

15 meteorological conditions at the site?

16 A Particularly if you want it to get within 100 meters ,

17 or perhaps even out to several hundred meters , depending on

18 you --

19 % And that was beyond the scope of what you could do

20 in this -- or what you did do in this study?

21 A Yes.

12 G Call you r attention to page 48 of your study, Table

23 4, and I ask whether the conversion factors from plume concen-

24 tration to dose equivalent in rem for the iodine isotopes,

25 whether that dose conversion f actor was for adults, teenagers,

.
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y 1 children, or infants?

2 A I would have to go back to Mr. Kathren's reference.

3 Which I believe he himself wrote.

4 0 You don't know whether that was for adults -- are

5 you familiar with Reg --

6 A I believe it was for an adult thyroid. Yes, I'm

7 remembering back, yes .

8 0 Do you know whether the dose conversion factor for

9 a teenager is higher than that for an adult?

10 A Yes, I believe it is higher.

11 0 So a teenager --

12 A Or at least infant -- I'm not positive about teen-

13 ager, but I am positive the infant thyroid factor is higher

) 14 than for an adult.

15 G So an infant and perhaps a teenager exposed to this

16 concentration would receive a dose in excess of that estimated

17 in your column, " Dose Equivalent?"

13 A If they had inhaled the same amount -- if everything

19 else remained the same, yes, that dose factor increases.

20 Therefore, the dose increases.

( 21 0 On page 46, the last -- the second to last line, yor

22 indicate that several investigators, Weber and Hirsch, 1956,

23 White, Beard and Willis, 1957, and Keller, 1960, have

( 24 examined the behavior of fission fragments in aluminum matrix

25 fuel, and their models appear applicable to the Argonaut's

', )
'

o
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vc[ ) 1 UTR case. Would you please describe the Weber and Hirsch
w/

2 model, not.merely their estimate of the range of fission frag-

3 ment recoils , but the model that you're referring to in that

4 sentence?

5 A., Okay. I -- at this point in time, I can not dis-

6 tinguish between Weber and Hirsch, White , Beard and Willis ,

7 and Keller. So if I give you the answer and say it's Weber

8 and Hirsch, in fact, it may be one of the other authors, but

9 the model that I remember was from what they called dispersion

10 fuels, where they had small granules of uranium dioxide in an

11 aluminum metal matrix. And they were looking at the -- I

12 believe the ability of the fission fragments to escape from

13 these granules. And in that report, or one of these reports,
fm
'g ,,) 14 they gave the range of fission fragment recoil in aluminum.

15 G I have as an exhibit Weber and Hirsch if that will

16 refresh your memory. And let me distribute it at this time.

17 MS. WOODHEAD: I believe Mr. Hawley testified he

is did not recall which particular document, or reference, was

19 the model he used.

20 MR. HIRSCH: That's why I'd like to --

21 JUDGE FRYE: It sounds like his memory has got to 1

22 be refreshed.

23 MS. WOODHEAD: On what point?

24 MR. HIRSCH: The model for the behavior of fission

-25 fragments within aluminum matrix . ae l .

O
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[ 'N 1 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, there's no foundation laid.
LJ

2 We don't have a nexus yet between what Mr. Hawley remembers ,

3 and what he actually used in this document.

4 MR. HIRSCH: Well, I haven't moved it into evidence

5 yet. I can't create that foundation until I can put it in

6 front of him and ask him about how he used it in his study.

7 (The document referred to was

8 marked for identification as

9 CBG-C-9.)

10 For the record, Exhibit 9 entitled " Dispersion Type

'

]] Fuel Elements" by C.E. Weber and H.H. Hirsch.

12 BY MR. HIRSCH:

33 G I ask you first, Mr. Hawley, whether this is the

("N
( ,/ 14 Weber and Hirsch article referenced on page 46 of your study.

15 A Yes, I feel confident it is.

16 G And does this refresh your memory as to the use of

17 the model derived from this article?
,

18 A Well, I think you'll see as you read it, the use tha t

19 we made was primarily the value of the range of fission frag-

20 ments in aluminum.

21 O Your sentence, however, indicates that their models

22 appear applicable to the Argonaut UTR case?

23 A Yes, and we -- I don't think we really developed

24 that model in terms'of relating particles of UO t particles
2

25 of UA1, and trying to show that these fission fragments may
4

,,Y\
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m
( 1 1 remain within a particle of fuel. That was not developed.
v

2 What we did instead was take this value fo,r the range of
3 fission fragments, and just assume everything within that

4 shell was going to get out. Therefore, the model itself did

5 not apply. Because this -- had we used a model like this,

6 then I think we would have used a value for the release frac-

7 tion which had been much lower -- or lower, because the -- I

8 think this model would show that given the arrangement of

9 particles, a fission fragment emanating from one particle

10 would end up inside another particle, perhaps , and not escape

11 out to, you know, the fuel matrix.

12 0 It is your understanding that the Weber and Hirsch

13 model indicates that if there are particles of a certain size,

O) the fission fragment escapes from one particle and imbeds in(, 14

15 another?

16 A I believe that's part of it, yes. I'd have to read

17 it to verify that, but I believe that that's part of it, yes.

18 See, but we didn't do that. We just said let's take

19 this range in aluminum, and let's not worry about the internal

20 structure of the fuel. Let's just assume everything in the

21 shell gets out.

22 O To do that, however, you had to estimate the percen-

23 tage of damage that would occur to the fuel on being smashed,

24 is that not correct?

25 A No, we just took everything that was within that

s_s
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v'g) - 1 distance and --
N

2 O But you had to -- sorry.

3 A And --

4 0 Did you not have to estimate surface area exposed?

5 A Yes.

6 G And to do that, you had to estimate the degree of

7 mechanical damage that would occur to the fuel?

8 A Oh, we did not estimate the degree of mechanical

9 damage. We just took all the surface area.

10 % If severe mechanical damage occurred to the fuel,

11 as from dropping a ten ton shield block twenty feet in the

12 air onto a fuel bundle, or from severe mechanical damage due

13 to an earthquake causing the building above the reactor to

O
(,,/ 14 fall onto the core, what empirical evidence exists to estimate

15 the amount of surface area exposed in uranium aluminum fuel? |

16 A Structured into this type of element. I was adding

17 a phrase to your question.

18 G What structured?

19 A This fuel element. I was making -- I was thinking

20 to make your sentence or your question a little more complete.

. 21 O Fine.
l

! 22 A Okay. None that I know of, which is why we went

23 the route that we did.

24 4 Of modeling? And to model, you have to estimate

25 how much surface area would be exposed, and you attempted to

Ou

|
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I 36 1 come up with an upper bounds?
N~ /

\

2 A , That's about as upper bound as you can get for one i
i

3 element.

4 G It assumes, does it not, two dimensional damage to

5 the fu,el? Surface exposed?

6 A Yeah, we're exposing everything.

7 G On the surface?

8 A Well, the -- what I -- I use the term volume perhaps

9 technically incorrectly, but what I would call the surface

10 volume. This thin shell, sort of like the cover of a report.

11 This thin shel1 around this fuel plate. That's the surface
,

12 that we were describing, postulating.

13 G You did that because to actually determine what

("~)\1
,

14 would happen to the fuel was beyond the scope of what you

15 could do, and so you assumed it would be the equivalent area

16 of stripping the cladding from the surface?

17 A Thht's correct. That was the most conservative

18 thing we could think of.

19 G Now, is it not possible that when fuel of this type

20 undergoes severe mechanical damage, it undergoes internal

21 cracking?

22 A I do not know.

23 0 Assume for the moment that the mechanical damage

24 did involve internal cracking, microcracking, fractures and

25 so forth, would not the surface area exposed not be a function

b)v
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'
v: ') 1 of the surface of the plate, but of the webs of cracks inter-
\~J

2 nal?

3 A Wherever you have surface area exposed, whether it

4 be stripping the cladding, slicing through the plate, creating

5 some o,ther cut, rip or tear, yes, it would be that -- that

6 surface area exposed. Ilowever it was exposed. But it would

7 still be a function of the surface area, assuming a small

8 depth, this fission fragment recoil.

9 G And that surface area thus might not be the surface

10 area of the plate surface, but the surface area of the interna l

11 microcracks?

12 A It sounds reasonable that that type of damage or

13 cracking could occur, but I -- I can not judge that.

D)(, 14 0 I turn you to your errata sheet. The whole body

15 dose that you originally estimated was 2 rem, is that correct?

16 A No, actually as I remember this, the whole body dose

17 that we originally estimated was about -- was very close to

13 .066 rem, and in going through the final draft, it was thought

19 we had not applied an appropriate factor, so we created the

20 2 rem. On reflection afterwards , we discovered we had applied

21 this correction inadvertently. So the 2 rem was not our first

22 estimate. We had --

23 0 So you moved from .06 to 2 back to .06?

24 A The first value I think was very close to .06, yes.

25 I don't think it was .066 but close enough.

A
U
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fm
z } 1 0 I turn you now to your testimony. And to page 3

%. )
2 of the testimony, the first complete paragraph on the page.

3 And I refer you at the same time to page 29 of the study

4 which relates to the same subject.

5 It is your testimony, is it not, that based on the

6 test performed by Ivins, that a power excursion releasing

7 101 megawatt seconds would be required to initiate a metal

8 water chemical reaction?

9 A Of a substantial degree.

10 G Define substantial degree in terms of megawatt

11 seconds of chemical energy released, please.
,

12 A I can not. I can define the substantial in terms

13 of the morphology of the fuel.

(3y j 14 g I don't understand. In terms of --

15 A Well, in terms of the shape of the fuel.

16 G But you can't describe it in terms of how much

17 energy is released?

18 A Not right now, not here, no. I would have to do

19 further work, further calculations.

20 % But you consider the chemical energy released in

21 the SPERT disrupt test to be substantial in your definition?

22 A There was some percentage of the core material that

23 -- based on post-accident analysis, underwent this reaction

24 and liberated a certain amount of energy, yes.

25 g was it a substantial chemical reaction as you define

bv
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/ 19 1 it?
U

2 A Based on the shape of the fuel pieces or their- !

3 remnants that were recovered, this 704 calories per gram

4 would produce roughly equivalent the same type of pieces of

|5 fuel, little particles.

6 G And the testimony at page -- the statement at page

7 29 of your study indicates that 704 calories per gram would

8 be 101 megawatt seconds?

9 A Yes. If you run to the conversion factors.

10 G And it would take that to produce the level of

11 energy, chemical energy, released at SPERT 1D destruct?
>

12 A I don't think it's that quantitative.

13 G Isn't it true that the SPERT destruct was 31 mega-

f( ~%) 14 watt seconds of nuclear energy?

15 A 30.7, 31, yeah. From what I remember.

16 G About a third of the 101 megawatts seconds you're

17 estimating is necessary?

18 A Yes.

19 What I'm saying in this material here is that given

20 this type of -- taking the results of Ivins, or Ivins, however

21 it's pronounced, taking their work which was done on MTR type

12 -- I believe it was MTR -- no actually, I think it was actually

23 SPERT type fuel pieces, clad pieces, that the energy imparted,

24 this 704 calories per gram which was I believe done inside a

25 reactor, I mean, it was exposed to a transient itself. Starte d

'A
'b
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v/V)
I to produce the type of fuel disruption, this spongy particles,

2 or at least particles, which was, as I remember, what was

3 recovered from the SPERT 1D destruct test.

4 G But the Ivins test data would indicate that it would

5 take four times as much energy as occurred at SPERT to produce

6 the chemical energy that did get released at SPERT?

7 A Not the chemical energy, the -- just that that's the

8 type of damage that this.-- if you give it this much energy,

9 the fuel is going to end up looking like this. And it looked

10 similar.

13 g But the fuel ended up looking like that with only
_

12 31 megawatt seconds as opposed to 101 you're estimating in

13 your study?

( 34 A I assume you can draw that conclusion, yes.

15 JUDGE FRYE: Since we're going to six o' clock, why

16 don't we take another break at this time for about fifteen

17 minutes.

13 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

19 JUDGE FRYE: Back on the record. Mr. Hirsch?

20 BY MR. HIRSCH:

21 O On page 4 of your testimony, have you reviewed the

12 standard operating procedures for fuel loading or unloading

23 at all five of the Argonauts?

24 A No, I haven't. That was based on my own experience.

25 g Excuse me?

f~\
f '
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(~J)vc41 1 A This sentence was based on my own experience.
%.

2 G Do you have personal experience with the procedures

3 at Argonaut reactors?

4 A No, I do not.

5 0, Are you aware of any incidents at the University of

6 Florida's Argonaut reactor in which more than one fuel element

7 may have been removed?

8 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. Irrelevant.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Which particular portion of the testi-

10 mony are you --

11 MR. HIRSCH: First sentence, A.5.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, I'm going to overrule that, and

13 permit the question.

(~)\(_ 14 THE WITNESS: No, I'm not familiar with anything4

15 at the University of Florida regarding that incident, or

16 suspected incident.

17 BY MR. HIRSCH:

18 G Were you to assume that the fuel handling accident

19 involved more than one fuel element, the dose assessment

20 would increase, would it not?

21 A Would you repeat that please?

22 G Were you to assume a fuel handling accident with

23 more than one fuel element, your dose assessment would increase,

24 would it not?

25 A If that fuel element was treated identically to the

-

o
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,~q
( j 1 first element.
\_/ i

2 G You indicate in the second to last sentence of this !

3 first paragraph that the largest peak to average power density

4 ratio we found in the Argonaut-UTR literature was 1.5. You

5 indica,te also in the references to the Battelle study that

6 you reviewed that the 1960 UCLA House's analysis, is that

7 correct? And the 1980 application as well?

8 A Yes.

9 MR. HIRSCH: If I may approach the witness with

10 the House's analysis?

11 JUDGE FRYE: Yes.

12 MR. HIRSCH: I refer people to page B-1.

13 BY MR. HIRSCH:

(O) 14 G And I ask whether at the very bottom of that table,
,

15 it does not indicate that power ratio is 1.63?

16 A Yes, it does.

17 G If you used 1.63 instead of 1.5 would not your dose

18 estimates increase accordingly?

19 A If we left every other factor the same, yes.

20 0 To your second paragraph on page 4, you identify

21 the assumption of equilibrium inventory as a conservatism in

22 your analysis, is that correct?

23 A Yes.

24 G And your analysis is supposed to be conservative,

25 correct?

(v
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Jc43 1 A. Yes.

2 O Is it not true that even if the reactor were to

3 only operate -- strike that. Is it not only the last few days

4 cr weeks of reactor operation that are important for the

5 iodine, inventory?

6 A Would you restructure that a little bit so I can

7 understand what I'm. supposed to answer to, please?

8 G The iodine -- I turn you to your study, page 46,

9 Table 3, and I call your attention to the iodine isotopes.

10 First of all, yes or no, please, is it not true that all but

11 the I 131 of the iodine isotopes have a half life less than

12 one day?

13 A Yes,

l'\
() 14 % And the I 131 has a half life of 8.1 days?

15 A Yes.

16 0 Is it not true then that only the last few days or

17 weeks matters in terms of iodine inventory?

18 A If you assume continuous operation, then these

19 isotopes of -- or these radio-iodine isotopes would reach

20 their equilibrium value within a few days, yes, that's correct .

21 G So for the doses you estimate from you'r fuel-handling

22 accident, the reactor need not run 365 days?

23 A To produce the equilibrium concentration of iodine

24 131, I don't think it would take 365 days, but it would take

25 some large fraction of days, yes.

O
O
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,e~
v; h 1 G Isn't it true that in eight days you would have
\_)

2 50% of the equilibrium inventory?

3 A Yes, I believe that's true. -

4 4. And isn't it true that in eight days you would have

5 100% of the equilibrium inventory of all the other iodines?

6 A Yes, that's true.

7 0 So roughly 75% of the dose equivalent would exist

a simply from eight days as opposed to 365 days?

9 A I believe for these iodine isotopes since they

10 reach their equilibrium values, yes.

11 G Page five --

12 A But that would also have to be if they' re -- at a

13 maximum power level.
A(_j 14 4 Of 100 kilowatts?

15 A Yes.

16 G When you say a typical weekly operation schedule at

17 a small research reactor, this is in the middle of page five.

18 Are you referring to personal knowledge of Argonaut reactors?

19 A No, my own knowledge.

20 G Of other reactors than Argonauts?

21 A That's correct.

12 O And on page six, you underlined the word, " example"

23 of the effect of intermittent operation. Is it correct to

24 assume that your underlining of example is to underscore the

25 fact that this is not an upper bound, but just an example?

o
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i rx
vc( ) 1 A I don' t think upper bound comes into the question.

%)
2 It's just an example of what an intermittent type cycle might

3 be. There's no -- it's an example because it is not -- I

4 don't think you could find its equivalent in real operating

5 schedules. It's too regular for these types of reactors.

6 % And therefore, if an accident occurred -- therefore,

7 because operating schedules are irregular, an accident could

8 occur after not a four hour run, but a longer run?

9 A I think I may be a little bit confused here. The

10 point I was indicating was that reactor schedules are often -

11 irregular. This was a very regular cycle.

12 % And therefore, non-conservative in terms of the

13 worst case accident, is that not correct?

(D)q 14 A No. It's just an example of intermittent operation

15 on the inventory.

16 % But you are not implying that this is the maximum

17 iodine inventory?

18 A No, that was in the report.

:

19 4 Page eight. The second sentence in the last para-'

20 graph. Well, the first two sentences, excuse me. " Estimating
;

21 the amount of surface area exposed depends on the character-

22 istics of the forces impinging on the fuel element. Jagged
|

23 breaks, or guillotine breaks, cladding delamination that

24 exposes more fuel meat though not visible are among the factor s

25 to consider." Am I to understand that those factors are very

[Ji
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(s)46 1 difficult to model, and you did not model, but in fact, tried
(./

2 to create an out of bound?

3 A I imagine some of those would be very difficult to

4 model. For example, the delamination. I have no knowledge

5 of the, characteristics of this fuel with regard to the possi-

6 bility of delamination.

7 G I see. And when you say, "though not visible" are

a you referring to surface area that might be exposed, but not

9 visible to the naked eye?

to A Yes. But I think that the answer to your question

it is yes, we proposed an upper bound on this.

12 G In the Battelle study?

13 A Yes. This 10,500 square centimeters per element.
A

k j) 14 G And on page-nine, the paragraph beginning, "Because

15 of the low temperature," your second sentence says , "Further-

16 more,-and in contrast to measured release fractions from

17 molten aluminum uranium fuel, where only about 5% of the

is iodine and 10% of the noble gases were released from a given
i

19 amount of fuel, we postulated 100% release fractions for io-

20 dines and noble gases." Will you please cite the source

|
21 of the 5% and 10% estimates for molten fuel?

12 A Okay. That was a Parker and Creek article. You

23 appear to be familiar with it.

24 G I am. Do you remember the radiation level of that

25 fuel?

x_s
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( )7 1 A It was relatively small.
U

2 O Would it be fair to say it was trace irradiation?

3 A I think that's what is -- I think that's how they

4 described it, and that may be one of the words that they used

5 to describe it in that article. If my memory serves correctly .

6 G Did not that article conclude that experiments at

7 greater degrees of burnup should be conducted?

3 A I would have to look at that article to see if it

9 did contain that.

10 G Do you know whether or how the release fractions

gy for non-trace irradiation, non-trace irradiated fuels?

A No, that Parker -- actually the two articles weregy,

33 ' published in two dif ferent years. That's the only information
/~

( )S 14 that I have available to me on the behavior of molten fuel,

15 of this type.

16 G Do you know the weight percent for that particular

17 fuel that was tested?

13 A I believe it was approximately the same as the

19 Argonaut. It may have been 18% or close to 13.

20 G If it were 18%, and the fuel were melted at about

23 650* centigrade, would not the bulk of the UA1 remain in
4

12 solid form?

23 A As I understand the phase diagrams, and as I can

24 remember them, I think that's correct because it's not at the

25 -- that camp position is not at the eutectic so there would be

r0
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1 a fair portion remaining solid, yes.

2 G So release fractions from trace irradiated fuel

3 of higher weight percent than UCLA's might not be at all

4 representative of the release fraction from UCLA type fuel

5 irradiated beyond trace levels?

6 A Well, this fuel, as I remember the article, this

7 fuel was molten, regardless of its weight content. It was

a molten. It was -- you know, regardless of the composition.

9 0 Is it your understanding that 18% -- 18 weight

10 percent uranium aluminum fuel would not have part of the

33 fuel melt until the UA1 melted?
4

.

12 A I think under certain circumstances if you take

13 a sample and begin to heat it in a controlled type experiment,

(m) 14 where you determine the melting points, or the solidification
v

15 points, you would then probably~ observe that behavior.

16 But when the authors report, you might observe chunks of fuel

17 or some phase that's still solid. I'm just speculating,

it really. I don't have any knowledge of the determination of

19 eutectics in metal samples. But the authors -- when they
,

20 were saying, molten, I assumed --

21 G You assumed that they mean the UA1 ?
4

I 22 A I assumed they meant that the fuel sample was

23 molten, liquid.

24 G What's the melting temperature for aluminum?

25 A I believe it can be found in most reference books

(u>
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wc49

[V~) I at 660 centigrade, 660* centigrade.

2 G And the melting temperature of UA1 when it's not
4

3 in the eutectic?

4 A I'd have to look that up.

5 G. The bottom of page nine, b6 ginning on to page 10.

6 Appears to relate to an assertion made in the study, the last

7 line of page 26, in which you're discussing a core crushing

8 accident. In the study, you state, "The similar consequences

9 from a core-crushing accident would be some multiple of the

10 consequence of the fuel-handling accident." As I understand

ti that, that's because the fuel-handling accident involves

12 damage to one bundle, and there are twenty four bundles in

13 the core, some or all of which could be af fected by a core-
#

/

( j 14 crushing accident, correct?

15 A Yes, but I believe that the amount of damage would

16 be proportional --

17 0 That's what we're going to get to. Please? Your

18 study says that the similar consequences from a core-crushing

19 accident would be some multiple of those assumed from the

20 fuel-handling accident in your study for reference --

21 A Yes, and multiple can be one or less than one, or

12 more than one, too.

23 g Multiple can be less than one? Did you use it in

24 that fashion?

25 A I think when you use it as consequences, consequence s

O(V
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v[ } 1 meaning amount of material released to the environment.
'ud

2 0 A fuel-handling accident to one bundle, in your

3 opinion, would release more radioactivity than a core-crushing

4 accident damaging multiple bundles, perhaps all twenty four?

5 A., I think that the amount of fission product released

6 that we've indicated from the type of damage to this fuel

7 element _in the Battelle study, yes. I think that is in excess

8 of what we would expect from the mechanical forces impinging

9 upon this core.

10 g Now you say what you would expect? You have given

11 an estimate of the release fraction for damage to one bundle
,

12 in your study, is that not correct?

13 A For a very severe type of situation.

O)(, 14 G And a very severe situation which damages not one

15 bundle, but several, would not, in fact, involve several times

16 the release?

17 A Well, if each of those bundles went through the same

la process that this original bundle went through, and there were

19 no other -- I mean, if everything else remained the same, if

20 it wasn't in the water, didn't have extra surfaces to plate

21 out on, and everything was the same, it would be equivalent

22 to doing the same operation on two or more fuel bundles during

23 the handling accident.

24 G Page eleven, the sentence reading, -- page eleven

25 of your testimony, " Estimating the surface area exposed due to

,0
V
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f) I a jagged cut is beyond the scope of this discussion." Am I

2 to understand that truly modeling the realistic effects of

3 mechanica1' damage is beyond the scope of your testimony or

4 study because -- forget the because -- is beyond the scope of

5 your study or testimony?

6 A Yes.

7 G And in --

3 A I mean, that's -- I do not have the knowledge to

9 describe how a piece of this metal would appear if you pulled

10 it apart, or froze it and fractured it or something.

11 G Gr dropped a ten ton block on it from twenty feet,

12 or a building fell on it?

13 A Yeah, I -- I imagine it would just be pretty -- it
,,

k) would just get squished pretty flc.t, and not have much of14s-

15 a problem at all, but --

16 G That's what you imagine?

17 A That's an opinion.

13 G Do you know whether UA1 is a brittle material?
4

19 A The pure compound?

20 G Right.

21 A No, I do not,
l

12 G And your testimony at the bottom of page twelve is

23 that the estimates you had for one fuel element is a truly

| 24 conservative estimate, correct?

i
! 25 A Well, you can't get any higher for a single fuel

r
(
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( 2
1 element. I mean, given the nominal dimensions.

b
2 O Is that true if the cracks were microfractures

3 inside the plate as opposed to stripping of cladding? Could

4 you not get more surface area exposed than that?

5 A Well, if you carry that to the extreme, then you've

6 released everything in the fuel element.

7 G Do you have any empirical information as to how much

8 surface area will be exposed for a fractured fuel element?

9 A I do not know of any experiments or tests that

10 describe that situation.

]] G Okay. Page thirteen at the top. And I'd like you

12 at the same time to refer to your study, on page 48. Am I

13 to understand that this paragraph which begins on the bottom

p)s( 14 of the previous page is an attempt to give an example of why
,

15 your estimates in your study are conservative?

16 A Yes, I think it points out some of the conservative

17 factors.

18 G Okay. And you tried to show here that if you didn't

19 take into account those conservative factors, how much lower

20 the dose estimate might be?

21 A Yes. And there are also other factors which I

| 22 believe I mention in here that again, we did not take credit

23 for, but do exist.

24 G You indicate that if you permit 168 hour decay time

25 and certain other factors, that you would have 840 millicuries

D)-tv
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V) 1 of I 131, 12 microcuries of I 130, and .24 nanocuries of I 135v(' .

2 A That's what it says here, yes .

3 G I do not see I 130 on page 48 of your table.

4 A Yeah, that sure is a typographical error.

5 4 Should be I 133?

6 A Yes.

7 G Okay. Now taking the 849 millicuries of I 131,

8 that's approximately one curie, is that not rignt?

9 A It's a little shy of one curie , but it's -- if you

10 rammed it up to one figure.

11 G I call your attention to the table on page 48 of

12 your testimony, -- of your study. Does that not indicate

13 that 4.4 curies would produce 21.7 rem? To the thyroid?'
O

14 A. Yes.

15 G And 840 millicuries is approximately one fifth of

16 this 4.4?

17 A Yes.

13 G Should not your dose to the thyroid then from 840

19 millicuries be approximately one fif th of 21 rem? Or about

20 4 rem? Rather than 4 millirem as you say at the botto n of

21 that paragraph?

22 A I'd have to go back and redo this calculation to

23 verify that.

24 G To get this calculation, to get.this result, you

25 assumed, first of all, that only 5% of the iodine would get

OV
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v''} I out as opposed to 100% from that recoil distance, in that
C

2 not correct?

3 A Yes, we used the release fraction from molten fuel

4 which was specified earlier as 5%.

5 G And that's based on the Parker Creek study on

6 trace irradiated fuel?

7 A Bits of the Parker Creek study, yes.

8 G If other studies indicated 100% release of gaseous

9 products when melted, you would be off by a factor of twenty?

10 A I would have two pieces of information that are

33 dif ferent.

12 G If the 100% figure were the correct one, your esti-

13 mate here would be off by a factor of twenty?
O/(,) 14 A You mean, if you use those numbers, then, yes, a

15 factor of twenty would be the difference.

16 G And you assume also only one fuel bundle being

17 damaged, is that not correct, for this calculation?

13 A Yes.

19 G So if full core were damaged, the estimate would be

20 24 times higher?

21 A That depends on the assumptions that you would make.

22 G No other assumptions changing?

23 A It's not the same situation because you know, damage

24 in the core is not the -- is really not the same situation as

25 in the open, which is why we picked fuel handling because we

Ob
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{} 1 are out in the open and away from the core.

2 g If a severe earthquake which caused the building to

3 fall down on the core damaged all twenty four bundles, would

4 not your estimate here be off by a factor of twenty four?

5 A I do not think so because I do not think that that

6 type of accident would create the same kind of damage.

7 G Do you have any empirical evidence to back that up?

8 A I can not reference -- I don't know of any study

9 that's been done on the shape and configuration of an Argonau"

10 core after an earthquake, nor do I have references that descri ae

13 the breaking characteristics of this fuel.

12 G And you testified that you have no seismic or

33 metallurgic background, correct?
gx( ,) 34 A That's correct.

15 0 You assumed that for the one bundle that the damage

16 to it would be 1/24th of that which you assumed for the one

17 bundle in your study, is that not correct?

13 A I'm sorry. Would you repeat that?

19 G. In this calculation in your testimony, you assumed

20 that the damage to one bundle will be 1/24th of the damage

21 you had assumed to one bundle in your study, is that not

22 correct?-

23 A I'm sorry. I'm having a difficult time following --

24 0 The amount of surface area that you -- well, I can

25 take you back to your previous page. Bottom of page twelve.

f~m
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( )S 6 1 A Are you at -- oh, yes. Now I see what you're asking .

'O
2 G So this calculation based on only one bundle instead

3 of twenty four, and that one bundle you're assuming is damaged

4 1/24th as much as you assumed in the study?

5 A Yes, that 's correct.

6 G And in addition, you assume a 168 hour decay time,

7 is that not correct?

3 A Yes, as it states here.

9 G That would further reduce the inventory?

10 A Yes.

13 G And you assume intermittent running rather than

12 constant running for the previous few days?

13 A Yes.

O(,/ 14 G And that will further reduce your estimate?

15 A Yes.

16 G Were an earthquake to occur, would there have

17 necessarily been 168 hour decay time?

'
13 A Very, very likely.

19 G Is it possible that an earthquake could occur while

20 the reactor is operating?
s

| 21 A I would say the possibility is -- just based on

12 the operating frequency, less, but still possible. It can

23 happen any time, I'm sure.

24 O So on the bottom of page thirteen, you indicate that ,

.25 in your first paragraph, that the "alue of 0.3 calories per

i

;
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v( 1 gram at 50*C was determined by comparing the slopes of the

2 lines using Figure 12.2 -- 12-2 in Nightingale's book. And

3 then the following paragraph, you indicate that to get similar

4 results, if you use equation 12-1, is that correct?

5 A Yes.

6 G Isn't equation 12-1 simply a mathematical way of

7 describing the curve in Figure 12-2?

8 A I think it describes most of those curves.

9 G So one would expect it to give the same results,

10 correct? It's simply -- excuse me.

11 A Yes, assuming that it describes all the curves, or

12 that particular curve, yes.

13 G If the curve were not accurate, in the low exposure-

(3
( ,/ 14 range, would not the equation also not be accurate in the low

15 exposure range?

16 A I don't think so because the equation uses the -- if

17 I remember, uses the value of stored energy at essentially

is infinite irradiation. And then fits that point to a exponen-

19 tial curve, or the type of curve -- I believe at that point

20 given that form of the equation, then defines its shape.

! 21 G Does not the equation merely represent the shape of

12 the curve as drawn in Figure 12-2?

23 A I do not know which came first, or how one was

24 derived.

25 G Did you check the New Guard source from which that

[v) -
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v; V7 ~') I equation came?

2 A No, I did not.
.

3 G Did you check the Night -- the reference from which

4 this 30a curve in Figure 12-2?

5 A, No, I did not.

6 G Your result is -- or the result that Professor

12,
7 Robkin is based upon a thermoflux of 1.0 times 10

8 L Yes.

9 G And if the true figure were higher, the stored

10 energy would be higher?

11 A The calculated stored energy would be higher.
,

12 G Calculated stored energy. And it's also based upon

13 a conversion from thermal MVT to megawatt days per adjacent
t'~s .

( ,) 14 ton provided on the previous page of Nightingale?
'

15 A Yes, the Beppo or how do you pronounce it? Yes.

16 G And is there not below that'in the same page addi-

17 tional conversions based on other measurements?

Is A I have to look at that to verify that.

19 G If the conversion factor you used, or Professor

20 Robkin used, for converting thermal MVT to megawatt days per

21 adjacent ton ~ were in error, your calculated stored energy~

22 would also be in error?

23 A It would be different. It may reflect it more

24 accurately.

25 G It might be more accurate if you used another

o
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1 conversion factor is what you're saying?
v

2 A Well, if you used one that was more accurate.

3 G Thank you. That's the point I was trying to make.

4 And if the stored energy rate at low exposures based on

5 Figure 12-2 and Table -- and the equation 12-1 were non-con-

6 servative in-the low exposure range, the more accurate figure

7 would also be higher. for your stored energy?

8 A I don't think so because the values in the low

9 exposure range, I think, are pretty much determining the slope

10 of these lines, and how fast they would reach some plateau

11 where the stored energy does not accumulate quite as : rapidly

12 with increasing megawatt days per adjacent ton, or other units

13 of exposure, so if the exposures in question are down in this

(h
A ,/ 14 range where the slopes are varying perhaps as much as they do

15 on this curve, then, yes, the values of stored energy may be

16 in error, but also, the values in that portion of the curve

17 are very small.

18 G Do you know how many data points exist in the range

19 from zero to 1000 megawatt days per adjacent ton for Figure

20 12-2?

21 A. I'd have to look at it and count them.

22 G iour memory is that there are actual dots on that

23 line?

24 A There may be, yes. I mean, I have seen graphs of

25 that nature which do have data points in them. Maybe they

OG
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l-~

v[GT 1 were or were not reproduced in that figure.

2 4 If I may, so that we aren't speaking from memory,

3 maybe I can provide you with that page, and we can talk

4 further about it.

5 This is CBG Exhibit C-3, a passage from Nightingale
,

6 previously distributed. I call your attention to Figure 12-2.

7 A Yes.

A g And ask if you see any data points on either the

9 30*C line or the 50*C line?

10 A Not as they're represented here, no.

11 G And is it your testimony that you did not review

12 Reference 8 or Reference 10, is that correct, from which those

13 curves are drawn?
f3
( ,) 14 A That's correct. In preparing this, I simply asked

15 Dr. Robkin what he had done, and I --

16 0 And thus you do not know how any data points, if

17 any, exist between zero and 1000 megawatt days per adjacent

is ton for those two curven?

19 A That's correct.

20 0 If there were no data points in that region for

21 those two curves, and if there were data available in that

22 low e::posure range that indicated higher exposure, would --

23 higher storage rate, would it not be more conservative to

24 take the higher figures from empirical sources?

25 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. This is a hypothetical

'
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' ' '

(Oi
1 which'is based on some theory, I think. At any rate, we have

2 no document in evidence that seems to be relevant to the

3 ques tion .

4 MR. HIRSCH: I can do that if you 'd like .

5 JUDGE FRYE: Can do --
,

6 MR. HIRSCH: I can just turn him to two pages in

7 to the precise demonstration that there are more accurate

3 values for measurement.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Well, yes, why don't you?

10 BY MR. HIRSCH:

33 g I'll turn you to the second to last page in this

12 attachment. In this exhibit. And I refer you to the para-

33 graph 60% down the right hand page which says as follows :

(O) "At 30'C DS/DE from Figure 12.2 is 0.5 calories per megawatt34

15 day per adjacent ton. More accurate values derived from

16 measurements at very low exposures range:from .6 to 1.0

17 calories per megawatt day per adjacent ton." Thus, my ques-

13 tion is to you, if more accurate values derived from actual

19 measurement at low exposures indicate a higher storage rate

20 than that assumed by you or Professor Robkin from this Figure

21 12,2, would it not be more conservative to take those higher

22 storage rates? 4

23 A If you're asking me that on the basis of what I know

24 about the Wigner energy and this material, I think I'd probabl /

25 answer yes. But whether Dr. Robkin has the same extent of

. -s

v
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|

(n) I knowledge that I do, I can't speak for him. He may know more
\ /

2 about this. Then I simply asked him what he did.

3 0 Okay. I call your attention back again to the

4 second page in the attachment, the left hand page. " Buildup

5 of Total Stored Energy with Exposure." The conversion factor

6 which Professor Robkin used for thermal MVT Beepo equivalent

177 into megawatt days per adjacent ton was 6.5 times 10 7

8 You're having trouble finding it?

9 A No, I see on here the copy from Nightingale's book.

10 G You're not sure whether that's the conversion factor

11 you used?

12 A I'm pretty sure it is, yes.

13 G Okay. Does it not indicate -- is it your impression
A( ) 14 that that indicates that that is the conversion factor?

15 A What do you mean, the conversion factor?

16 G The method of converting thermal MVT Beepo equiva-

17 lent to megawatt days per adjacent ton for estimating Wigner

18 storage in another reactor?

19 A From what I know about this subject, it seems

20 reasonable to me.

21 0 This sentence which gives that conversion, does it

22 not indicate that Kinchin's data at 30' centigrade which are

23 reported in thermal neutrons per centimeter square fall on the

24 30'C curve in Figure 12.2 if that conversion were correct?

25 A I'm sorry. Are you reading this --

/ 'T'
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|

( )3 1 % Yes. Does it not merely indicate that Kinchin's data

2 fall on this curve if that conversion factor were the correct

3 one?

4 A That's what it says.

5 0, And the next sentence indicates that there are

17
6 measured values of 5.5 times 10 7

7 A It says they are derived from other property changes

a which I assume to be not stored energy.

9 G If -- excuse me. You view Nightingale as a reliable

30 source for estimating Wigner energy storage?

13 A Within my knowledge, yes,

12 % If Nightingale elsewhere said that the correct

33 conversion factor were roughly half the one used here, the

'As ,) 14 6.4, would not your conclusions likewise be altered?

15 A If that conversion factor was in fact more applicable

16 to the Argonaut.

17 0 You used an irradiation temperature of 50*C?

13 A I believe that's specified in Professor Robkin's

19 section here, yes.

20 0 If the average irradiation temperature of the

21 graphite were lower, the amount of storage, Wigner storage

12 would be higher than that estimated value?

23 A Generally speaking, all other things being equal,

24 yes.

25 G And on page fourteen, you say that the thermal flux

OnV
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12p' ') 1 of 1 times 10 for a hundred kilowatt reactor represents --
V

2 A This is fourteen of my testimony?

3 G Yes, I'm sorry. Represents in your experience a

4 reasonable maximum value --

5 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. Could you wait to let the

6 witnesa find where you're reading so he can follow.

7 BY MR. HIRSCH:

3 G The second paragraph on page fourteen. What experi-

9 ence are you referring to there?

10 A My experience at the TRIGA reactors. |
12

33 G So the flux used of 1 times 10 is based on TRIGA

12 experience?

13 A Yes, they have graphite portions, too.

O
i) 14 G Did you review the University of Florida 1980 SAR?
v

15 A Yes, I had that available to me.

16 G Is not the flux given in that document considerably

17 higher than what you claimed to be the maximum value?

13 A They may have a flux -- I mean, it depends on where

19 you're measuring it, I'm sure. If you have a particular

20 type of experimental apparatus that creates a higher flux,

21 you may get higher values. I don't know the value in question

22 or the page in question you're referring to in the University

23 of Florida SAR.

24 I don't know if Professor Robkin had that available

25 to him.

f,
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/~.
/ 15 1 G So these input numbers for this Wigner estimate
V

2 may have been based on incomplete information about character-

3 istics of specific Argonaut reactors?

4 A I don't think so. Professor Robkin is familiar

5 with the University of Washington Argonaut.

6 G But a generic study, have you not testified, is to

7 be applicable to all?

3 A It should be.

9 G And is it not true that in your study, Dr. Robkin

10 assumes only megawatt days of operation for UCLA?

]] A That's what it states in here.

12 O And isn't your testimony that 57 megawatt days can

33 by accumulated by the year 2000?

( ,) 34 A I'm not sure if I phrased it exactly that way.

15 G Is it not true that the reactor has accumulated more

16 than twelve megawatt days to date?

17 A You mean the UCLA reactor?

13 G Uh huh.

19 A Yes, I've seen the number quoted as about 19 megawat:

20 days.

21 G And yet your generic study assumed a maximum of 12?

12 A In Professor Robkin's view, that was reasonable for

23 him. And most likely maximum.

24 G But it turns out not to be maximum?

25 A For this specific reactor. However, the method

,Oi
\j
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[ )4
6 1 is presented by which these factors enter, and if it needs to

%
2 be adopted or adapted then I think that the value here,

3 5 calories per gram, you know, allows a reasonable range of

4 differences.

5 G, Your testimony at the bottom of page thirteen is

12
6 that if the flux were 1 times 10 , the irradiation tempera-

7 ture of 50'C, the conversion factor for megawatt days into

a thermal MVT, the one used in your study --

9 A The Bebpo equivalent, yes.

10 0 Right. And the storage rates that on Figure 12-2,

31 that 22 calories per gram of graphite would be stored after

12 57 megawatt days?

y3 A Yes, that's what it says.
-

(,g) 14 0 If the flux were three times higher, it would be

15 66 calories per gram?

16 A If you change the numbers:in the process, in the

17 equation, then you would change the final answer.

18 G Would it be 66 calories per gram if the flux were

is three times higher than you assumed? All other things being

20 equal.

21 A The estimate of that stored energy through this

| 22 process would be increased.

23 G And if the storage rate at low exposures were twice

24 what you assumed, it would then be 132 calories per gram?

25 A I think if you do it that way, you need to -- I

OO
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~7
[O! 1 think there are slightly different processes there. I think

2 the way Dr. Robkin did it should take advantage of the early

3 Part of the slopes of these lines where they get the rate of

4 accumulation. As I understand the use of the equation, it's a

5 slightly different aspect of that. They're starting somewhere

6 else and sort of working backwards. That's my understanding.

7 0 They're starting at 1000 megawatt days per adjacent

3 ton and working back to zero?

9 A Some large number, yeah, that's my understanding of
r

10 how this --

3y G But if the actual storage rate based on empirical

12 measurements turns out to be higher than predicted by con-

13 necting 1000 and zero --

g ,) 14 A Wall, it just may reach that plateau a little bit

15 quicker.

16 0 And that means the storage rate would be greater,

17 the rate would be greater?-

13 A For that initial period, yes.
|

; 19 G If the correct rate were twice as high as assumed,
!

20 you then would have 132 calories per gram, correct?

| 23 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. Mr. Chairman, we've had
!

22 so many hypotheticals here and theoretical questions that I

23 think his knowledge of basic parameters of graphite storage

24 are in question. And he did not write the article -- the sec-

25 tion on graphite energy storage, and he has fully explained

(^T
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[^'8 1 the meaning of the text, and given the references that he
U

2 knows about. At this point, it seems more like a classroom

3 discussion than a relevant questioning about the document and

4 the testimony.

5 JUDGE FRYE: Where are you going with this?

6 MR. HIRSCH: The method that was used by Dr. Robkin

7 is a method used by all three parties. The Board's going to

8 have to determine what the actual final number is. I just

9 want the record to be clear so that when you plug in the

10 correct numbers, you'll know what the results are.

gy The debate over what are the correct input numbers

12 I'm trying to make clear that if those numbers are different

13 than those assumed, the results will differ.

) JUDGE FRYE: The results are different. I think14

15 that should be clear. Why don't we move on?

16 MR. CORMIER: I'd like to note for the record that

17 Mr. Hirsch's comment that the same calculation har been used

13 by all three parties is incorrect. UCLA went to greath

19 lengths with its expert on this topic to explain the limita-

20 tions in that process and how you correct for them.

21 MR. HIRSCH: We will deal with that when we bring up

22 Dr. Perlman's problems .

23 BY MR. HIRSCH:

24 0 I turn you to the bottom of page fourteen.

25 MS. WOODHEAD: Is this the testimony again?

OV
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Sc[ ) 1 MR. HIRSCH: The testimony, excuse me.\

2 BY MR. HIRSCH:

3 0 Your last sentence dealing with this issue of the
/

4 positive graphite temperature coefficient says that, any

5 ' Prompt' heat that would be delivered to the graphite would

6 also be delivered to the water, thus manifesting the negative

7 water coefficients at the same time. In the SPERT and BORAX

3 reactors, there was also this ' prompt' energy delivered to

9 the water, is that not correct?

10 A Yes.

13 0 So their shutdown mechanism would contain that nega-

12 tive coefficient due to the prompt heating of the water,

13 correct?

(A) 14 A That seems reasonable, yes.

15 Q But in the UCLA case, part of that shutdown coeffi-

16 cient would be mitigated by the prompt heating of the graphite

17 as you indicate produces a positive effect?

13 A I guess I find it hard to separate them, and the

19 -- I guess I'm not quite sure what connection you're making.

20 g I'll walk you through it. You indicate that the

21 Prompt neutron and gamma heating to the graphite would mani-

22 fest a positive effect, is that not correct?

23 A I think what I feel comfortable saying is that if

24 the graphite exhibits a positive temperature coefficient, then

25 generally speaking, when that temperature is increased, this

C\
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gs
1 coefficient appears.

]70
2 g And in the SPERT and BORAX reactors, there was no

3 graphite, correct?

4 A Yes, that's correct to the best of my knowledge.

5 G. So if there is a positive ef fect to graphite, that

6 would be manifest in the Argonaut but not manifested in the

7 SPERT and BORAX?

8 A Because it's there, it would be -- you would have

9 that ability to manifest, yes.

10 4 Therefore, would not the shutdown coefficient for

33 the Argonaut be different than the shutdown coef ficient for

12 SPERT or BORAX?

13 A No, I don't think so.

,-),

(, 34 JUDGE FRYE: Why not? Why don't you think so, Mr.

15 Hawley's

16 THE WITNESS: Because I think that the -- I guess

17 I'll have to think about that.

13 BY MR. HIRSCH:

19 G Do you want to think about it now, is that what

20 you're saying?

21 A I'd prefer a little bit longer time.

22 G Page fifteen of your testimony, second paragraph

I
23 under A.10. You indicate that the power excursion model

|

| 24 that you utilized appeared to be a generic method. Do you

I 25 mean by that that it is applicable to --
|

| O
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y''T 1 A To the Argonauts, yes. Argonaut-UTR's.
(-) )

2 g But you do not mean that it is applicable to other

3 types of reactors?

4 A I would be very cautious about applying it to power

5 reactors, for example, yes.

6 0 Why would you be cautious in applying it to power

7 reactors?

8 A Low enriched fuel, UO , very , very larg cores, and
2

9 they're very dissimilar.

10 g The caution involved is in part because of the risks

yy to public safety were the analysis wrong?

A No. I think there are fundamental differences12

13
between those kinds of reactors,

r~%'( ) 34 g But is it your testimony that there are not funda-

15 mental differences between the Argonaut and the SPERT?

16 A Yes, I believe they have the same general character-

17 istics.

18 0 Are there not specific dif ferences?

19 A Yes.

20 0 And have you not testified that you do not know how

21 to quantify those differences in terms of power excursions?
,

|

| 12 A I think some of those differences may not require
|

23 quantification. I mean, there are a large number of dif ferenc as

24 when you speak of differences.

25 g And some may?

<~
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n
vi i 1 A I think if you were to fine tune the approach used, ;
\) |

2 you could produce slightly different values. That seems very
1

3 reasonable to me, l

4 G Might there be a ten percent error in one of your

5 input numbers?

6 A Not to my knowledge.

7 G I didn't ask, is there one. You are certain that

8 there can not be a ten percent error in any of your input

9 numbers?

10 A I'm not perfect.

11 Q I'd like that answer, I guess.

12 A I do not know of any errors in my input as you phras a

13 it.

) 14 0 Can there be any errors in those input numbers?

15 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. This is irrelevant and

16 immaterial.

17 JUDGE FRYE: The answer seems obvious. You're not

13 warranting that the figures you used are absolutely correct,

19 I taxa it?
I

20 THE WITNESS: They're the best I had available.

21 JUDGE FRYE: The best you had available, but it's

12 Possible that there could be errors?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, but if I'm wrong, then I suppose

24 a lot of other people are, too.

25 JUDGE FRYE: Okay. Fine. Thank you.

C'r
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tv' ') 1 BY MR. HIRSCH:
s

V
2 0 The input numbers you used, you obtained from review

3 of Safety Analysis Reports from several Argonaut reactors?

4 A Yes. Either SAR's or preliminary SAR's.

5 G Did you review the actual measurements?

6 A The method of measurement?

7 0 The actual data obtained from measuring these values ?

8 A You mean as you would find in a lab book or reactor

9 lo9?

10 0 Or a report. Or an operating log.

33 A If the information was contained in the SAR, and

12 reported as a number, that's what I used.

13 0 You don't know, for example, whether these measure-
l'

k, 14 ments were recent or quite some time ago?

15 A I could judge that on the date of publication.

16 0 You mean you assumed that if it was included in a

17 1980 SAR for UCLA, for example, that the measurement was

18 recent?

| 19 A I believe UCLA provided a double column of values

20 labeled 1960 and 1980.

21 G And it was your understanding that the values in the

| 22 1980 column were based on recent measurements?

23 A I think that's a reasonable assun.ption, yes.

24 G And was it your assumption that these measurements

25 had been made by the technical staff of the reactor or by

r~
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7.
; HL 1 students?
%!,

2 A As far as I'm concerned, there's very little differ-

3 ence.

4 G Do you know how L over beta is measured?

5 A No, I do not.
,

6 G Do you know how the void coefficients --

7 A e at least I can't remember. It's been a while

8 since I've operated a reactor tube.

9 G Do you know how void coefficients were measured at

10 these Argonaut reactors?

13 A I do not have the specific knowledge, no.

12 G Do yott know how many portions of the core were

13 measured for the void coefficient?
(~%( ,) 14 A No, I do not. Or if it was available, then I can

15 not recall it.

16 MR. HIRSCH : Your Honor, I have a little bit more.

17 But it's more than ten minutes we have remaining. Mr. Hawley

13 has indicated that he might be willing to look over the Night-

19 ingale section for tomorrow, so I'm uondering whether we might

20 be able to end it now, and if Mr. Hawley would look over that

21 Nightingale section related to the surface area issue, we

22 might pursue that tomorrow.

23 MS. WOODHEAD: I'm sorry. I think you lost me.

24 Maybe the witness too. What are we talking about?

25 JUDGE FRYE: He's suggesting we adjourn at this point.

j''N
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O
y} 1 He has a few more questions.

2 MS. WOODHEAD: No, no, no. What Nightingale --

3 MR. HIRSCH: Excuse me. I meant Thompson and Becker ly .

4 Excuse me, the Thompson and Beckerly section preceding the

5 chart of SL-1, SPERT and BORAX excursions and the analysis of

6 how void coefficient and surface area relate to energy release .

7 MS. WOODHEAD: For what purpose is Mr. Hawley to-

3 study --

9 JUDGE FRYE: I think he already agreed to looking

10 at the --

33 MR. HIRSCH: He offered --

32 JUDGE FRYE: He offered to look over this material.

33 MR. CORMIER: Is Mr. Hirsch going to make the

(~)
( ,/ 14 material available? /

15 MR. HIRSCH: I'd be pleased to.

16 MR. CORMIER: Because I don' t know what he 's talking

17 about. I don't know what page he's talking about in Thompson

13 and Beckerly or what.

19 MR. HIRSCH: I will provide that right now.

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Is that the chart that's incorporated

21 into both CBG and University testimony? Is that the same

22 graph?
|

23 MR. HIRSCH: It is the three or so pages preceding

24 that graph that describe that graph. It's in Volume One.

25 And I'm referring to pages 670 --

|
|
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1 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, there seems to be some

2 misunderstanding here. I don't believe that the witness is

3 under any duty to study after hours so that he can become

4 familiar with a document that he's not familiar with at the

5 moment so he can be questioned by the Intervenor. I don't see
,

6 any use to this, any purpose.

7 MR. CORMIER: Maybe more fundamental. Do you have

8 Thompson and Beckerly with you?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.

10 JUDGE FRYE: When did this occur, Mr. Hirsch?

yy MR. HIRSCH: When did what occur?

12 JUDGE FRYE: When did this exchange with the witness

earlier was --13
(%
( ) 34 MR. HIRSCH: I believe this morning.
%

15 JUDGE FRYE: This morning. As I recall, you asked

16 him to look over some documents and he said he could. And

17 this was in connection with the -- I recall it basically

yg had to do with heat transfer, didn't it, and the surface area

19 of the fuel?

20 MR. HIRSCH : Right. It deals witn the assertion

21 that mass of the core is the central --
,

|
| 12 JUDGE FRYE: That's the one. And that got into the

23 question of the surface area of the fuel.

24 MR. HIRSCH: Whether or not surface area provides

25 a contervating ef fect to mass .

,

.

o
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vt 1 JUDGE FRYE: Now, Ms. Woodhead, your position is he

2 shouldn't have to go into this any farther?

3 MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, that's my position. It's a

4 document that -- it's a reference document that if -- I

5 assume he's somewhat familiar with it, and if he wants to ask

6 a question:about a certain chapter, he either is or is not

7 familiar with its contents.

3 JUDGE LUEBKE: So the uitness says he doesn't know?

9 MS. WOODHEAD: Correct.

10 JUDGE LUEBKE: He hasn't said that yet?

33 JUDGE FRYE: I think he did.

12 JUDGE LUEBKE: Oh, you think he did?

y3 JUDGE FRYE: Didn't he? I think he did.
(~h( ,) 34 JUDGE LUEBKE: Then how did we get into the homewort.?'

I
15 MR. HIRSCH : My recollection was that Mr. Hawley j

16 said he was somewhat familiar with it, but would like an

17 opportunity to refresh his memory.
'

13 JUDGE FRYE: That was my recollection of it.

19 THE WITNESS: If he was going to question me about
,

!

20 it, then I would like to have a chanca to look at it. But I'

|

21 guess the other question is do I need to be questioned on it?

12 MS. WOODHEAD: I don't know of any legal requirements

23 that he study af ter hours so that he can be prepared for ques-

24 tions the next day.
|

25 JUDGE LUEBKE: So do we take the I don't know?

O>
'

\-
i
I
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,x
\t h 1 MS. WOODHEAD: We take the I don't know. 18\s / '

2 JUDGE LUEBKE: Well, then that's the end of it.

3 MS. WOODHEAD: Right.

4 JUDGE FRYE We're left with an I don't know.
5 MR. HIRSCH : As I understand it, that means that

6 we will not discuss this tomorrow?
7 JUDGE FRYE: Well, you can ask questions, but --

8 MR. HIRSCH: I'll get more I don't knows.

9 JUDGE FRYE: If he doesn't know, he doesn't know.

10 MR. HIRSCH: Okay. I will ask tomorrow and if

11 you don't know tomorrow, we'll just have that stated. So I

12 have a few more questions beginning tomorrow then.

13 JUDGE FRYE: Well, it's five minutes to six, so
()\s,) 14 Probably a very good time to adjourn until 9:30 tomorrow

15 morning. Off the record.

16 (Whereupon, at 5:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned,

17 to reconvene, Tuesday, August 1, 1983, at 9:30. a.m.)

18
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